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ERNEST BECKER AND BERNARD LONERGAN:
ANINITIALMEETING

leffrey A. Allen

Loner gan Resurch Institute

Toronto, Canada

;-t rnruxrl ANTlrRopol,ocrsr ERNrsr DBcKER won a Pulitzer Prize for

t his 1973 work, The Dmial ol Duth.l I view The Denial of Duth as a

Vwork that beckons its readers to be authentic. The same might be

said of philosopher and theologian Bernard Lonergan's 7957 work, lnsight:
A Study of Hwnan Undnstanding and,lis 1972 work, Method in Theology. This
commonality alone would be a suitable reason for putting these works into
contact, but there are in fact many other points of overlap. Comparing and
contrastint theirs views on such points, including on v/hat it means to be

authentic, proves surprising and fruitful. It is surprising in that there is often
an initial concurrence between Becker and Lonergan; it is fruitful in that theit
ideas come into sharper focus through the exercise. It is the act of comparing
and contrasting itself that interests me in what follows, not defending either
Becker's or Lonergan's views. My subtitle, "An Initial Meeting," is meant
to convey that point - as well to convey that I will only be appealing to Ifte
Dmial of Dnlh,lnsight, and Method in Theology. To consider other works by
Becker and Lonergan would be to undertake a much lengthier endeavour.

Whether Becker knew of Lonergan is something I cannot pronounce
upon. In the opposite direction, Lonergan dearly knew of Becker, for he
refers to his work on two occasions. In a footnote n Method in Theology,
Lonergan refers to a span of pages from Becker's 1968 work, The Structurc
o/ Euil; the span covers a section entitled, "A Post-Freudian View of the Hu-

tTo be sFci.fic, Becker won the 1974 Pulitzer Prize for Genetal Noniction. Fo! a bioFaphy
of Becket see Sally A. K enel, MMal Gods: Emest Beckn and Fundamental lleolqy o,anham, Md:
University Press of Am erica, 7988), 9-27 .
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man Personality."2 Becker makes some contentions in this section that are

foundational in Ih e Dmial of Death.Therefore, despite the fad lhal Method in

Theology appeared a year before The Dmial ol Death, Lonergan was exposed

to some ideas from that work while writin g Method in lheolo3y. Ll a footnote

in the 1980 artide, "Prolegomena to the Study of the Emerging Religious

Consciousness of Our Time," Lonergan refers to Tle Denial of Death as a

whole.3 I will refrain from analyzing the context of these references; I men-

tion them only to highlight the fact that Lonergan found sufficient common

grotrnd with Becker to refer to his work. At the same tirne, the restriction of

these references to footnotes, as well as the absence of additional references,

indicates cautiousness in Lonergan's appropriation of Becker.a

My approach in what follows will be to first supply an overview of Tlz

Dmial ol Duth.My overview will not be exhaustive; it will focus on areas of

overlap with Insight and Method in Theolo3y.s I will then explore Lonergan's

views in those areas, pointing out compatibility and incomPatibility with
Becker's views.

1. AN Ovrrvrrw or ERNEsT BEcKER's TEE DEtnAL oF DEtrH

'Lonergan's refetence reads, Eme3t B€cket, Thz Stnlcluft of Eoil {New York G. Brazille!,

1968), 15{-r;f- S€e Bematd Loneryan, Mcthod i Theology,2nd ed. Cforonto: University of
Torcnto Prees, 1990), 284n6.

tThe reference appea$ in a Ioohote alfiled to thi8 statement 'T!€ud's mechanist

as3umptions have be€n exorEir€d by vadous tfPe8 oI hermeneutic." See Bef,natd Lonergan,

'?rolegoEretra to the Study of the Em€tging Religious CoNcioulness of Our TBe," in ,{ flrind

Colkrtion: Papery ed.Frdedck E. Gowe (Mahwalr lrlr: Paulist hers, 198$, 65n16.

'Lonergan echolarr have alro Iourd it wo*hwhile to engage Becker - with Es€rvationr.

For exampie see Robert M. Dolan, Psycld. Cofloersion anil Th.ologi.al Foundations,2^d d,
Milwaukee, WI: Marquette Univelsity P!€$, 2006), 38n42 50,51n94,93n93, 130, 160; Gleltn

H!g\6, jl:dnscad!,c.ind History: The Settch for Ulntqc! ftun Ancient Soci.li.$ to Posbnodernity

(Colunbia, MO: University of Missouri Pte$ , z0f3D, 202-13
5I have chosm not to Iely on secondary eotuces in comPosing my oveirew of Thc Denial

ol Deat r. A.lthough my decision has the b€nefit of keePint the length of the Pler€nt endeavout

manageable, thete ii also a certain risk involved in offering a PeBonal ovelview Ar Jarvis

Streetir explains, "lvhile Becker was a b!fiant intuitive thh*et, his Preeentation of his theories

b often diifus€, lacLjnt in systematic clality, theleby Euking ce.tain and dear interPrctation

of aspects oI his orerai peepective dificult." Jarvis S&€€te!, Hut arr Nature, Hfinan Eoil, and

Rcliion: Ettest Bcclet ai ch*tian meology {t-anham, MD UniveEity Press of America, 2009),

xiii.

Meruoo: loumal of Lonergan Sttdies

Becker obtained a Ph.D. in Cultural AnthroPology at Syracuse University in
1950 and went on to teach at institutions in the United States and Canada.

He authored nine books over the course of his life. The Dmial ol Death, pub-
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lished in 1973, remains his most well-known work. Becker gifts his readers
with a thesis statement on the opening page. He writes,

The main thesis of this book is that . . . the idea of death, the fear of it,
haunts the human animal like nothing else; it is a mainspring of human
activity - activity designed largely to avoid the fatality of death, to
overcome itby denying in some way that it is the final destiny for man.6

A few words are necessary here as to why Becker is advancing this the-
sis. I have suggested, that The Denial of Deafl is a work that calls its readers to
be authentic. I need to make it dear that this is not Becker's main motivation
for writing the book. Instead, Becker aims "to show that the fear of death is
a universal that unites data from several disciplines of the human sciences."T

Becker finds in the fear of death a potential explanation for innumerable
human phenomena. He thus views his book as "a study in harmonization
of the Babel of views on man and on the human condition," and as "a syn-
thesis that covers the best thought in many fields, from the human sciences

to rcligion."E

The Denial of Death opens with an examination of heroism. Becker

contends that "our central calling, our main task on this plane! is the
heroic."e To be a hero, in Becker's view, is simply to stand out in some respect.

Now, a human being always already stands out among other life-forms by
virtue of his or her self-conssiousness. Therc is a kind of baseline self-esteem
that is afforded solely by the uniqueness of being human. Coupled with
this baseline self-esteem is an inescapable narcissism, for one also possesses

a completely unique "face and name."1o One is number one in one's own
mind, ready to "recreate the whole world out ofourselves even if no one else
existed."ll The fust threat to our self-esteem, Becker explahs, is the birth of
a sibl.ing who also sees him or herself as number one. The category ,,second

6E.nest Becker, fre Drn ral o/ Deafh (New Yorki Frce Press, 1973), xvii. I have chose[ rot to
interrupt the flow of Becker or Lonelgan's pros€ with blacketed indusive language. Hmceforth
all Be.ke! EfeGnces ar€ to The Deflial ol Dealh.

B*e\ The D.nial of Death, xvii.
rBecke\ TIE D.nbl ol Dcath, rvin.

'Becker, The Deabl ol Dulh, 1.
loBcllles Tfu Denial ol Death,69.
ltBEcke\ The Denitl ol Death,2.

3



4 METHID: ]oumal of Lonergan Studics

best," appears the moment one's sibling is given a bigger piece of candy.r2

Perhaps the spectre of more than one way of standing out also emerges here.

It is crucial to note that Becker is not advancing an indictment of human

beings, but a description of a tragic situation. He writes,

[I]t is not that children are vicious, selfish, or domineering. It is that

they so open.ly express man's tragic destiny: he must desperately

justify himself as an object of primary value in the universe; he must

stand out, be a hero, make the biggest possible contribution to world

life, show that he coulrfs more than anything or anyone else.l3

It doesn't matter $/hether the cultural hero-system is frankly magical,

religious, and primitive or secular, scientific, and civilized. It is still a

mythical hero-system in which people serve in order to eam a feeling

of primary value, of cosmic sPecialness, of ultimate usefulness to

creation, of unshakable meaning. They earn this feeling by carving out

a place in nature, by building an edi.fice that reflects human value: a

temple, a cathedral, a totem pole, a skyscraper, a family that spans three

generations. The hope and belief is that the things that man creat€s in
socief are of lasting worth and meaning, that they outlive or outshine

death and decay, that man and his Products count.ls

Becker contends that there is a "crisis of heroism"l6 today because of "the

disappearance of convincing dramas of heroic aPotheosis of man."t7 Again,

it is not only religious hero-systems that are found to be unconvincing, but

The urge to be a hero is something that few adults are likely to admit

because of its interty/inement with narcissism There exists a "terror of

admitting what one is doing to eam his self-esteem."1a Consequently, adults

satiate the urge with pursuits that are less obviously heroic. The forms of

concealed heroism are vast and vary from culture to culture. Becker explains,

l'1beclx'eL Th. Deniil ol D.ath, 3.

1lB8y.}ieL 4 Th. Denial ol Dearh (italics in the odgina.l).
lrBEcheL Th. Dcnitl of D.arh, Thc D.nial of D.ith, 6,

lS{r*et,The Denial ol Duth,5.
t6B{tr.ket, Thc Dcaial of Dctth, 6.

lB.tr.j.q,Thc Ddial ol D.ath,19o.
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increasingly the secular altematives of communism, consumerism, and
scientism.l8

Becker goes on to state that "heroism is first and foremost a reflex of the
tenor of death."le The terror or fear of death is therefore more basic than the
urge to be a hero and in need of closer analysis. Against the environmental
view of the genesis of the fear of death, which sees it as resulting from a
depriving mother. Becker clairns it is biologically innate. He concurs with
the psychoanalyst Gregory Zilboorg that the fear of death is "an expression
of the instinct of seu-preservation, which fu_nctions as a constant drive to
maintain life and to master the dangers that threaten liIe."e It is here that the
meaning of the title, The Denial ol Deafft becomes clear. Becker writes,

[Tlhe fear of death must be present behind all our normal functioning,
in order for the organism to be armed toward self-preservation. But the
fear of death cannot be present constantly in one's mental functioning,
else the ortanism could not function.2l

It would be debilitating to be constantly thinking about one's impending
death. thus one's consciousness of it is repressed. However, like most
repressions, it still inlluences one's behavior. One continually fights against
one's impending death, even if one refuses to admit it. There is a double
denial taking place here: denying death in one's behavior and denying that
one is denying death in one's behavior. Disconcertingly, Becker writes, ,,[O]

ne's whole life is a style or a scenario with which one tries to deny oblivion
and to extend oneself beyond death in symbolic ways."z Becker gives several
examples of such self-extension, and they range far beyond believing in an
afterlife. He includes raising a child, constructing a monument, writing a

book, winning a war, and spearheading an intellectual movement. Each of
these is to some extent an "immortality-vehicls."a

IBec*eL Th. D.nial of Duth,7.
lTs.}er, Th. D.nial of Death, 77.
aB.r}'€,,, The D.nial ol Duth,l5.
\BErlf!,,Th. D.ninl ol Dath,16.
bBecker, Thc D.niil ol D.ath, lM.
BBf;l.ler, Thc Deninl ol Duth,110. He elaborate8, "[W]e must once again emphasize the

basic motive oI maD without which nothint vital can be understood - self-perpetuation. Man
is divided into two distinct kinds of experience - physical and mental, or bodi.ly and syErbolic.
The ploblem of s€lf-p€rpetuation thus prc!€nts it8elf in two distinct forms. One, the M, ij

5
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Becker holds that the above reading of the human condition warrants a

new view ofpsychological phenomena such as proiection and rationalization:

they are necessary for survival. As he puts it one place, "INe can say that

the essence of normality is the refusal of reality."2a As he Puts it in another

place, "[L]ife is possible only with illusions."s The reality being retused is

both the reality of the human condition, which he tackles in more detail

later, and the reality of the world. Becker does not speak at length about the

world, the whole realm of non-human things, but his view of it marks an

important assumption in his work. He writes, "[Aln earthquake buries alive

70 thousand bodies in Peru. . . . [A] tidal wave washes over a quarter of a

million in the lndian Ocean. Creation is a nightmare spectacular."'16

Becker goes on to bring his study of the fear of death into contact with
philosophy. He states that PhilosoPhers never found the essence of the

human being, "something fixed in his nature, deep down, some special

quality or substance," because "the essence of man is really his paradoxical

nature, the fact that he is half animal and half symbolic."27 It is imPortant

to be clear on the anthropology that Becker introduces here, for it radiates

through the pages ol The Denial of Dearr. He wr"ites,

The person is both a selJ and a body, and from the beginning there

is the confusion about where "he" really "is" - in the symbolic inner

self or in the physical body. Each phenomenological realm is different.

The inner self represents the freedom of thought, imaghation, and the

Btandardized and givery the other, the selJ, is personalized and achieved. How i8 man going

to succe€d hims€f; how b he goinS to leave behind a lePlica of himselJ or a Part of hims€lf

to live on? Is he going to leave behind a !€Plica of his body or oI his sPirit? If he Proq€ates
bodily he satisfiB the ploblem of succes6ion, but in a EtorE o! IeBs standardized sPecies form.

AlthouSh he pelpetuates hims€lf in hb oflsPlin& who may Fs€mble him and ruy carry some

of his 'blood' and the mysticat quality of his family anc€storE, he may not leet that he i5 buly
pelpetuating his own hner selJ, his dirtinctive Pe$onality, hb sPiriL as it we!e. He want8 to

ichieve somethhg more than a mere aniEal succession The distinctive huhan Problem from
time immemorial has been the need to spirituaLize human life, to lift it onto a sFcial inholtal
plane, beyond the cydes of life and death that chaEctelize all other organismr (Becker, 231)."

aBe&et The Denial ol De4t , 17E (italics in the oriSinal). He elaborates, ',l\,Ian Erust always

ihagine and betieve in a 'Becond' reality or a hter world than the one Out is given him by
nature Gecker, 188)."

ERe.\e\ Tlu Denbl of Duth,189.
bbe&er, Ttu Denbl ol Death,2&243.

'Becker,Tk Denial ol Deaflr, 2925 (italics in the original).

6
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infinite reach of symbolism. The body reprcsents determinism and
boundness.a

[M]an is a union of opposites, of self-consciousness and of physical
body. Man emerged from the instinctive thoughtless action of the
lower animals and came to reflect on his condition. He was given a

consciousness of his individuality and his partdivinity in creation, the
beauty and uniqueness of his face and name. At the same time he was
given the consciousness of the terror of the world and of his own death
and decay. This paradox is the really constant thing about man in all
periods of history and society; it is thus the true "essence" of man, as

lErichl Fromm said.r

Human beings reside between animals and angels - and the ambiguities
of this condition are what cause anxiety. Becker explains,

lA)nxiety . . . results from the human paradox that man is an animal
who is conscious of his animal limitation. Anxiety is the result of the
perception of the truth of one's condition. What does it mean to be
a self-conscious animal? The idea is ludicrous, iI it is not monstrous. It
means to know that one is food for worms.3l

It is crucial to note that Becker subsumes under "animal limitation"
both beiag subiect to death and to bodily functions. Regarding the former,
Becker notes that an animal can stand idiy while the animal next to it is
killed because there is no knowledge of death until it happens. Human
beings, in contrast, have fulI knowledge that death is impending. Repressing
knowledge of one's impending death, and of one's animal characteristics, is

aBer*et, Tht Dtnial of D.rth, 4742,
EEf,fj(Gf, Th. Dcnial ol Dath,29.
*Bec\q, The Denial of D.ath, f849.

'lBer.ke\ Th. Denitl ol D.afrr, 87 (italics in th€ origiEl).

Human nature is paradoxical because the body and the self ,,can never
be reconciled searrlessly."2t The human being is pulled in two directions,
as it wer€, and his or her awaleness of this fact is what makes the human
predicament especially tragic. Becker writes:
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inevitable in Becker's view since "a full apprehension of man's condition

would drive him insane."32

The most consistent or stretched out form of denying one's condition is

one's lile style. Becker refers to one's life style as "a vilallte," " anecessary and.

basic dishonesty about oneself and one's whole situation."$ The dishonesty

being referred to pertains to both uncontrollable aspects of oeatureliness,

as well as one's uncontrollable dependence on things extemal to oneself:

"a god ... a stronger person... the power of an all-absorbing activity, a

passion, a dedication to a game."s Each of these maintains equanimity -
that is, mental stabiiity - and shields one from the danger of possibility.

Drawing on Ssren Kierkegaard, Becker outlines some "styles of denying

possibiliry or the lies of character - which is the same thing."s ln one style, the

human being is "lulled by the daily routines of his society, content with the

satisfactions that it offers him . . . the car, the shopping center, the two-week

summer vacation."$ These are "purely extemal men, playing successfully

the standardized hero-game into which we haPPen to fal1 by accident, by

family connection, by reflex patriotism," and so on.37 Such persons are

"'tlauthentic' in that they do not belong to themselves."s Another style is

found in "the type of man who has treat contemPt for 'immediary' who

tries to cultivate his interiority, base his pride on something deeper and

inner, c€ate a distance between himseLf and the average man."3e These

introspective persons appear to be facing their true condition, and thus

authentic, but they are not. Despite carrying out self-reflection, these persons

have not arrived at genuine self-knowledge; the attainment of it would be

marked by a loss of equanimity, not a gain. There is a different kind of safety,

but nevertheless a safety, that comes with cutting off the world - with not

exploring who one might become through interaction with it.

tBe.*eL Th. D.nial ol D.oth,27 .

sBecle+The Denial ol Dath, 55 (itaucs in the odginal),
YB€tr*et Thz Dmial ol D.tlh,55.
sBec}f,, Tht Daial of Dwth,73.
*Reckrl,Th. D.nial of Death,74.
sPf}cff,.,Th. Dcnial of Drart, 62{3. He elabolate8, "[A]r soon a8 a man lifc hig nos€ ftom

the grourd and starts 3niI6nt at etemal Foblems like life and death, the meanint oI a lose or

a star clrBtet - thetr he is in tsoubte" (Becker, Iha Dathl of Duth,l7a\.
tB€rke',Th. Dcnirl ol Dqth,73.
$g€:.}ie\Thc Denbl ol D.nth,82.
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The "healthy'' person, the true hdividual, the self-realized sou! the
"real" man, is the one who has transcended himself. How does one
transcend himself; how does he open himself to new possibility? By
realizing the truth of his situatiory by dispelling the lie of his character,
by breaking his spirit out of its conditioned prison.a

To be clear, dispelling the lie of character means givint up the traits or
beliefu that are affording one equanimiry To carry this out is to discover
one's "'authentic self': what we really are without sham, without disguise,
without defenses against fear."(l Suddenly, one stands unprotected, but also

- and for the fust time - open to possibility. Becker explains:

And so the arrival at new possibility, at new rcaliry by the deskuction
of the self through facing up to the anxiety of the terror of existence.
The self must be destroyed, brought down to nothing, in order for self-
kanscendence to begin. Then the self can begin to relate itsef to powers
beyond itselL€

Greatest among the powers beyond oneself is "the Ultimate Powe/' or
"infinitude."G These terms are intentionally vague, for Becker does not wish
to speak of God in any specificity. This becomes evident in his description of
faith, which an authentic person must adopt in order to bear the burden of
standing unprotected. He envisages faith as

the faith that one's very creatureliness has some meaning to a Creator;
that despite one's true insignificance, weakness, death, one,s existence
has meaning in some ultimate sense because it exists within an eternal

sB€}.s, Th. Denial ol Drrrh, E6 (indentation removed).

'lBeck*, Thz Dmial $ Deoth, 57 . Brrl:et ts dtawing ftom Frede.ick S, petb, Gestott Thdary
yrraarrr, ed. John O. Stevene (LaJayette, CAr Real People press, 1959),5.}56.

aBelc},eq TIE D.nirl of Death, E9.
BBecl(e\ The Denial ol D.tth,90,

9

With so much talk of the hagedy of the human predicament, one begins
to wonder iI there is any solution whatsoever. It is precisely at this moment
that Becker offers at least the beginnings of a response to the human
predicament. He writes:
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and infinite scheme of things brought about and maintained to some

kind of design by some creative force.s

Faith is thus a kind of basic tmst in the face of futility. Faith does not fully
overcome the anxiety that comes with being authentic; rathel it allows one

to creatively manage anxiety. Facing up to anxiety thrcugh faith serves as

"an etemal spring for gro&th into new dimensions of thought and trust,"s

and as a means of curtailing one's manipulation of others.6

2. CoNrecr wrnr BrnNmo LoNrnceN's lNsrcrr rrro MrrxoD N TrEoLoGv

I now tum to the task of comParing and contrasting Becker and Lonergan

on some points of overlap. I will first examine Points of overlap with Insigftt,

then move on to points of overlap with Method in Theology.

Recali that for Becker, the body and the sell cannot be reconciled

seamlessly. The body, subiect as it is to animal functions and death,

perpetually gets in the way of the self's limit-defying asPirations. This

view has at least some similarity to Lonergan's idea of the human being

as a "unity-in-tension."'7 SurPrisintly, h the same space where Lonergan

invokes the term "unity-in-tension," he also speaks to animality and the

threat of death. He writes:

Against the self-aifirmation of a consciousness that at once is empirical,

intellectual and rational, there stands the native bewilderment of

the existential subiect, revolted by mere animality, unsure of his way

through the maze of philosophies, trying to live without a known

purpose, suffering desPite an unmotivated will, theatened with
inevitable death and, before death, with disease and even insaniry The

peculiarity of these andtheses is not to be overlooked. They are not

mere conllicting propositions. They are not Pure logical altematives,

of which one is simPly true and the other is utterly false. But in each

sgeclIe\Thz Deninl ol Duth,90.
$Becket, The Dnial d Death, 92.
68€r.}:q,Th. Dcnial of D.dth,258.
sBemard Loner8an, L siSht: A study ol Hufian LlndistafidinS, St1 ed.,lto]l 3 of t\e colLcled

lthrl|s of Benud lanetgar, ed: F!€dedck E. Clowe and Robert M. Doratr (Iolonto: University of

Toronto Prese, 192), 410.
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Insight may be described, in part, as a map for navigating the maze of
philosophies. The accuracy of the map is proven not by Lonergan, but by
the reader him or herselL Lonergan specifies the conditions under which
the proof of his map should appear, but it is up to the reader to actualize
those conditions and judge whether or not Lonergan's map is accurate. The
passage above implies that the conditions involve acknowledging one's
mere animality and the threat of inevitable death. Like Becker, Lonergan
views these phenomena as part of being human.{e The difference is that
Lonergan encourages the reader to bracket these phenomena so as to fall
into the pure desire to know - or more specifically, into the intellectual
pattern of expedence. Lonergan acknowledges that "no one remains in it
[the intellectual pattern of experience] permanently," but one can remain
h it long enough to achieve the self-affirmation of the knower.s In a way,
the goal of lnsight is to prompt the reader to discover "the seU of our self-
affirmation."sl Such a self has temporarily bracketed the biological pattern
of experience; it is then that the limit-derying aspirations of the self can
fl ourish. Lonergan elaborates{

For the sell as perceiving and feeling, as enjoying and suffering, functions
as an animal in an environment, as a self-attached and self-interested
center within its own narrow world of sti:rruli and responses. But the
same self as inquiring and reflectin& as conceivint intelligently and
judghg reasonably, is carried by its own higher spontaneity to quite a

different mode of operation with the opposite attributes of detachment
and disintercstedness. It is conlronted with a universe of being in which

slrsigrf, 410 (indmtation rcmoved).
elonergan writes, "If my intelligence and my rcasonableness ale to be thought more

Eprs€ntative of me than my organic ard Fy.hic apontaneity, that is only in virtue of the
hBhe! integration that in fact [ly intellitence and reasonablmess succeed in impoeing on
thet underlying manifold, o! prolepticaly, in virtue of the development in which the highet
integation js to achieve a fiIle! measuE oI success. But no dlatter how full the euccessi the
ba6ic situation within the BelJ is unchanged, Ior the perfection of the highe! integation does
not eliminate the integrated or rnodify the essential opposition between seu<enteredness and
detadmeng' 0rri8[r, 499).

$Insight,417.

5llnsight,417.

case both the thesis and the antithesis have their ground in the concrete
unity-in-tension that is man.€
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it finds itself, not the center of reference, but an object coordinated

with other obiects and, with them, subordinated to some destiny to be

discovered or invented, approved or disdained, accepted or repudiated.s2

For Becker, the self as inquiring, reflecting, and so on, is also self-

attached and self-interested. Moreover, escaping the perception of oneself

as the center of reference is impossible for Becker. Recall that he sees one's

seU-consciousness and personal uniqueness as Seneratint an unavoidable

narcissism. One cannot help but see oneself as number one, and because it
is embarrassing to admit so much, one adopts self-esteem strategies that are

less obviously self-centered. Such a process goes off without a hitch so long

as one does not attend to what one is doing. When one becomes aware ofiust
how many of one's words and deeds are shaped by the need for self-esteem,

that is, when one obtains seU-knowledge, the exPerience is so debilitating

as to require faith to survive. For Lonergan, too, self-knowledge brings to

light the various limitations one has placed on the dynamism of human

consciousness, including "the individual bias of egoism."s The difference is

that such a realization does not re4uire faith as it does for Becker. \n Insight,

faith is not the result of an insight, but a potential to receive a gift. Faith,

for Lonergan, involves "cooperation with God in solving man's problem of
evil."s In contrast, Becker depicts faith as more of a personal decision that

curtails evil inasmuch as it lessons one's equanimity-Preserving exploitation

of others.

Let me turn to comparing and contrasting Becker's and Lonergan's

views on being authentic. As Lonergan does not invoke the term "authentic"

in a technical way in lzsift, it is necessary to aPPeal Pinattly lo Method in

Thcology.s Lonergan contends that there is a process that moves causally

from conversion to self-transcendence and from self-kanscendence to

elnsight,498.

$I'lsight,2,l4. Note that Lon€agan tac].Ies rePEssion head on in insrShf, 21t15.
slnsighf, 741.
t€enuinene$ can be se€lr as a synonym for auth€nticity in Iflsisht LonerBan writ6: "So

therc emelge6 into consoousnBs a concete aPPEh€fsion of an obviously Practicable and

proximate ideal sell; but along with it thet€ also emer86 the tension between litnitation and

Lanscendence; and it is no vatue tension b€tween limitation itl general arrd trans'endenc€ in

genelal, but an unwelcome invasion of coruciousness by oPPos€d aPPlehensions-of ones€lI as

ine conoetely is and as one concletely ir to be. Genuinenees ir the admission oI that tension

into consoousnBs (Iflsi8lt, 501-502; indenta[on removed)."
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authenticity.s6 The usual order of conversion is religious, moral, intellectual.sT
I will address these conversions in reverse order. Intellectual conversion
involves "the elimination of . . . [t]he myth . . . that knowing is like looking,
that obiectivity is seeing what is there to be seen and not seeing what is not
there, and that the real is what is out there now to be looked at."5E Inasmuch
as one remains alert to this myth, there can regularly occur "the cognitional
self-transcendence involved in the kue judgment of fact."se Consistent self-
transcendence of this sort constitutes one as authentic. As Lonergan puts it,
"[A] man is his true self inasmuch as he is self-transcending."@ Of course,
there remain two other forms of conversion that play a role in being authentic,
but I want to focus on cognitional self-transcendence for the moment.

Lonergan wr"ites, "[R]eflection and judgment reach an absolute: tfuough
them we acknowledge what really is so, what is independent of us and
our thinking."ot This statement contrasts sharply with Becker's claim that
projections, illusions, and the like are not only normal but integral to survival.
To think in a way that is rot deluded by anxiety-allaying beliefs, that is, to
see oneself and one's world as they really are, is terifying. Such is the reason
why human beings tlpically avoid self-knowledge. Recall that Becker

outlines styles by which human beings avoid self-knowledge and the range
of threatening possibilities that it opens. One style is thoughtlessly adopting
the hero-game into which one is born. Becker holds that such persons are

inauthentic. There is a surprising degree of consonance here with Lorrergan;
he also laments "the behavior of the ready-made subject in his ready-made
world"@ and associates persons who fail to critically appropriate the tradition
they are born into with funauthenticity."63 However, there is another style
that Becker deems inauthentic - one that Lonergan himself seems party
to: the introspective style. Although Lonergan distances himself from the
term "introspection," the prominence oI self-reflection and interiority in his
enterprise approximates what Becker has in mind. Now, Becker would not

$Robert M. Doran, '"vvhat Do€s B€rnaid Lonergan Mean by 'ConveEion,?,, public lecturE
deliveled at the Univereity of St, Michael's College, Torcnto, )uly 15, 2011.

'TMethod in Theolow, 241.
*Method in Th.olow, 23A.
eM.thod in Th.ology, 45.
&Methd in Tkology,357.
61 Method in Th.ology, 35,
e Method in Theolo gy, 62.
sMethod in Th4ology, 80.
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label the fruit of the self-reflection that Lonergan advocates as genuine self-

knowledge. The reason is that in Plumbing the depths of the self as it really

is, one wiLl not find "afixedbase,"a to use Lonergan's words in Insiff, but a

frustrating paradox. The seU is so riddled with dishonesties in its attemPt to

cope with this paradox that it must be destroyed before self-transcendence

can begin. For Lonergan, there is merely a clearing away of the restrictions

placed on what is essentially a correctly directed dynamism. When he

describes the structured dynamism of human consciousness as "a rock on

which one can build,"6 he identfies a reliable foundation that can be sought

out within the subject and, in a sense, taken refute in. To the extent that this

is a soutce of equanimity, it disqualifies the approach as yielding genuire

self-knowledge, at least in Becker's view.

To stay with the topic of the introspective style for a moment, one

might further ask whether Lonergan cuts off possibilities for the self.

Although Lonergan promotes oPenness to revising one's knowledge in
many domains, the self-affirmation of the knower remains insulated from a

dialectical movement to a higher viewpoint.6 Lonergan is therefore distinct

from Becker in putting a limit on how the sell might be conceived of.

Let me turn to the topic of moral conversion. Lonergan contends that

moral conversion "changes the criterion of one's decisions and choices from

satisfactions to values."67 He elaborates, "In so far as one's decisions have

their principal motives, not in the values at stake, but in a calculus of the

pleasures and pains involved, one is failing in selJ-transcendence, in au-

thentic human existence."6 Lonergan also produces a scale of values: "vital,
social, cultural, personal, and religious."6e The critique that Becker would
make here is that the latter four values are reducible, if one is truly honest, to

vital values. For Becker, social, cultural, personal, and religious investments

arc efforts to maintain equanimity in the face of anxiety. Self-transcendence

does not overcome this need for equanimity; it simply widens the range of

coping options. Becker would disaSree with Lonergan when he speaks of

aftsighl, 22 (italice in the original).
$Mdhod ii Th.ology,20.
65Ronald H. McKinney, 'Deconskuctins LonerBa ,' Intetrution lPhiloePhical Qlt,tt tly31'

no. 1 (1991):86.
oMctM in Thcology,240,
sMcthod in Thalogy, fi.
aMdhod in Th.ology,3l.
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"the moral self-transcendence involved in the true judgment of value,,rc be.
cause he assumes that such a judgment can be expunged of "the bias of un-
conscious motivation."z In Becker's view, the urge to be a hero is so potent
that even something like the enterprise of "intentionality analysis"z could
contain a trace of self-extension, or at worst be a fr.dl-fledged immortality
vehicle.

A final point of overlap between Becker and Lonergan regards religious
conversion. Lonergan describes religious conversion as "total and perma-
nent self-surrender without conditions, qualifications, reservations."R There
is a parallel here with Becker's view of faith, which involves loosening per-
sonal reservations and surrendering oneself. The difference is that where
Lonergan envisions self-surrender as being "in response to God's gift of his
love,"7a Becker depicts it as a rcsponse to a vague tlltimate. As he puts it in
the closing sentence of TIE Dmial of Deaflr, "The most that any one of us can
seem to do is to fashion something - an obiect or ourselves - and drop it into
the confusion, make an offering of it, so to spe& to the life force."re

3. CoxcrusroN

It is my hope that Becker's and Lonergan's conceptions of authenticity, self-
transcendence, self-knowledge, human biology, and faith have come into
better focus through the exercise of comparing and contrasting above. I be.
lieve the exercise pays homate to a shared element of their enterprises. Just
as Lonergan promotes "[t]he possibility of contradictory contributions to a
single goal,"76 Becker endeavours "not to oppose and to demolish opposing
views, but to include them in a larger theoretical structure."z

nMethod in Th.ology, 45.
n Method in Theology, 237.
n Method in Theolo gy, 340.
tsMethod in Thrology, 240.
TaMethod in Theology, 273.
EBecker, Tk D.nial of Death,285.
%Iasight,472.

nWeLThr Denial ol Death,lrr.
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l-flrrr Lorrrrnc.lNlaN THEoRy or oBJEcrrvE xNowrEDGE pivots on the

I claim that all pertinent questions conceming a conditioned judgment
I can be asked so as to satisfy the conditions for making a genuinely

rational judgment. If one lacks an unrestricted desire to know, one will not
ask all of these questions. One then won't arrive at a virtually unconditioned
with any confidence. But even with an unrestricted desire to know, just how
confident should we be that all questions can arise for humans?

For Lonergan, to desire to know and to be able to ask the question are
not significantly different. The only distinction is whether one can Iormulate
the question. Herein lies the problem: the Lonerganian structure misses an
important distinction between the desire to kroa and the ability lo inquire,

regardless of the abitly lo lormulate oul inquisitive tensions into questions.
To emphasize: this distinction is not rooted in the ability to formulate
the question. When I discuss a question, I do not mean the question as

formulated in words but the tension of inquiry. By the ability to inquhe, I
mean the ability to advent the tension of inquiry. Each particular instance
of this tension is resolved with a particular answer: it intends a particular
content. But as a practical matter. to know that a question exists and intends
a particular content does not imply an ability to have even a particularized
pre-linguistic tension properly regarding that particular content. This will
likely seem a rather bold assertion, but please bear with me.

In order to evince this distinction, it will be necessary to briefly review
what Lonergan thought regarding the relationship of desires/questions
and answers. We will then turn to the natue of human knowledge, noting
that human knowledge is always particular and limited, and then to the
nature of human questions, noting that human questions are shaped by
the knowledge they intend and arise from our unrestricted desire only
when we anticipate that knov/ledte exists to answer our questions. We will

@ 2013 Christopher Berger
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further observe that our access to new questions depends upon our grasp of

previous answers. So, if there are kinds of questions we cannot answer, there

are kinds of knowledge we cannot have, and kinds of questions to which we

have no access, questions we cannot ask. We will see that even iJ we cannot

ask these questions, we can point out certain criteria for identification of

valid, legitimate, yet inaccessible questions: (1) that they will be of a kind

not currently answered by humans; (2) that they will arise based on answers

we cannot get; (3) that we have reason to anticipate that the knowledge that

these questions intend exists. Finally, we will consider the consequences of

the existence of such questions.

1. Qr,EsrroNs AND Artswrns

In Insight, the very first thint that Lonergan says about insight is that it
"comes as a release to the tension of inquiry."l As we've already said, this

tension of inquiry is what we're discussing with the word "question," and

for Lonergan the case is no different. The source of these tensions, these

questions, is, as Lonergan is quick to establish from the very beginning of

the book, the pure desire to know:

Where does the '"Why?" come from? What does it rcveal or represent?

Already we have had occasion to speak ofthe psychological tension that

had its release in the joy of discovery It is that tension, that drive, that

desire to understand, that constitutes the primordial "Why?" . . . This

primordial drive, thery is the Pure question. It is Prior to any insithts,

any concepts, any words; for insights, concepts, words have to do with
answers, and before we look for answers we want them; such wanting

is the pure question.2

The pure question or the pure desire to know is the guise under which

Lonergan will address human questions through the fust half of the

book, through to chapter 12. The intervening chaPters, while interesting

and important in their own right, do littie to directly advance Lonergar's

rBernard Lone!8an, Ircight: A Study 4 Huturn llnd.rsthding, vol.3 ol the Collected Works

of Bernad l,onergan, ed. FEderick E. Crowe and Robert M. Dorar Cforcnto: Univelsity of
ToFnto Presr 1992), chap. 1,29.

rlnsight, 34.
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understanding of the nature of the question, focusing instead on how
questions are employed in the structure of human knowing. Chapter 11

makes a tum from that basic atructure to discuss not what we know or how
we know but who we are as knowing beings. Having affirmed that he is
indeed a knower who knows in the way he's set out through the first ten
chapters, Lonergan is left with some sitnificant cleanup work to do (as well
as a number of significant condusions to make). He's employed a number
of concepts that need further exposition and exploration, which would have
been an inappropriate digression earlier in the work. Chapter 12 begias that
work with an extended discussion of the notion of being.

But why does the notion of being matter to us here? In short, because
this is how Lonergan establishes that the desire to know is unlimited, and
because our strategy in establishing the existence of unaskable questions
will be to seek the empty places into which their intended content would fit
if it were accessible to humans. We must fust look at the general nature of
that intended content for Lonertan. He has a great deal more to say on the
subiect of bein& but what follows is what he says about being as related to
questions.

"Being, then, is the obiective of the pure desire to know."3 The pure
question is a desire to know something, This desire is not merely for the act

of knowing but is outwardly directed, seeking an inteUigible content, and
the intelligible content it grasps is being, or a part thereof. "Initially in each

individual, the pure desire is a dynamic orientation to a totally unknown.
As knowledge develops, the objective becomes less and less unknown, more
and more known. At any time, the objective includes both all that is known
and all that remains un-known. . .". Because being was defined epistemically
fiom the start, it is:

(1) all that is known, and (2) ali that remains to be known. Again, since
a complete increment of knowing occurs only in judgment, being is
what is to be known by the totality of true judgment. What, one may
ask, is that totality? It is the complete set of answers to the complete
set of questiors. What the answers are remains to be seen. What the
questions are awaits their emergence. Meaningless or incoherent or
illegitimate questions may be possible, but how they are to be defined

3lnsight,372.

qrlsight, 373.
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is a further question. The affirmation in hand is that there exists a

pure desire to know, an inquiring and critical sPirit, that follows up
questions with further questions, that heads for some obiective which

has been named being.s

The particular question, in short, tartets being, or rather some piece of

it, some element of the complete set by which Lonergan has defined being.

Some questions target nothing and ate unangwerable because what they

seek is not part of that complete set. '"VVho is the present king of France?,"

for instance, is unanswerable because there is, at present, no king of France.

Because the question seeks a non-edstent content, it is meaningless or

incohercnt. But those particular questions which are not meaningless,

incoherent, or illegitimate do target being, and it is through the pure desire

to know that we differentiate between questions which target being and

questions which do not. False questions are formulated, but the pure desire

to know is prior to any formulation and does not itself target anything other

than being.6

The notion of being is itself unlimited. Being is all-inclusive, "for at the

root of all that can be affirmed, at the root of all that can be conceived, is

the pure desire to know; and it is the Pure desire, underlying all iudgment
and formulation, underlying all questioning and all desire to question, that

defines its all-indusive objective."T

Moreover, because the notion of being is unrestricted, Lonergan is in

a position norv to say that the pure desire which seeks and defines that

being is also unrestricted. "Every doubt that the pure desire is unrestricted

serves only to prove that it is uffestricted. If you ask whether X might not lie

beyond its range, the fact that you ask proves that X lies within its range,"8

assuming, of course, that your question is legitimate. The very thought of

something included in being but outside the range of the pure desire to

know is explicitly "incoherent."e

slnsight, 374,
6I tight,376.
tlnsight, 375.
slnsight 

, 376.
,lnsight, 376.
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Therefore, every particular question either intends some part of being or
is "meaningless, incoherent, il.lusory illegitimate," or invalid.lo The ability to
question is, thus far, unlimited, and Lonergan uses this idea to great effect
in driving the self-correcting nature of both his cognitional structure and his
ethical skuctur€. And as far as all this goes, there is no problem in particular.

But here Lonergan stops. Having said that illegitimate questions occur
only in formulation and having affirmed that the range of the pure desire
to know is unrestricted, he does not then inqute if the same can be said of
our ability to access all particular questions even prior to formulation and
even stipulating the restrictions imposed by proportionate being. He does
not proceed, as we will, to examine the naturc of the particular question and
how it arises as Wrticulfi from the pure and unrestricted general desire to
know everything about everything. Of the three criteria mentioned above,
the only one which matters in Lonergan's argument seems to be the last one:
if we reasonably think intelligible content is there to be had, the question is
valid; iI the question is valid, it can be asked; if not, it should be ignored and
our ability to ask it is moot.

Because of the great effect to which Lonergan uses his analysis of
questions, the unrestricted desire to know, and their relationship to the
unrestricted notion of being, valid but unaskable questions would form a

significant stumbling block on the path to the complete set of answers to the
complete set of questions. In examining how the particular question arises,
the reasons to think that there are unaskable questions conlorming to those
three criteria should become clear.

A question intends an intelligible content, and this content is an under-
standint which, when made objeetive through a virtually unconditioned
judgment, is knowledge; this much we grant. But we will need, as did
Lonergan, to say a few things about the nature of this knowledge before we
can proceed to examine questions.

Fhst, it must be clear that the knowledge we discuss is human, and
human knowledge is restricted as to scope. Far from the everything-about-
everythin& the complete set of answers, the totality of true judgment

nlflsight, 376.
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which our unrestricted desire seeks, human knowledge does not extend

to all aspects of being. Lonergan will instead discuss the range of human

knowledge as proportionate being: being ProPortionate to our humanity.lr

Because of this, there are questions we camot answer, answers to which we

have no access as part of proportionate being but which nonetheless exist

as part of the whole of being. Lonergan discusses such things as the proper

province of divine knowledge in chapler 79 of Insight.

Second, human knowledge is also restricted as to kind. We can know

things (as opposed to situations) only superficiaily, and situations (as

opposed to things) only in part. We never comprehensively $asP the unity-

identity-whole in the data for any given thing because we never have all

the data. The complete data set is there, but not every element of the set is

available to us. Using what data we have, we learn to recognize, dassify, and

manipulate things, but we never comPletely understand the whole. Our body

of knowledge grows, both in size (first restriction) and complexity (second

restriction), but it never achieves universality.t2 Assembling an infinity one

finite piece at a time is an impossible task within a finite timeframe.

For instance, it is accepted that, as a fundamental ProPerty of quantum

systems, one cannot know both the position and momentum of a given particle

past a certain degree of accurary. This is not to say that such knowledge does

not exist, merely that it is not attainable as human knowledge. Similarly, we

will never understand all the complexities of every interPersonal situation.

We cannot hope to comprehend a given Person's history much less the

mental/emotional states and horizons of feeling another person occupies

in a given place and time. Each of us has enough difficulty comprehending,

much less mastering, his or her own! How much more difficult would it be

then to discover another's in full detail when we cannot access their states

and horizons even as readily as we can access ours? Again, though, this is

not to say that a complete data set on another's mental states and feeling

horizons does not exist, iu.st that such a set is beyond human reach

Third, the body of human knowledge is reshicted by how it is assembled.

This body of knowledge might be better addressed as a knowledge matrix.

It $ows in scope and complexity but does so in an ordered fashion. Each

human of whatever age might be viewed as standing in the midst of a

bubble. The surface of this bubble is not smooth but has jagged edges and

lllnsight, 416
tzlnsight,7ll
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points, much as a 3-D jigsaw puzzle. As we acquire more knowledge, as

we achieve new insights and arrive at new reflective understandings and
virtually unconditioned judgments, as we add to the knowledge matrix,
new pieces are fitted into gaps in the structure of the puzzle and create new
gaps by their presence and interaction with the other contours of the matrix.

This is an important thing to notice: human knowledge is gained
piecemeal. It is broken up into bites small enough for humans to handle.
Moreover, these fragmented bits of limited knowledge ale obtained via
limited questions. While our desire to know may indirectly intend a universal
act of understanding, it dtectly intends only limited acts of understanding.
We go about pursuing our unrestricted desire not by seeking a single great
act but an infinitely large series of smaller ones. Our questions, as posed and
even as they arise in us unformulated, directly and individually, intend only
a iimited intelligible content. Since the question is defined by the knowledge
it intends, each question we ask is itself limited.

The clear retort is that the question arises from our desire to know -
in this case, an unreskicted desire. The desire, though unrestricted, though
intending a universal act of understanding, is made human in that it desires

the knou/ledge piecemeal. Thus the particular questions are all specific facets

of one universal question, one unrcstricted desire to know. All the questions,

all the tensions, are contained in this one universal tension of inquiry. While
this is true, what we experience is a smaller question, a question about a

particular thing. Within the cognitional structure, this may fall under the

aegis of a larger conditioned judgment, in which case we ask this question

in order to answer a larger one. But we do nevertheless intend onJy small
pieces of knowledge with each question, and each question is tailored to the
kind of knowledge it seeks. Were it not, it would seek some other piece of
knowledge.

The other important feature to note is the way in which our questions

arise in series, each one intending knovrledge we do not have, the existence

of which we anticipate on the basis of knowledge we do have. Our questions,

while subordinate to the unteskicted desire to known and the tension of
the universal inquiry, are nonetheless importanfly distinguished by their
particularity into a set of infinite and interrelated series. As we proceed

through a given series of questions and ans$rers, we build first a bump,

then a protrusiory then a tor,vering extrusion from our knowledge matrix.

Most of us don't add evenly to our matrix, and these structures rePresent
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our areas of expertise. Each, moreover, has connections with our other areas

of expertise, sometimes tenuous, sometimes firm, spanning the gaps lile
bridges or skyways between skyscrapers. Each species of knowledge, each

species of question, is its own structure, its own series, its own skyscraPer.

Our ability to ask each question in each series is predicated upon having

the content intended by previous questions in the series; attemPting to build
the top floor before the foundation or the middle levels is impossible. If the

questions are particular and iI they arise from answers to previous questions,

then it may be that there are questions we cannot ask. This is not to say that

such questions do not exist, nor even that they do not intend content within
the bounds of proportionate being, just that they will not arise for humans

due to the serial nature of our inquiries. We will have no basis on which

to differentiate some particular questions from the universal tension of the

unrestricted desire to know if there are questions prior in the series to which
we cannot obtain answers. So the range of questions may be, as Lonergan

says, unlimited, but our abi.lity to question may not.

3. Ttrs UNasxAsrr QutsrroNs

Lonergan freely acknowledtes that there are questions we cannot answex

As such, we must entage in a "critical survey'' of all questions which can

arise in order to proceed with those questions we can answer and set to one

side those we can't. In this survey the argument must be couched factually

rather than in terms of possibility, lest we encounter an infinite regression

series.'3 To paraphrase Lonergary the argument wi.ll always be that questions

of a given species are possible if in fact questions of that species occur,r{ if
humans have previously sought and obtained the species of knowledge that
species of question intends.

To begh, it will be usefirl to look first for the shape of such questions as

do occur. In doing so, the above statement that we anticipate the existence

of the knowledge our questions intend (whether or not we anticipate such

knowledge correctly - that uncertainty is why we ask the question) is one

with a set of consequences that should be acknowledged.
The fust consequence is the implicaton that knowledge is. It exists to

ltlnsight , 662
tlnsight , 663
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l5This could ctEate a small issue in that knowledge is a prcduct of the rational mind
and does not exist ab3ent guch a mind. Lonelgan undeNtands Cod aB the ulltestricH act of
understandin& the being in which all loowledge (ard thus all being) has been achieved. If we
accept this, safing that knowtedge exists independent oI any human knowledge maEix does
not rais€ plobleErs about how that knowledge could exist - it exists 6!st and foremost as knol,tn
by God.

be had, independent of our cognitive structure.ls Knowledge is to be had
tfuough two genera of questions, yes,/no (questions for reflection) or open
ended (what is x?, questions for insight), in accordance with the cognitiona.l
structure. In the first genus, we ask simply whether a situation is so or
whether something is. One can ask, for instance, whether unicoms exist -
one may have seen drawings and cartoons, and so have a reason to think
unicorns mighl exist, making the question legitimate, but one has never seen
a real unicom. Proceeding through the cognitional structure, one arrives at
the virtually unconditioned judgment that no, in fact, unicorns do not exist.

The other genus of questions is more general seeking understanding of
a thing or situation. This is frequently addressed as or followed up with one
or more questions of the first genus as conditions upon our final judgment.
So, taking the instance of the unicorn, one might ask what a unicorn looks
like. Does it have a horn, perhaps? Does it look in most respects like a horse?
These questions are guided by pieces of knowledge previously integrated
into the matrix: one rlay know, for instance, that illustrators frequently
represent unicoms as horses with horns sprouting from their foreheads.
Even so, these questions are, to borrow Lonergan's words, meaningless
and illegitimate because we do not anticipate that the content they intend
exists. There is, for us, no knowledge to be had of what unicorns are,

outside of imagination, because we have come to the judgment (which we
take to be virtually unconditioned) that there are no unicoms. There is no
positive intelligible content to meet the inquiry. We could ask questions of
speculatiory but these are expressions of a desire (unrestricted or not) to
speculate, not expressions of the unrestricted deshe to know, and therefore
fall outside the scope of this examination.

This leads to a significant conclusion: the only questions arising from
the unrestricted desire to know ale those questions which intend knowledge
we have reason to anticipate exists. To say that one intends to acquire that
which does not exist is an unintelligible statement unless paired with an act
of creation, and knowing is not such an act because, as has already been said
above, the intelligible content exists independent of human questioning.
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Any questions which intend a content known to be unintelligible are

in principle speculative, and while they may be in some contexts useful,

such questions are incapabie of retrieving knowledge pieces to affix to the

knowledge matrix. These are questions we cannot, in Principle, answer with
a virtualty unconditioned iudgment because their intended obiects may be

illusory. At the very least, we have no grounds for anticipating that such

knowledge exists to be had or that the answers to such questions constitute

knowledge. As such, these are not the questions we're looking for.

The second and more imPortant consequence, already noted briefly

above, is that access to questions requires previous answers. Using our

knowledge makix, we ask questions based on the shape of a hole or gap

which we predict can be filled by the knowledge our questions intend. ln
order to find the shape of that hole or gaP, we must look at the borders of

the knowledge surrounding it. Consider the above question concerning the

existence of unicorns. The content of that Piece of knowledge (no, unicoms

do not exist) is what was intended by the question, 'Do unicorns exist?" One

had to ask because one did not already know and the question arose because

one considered what one already knew (that one has seen Picturcs of things

called unicorns), but the inquiry intended a specific content conceming the

edstence of unicorns. There was a gap in the knowledge matrix which we

knew concerned the existence of unicoms, and so we sought to fill that 8aP.

This holds true especially in human knowledge of the sciences. The

scientific method requires a testable hypothesis based on observations and

previous knowledge. That hypothesis is tested repeatedly and, if found to

be accurate to available observations and test data, is considered to be a

theory. There is very little, iI any, settled knowledge in science, but humans

tend to proceed as thouth there were (not that we have much option - life
requires that we advance through it even without settled knowledge).l5 In so

proceeding, a given scientist will arrive at a ProPosition which he affirms or

suspects to be kue and exhaPolate to a new hypothesis using the shape o{

existing (presumed) knowledge and the way it fits together. This hypothesis

may be accounted an insight, and the cognitional structure proeeeds from

there.
But the scientist importantly builds upon prior conclusions, whether

of the veracity of propositions or of virtually unconditioned iudgments

16lnsi8ht , 777
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concerning past theories, in arriving at the hypothesis and could not do so
absent a prior knowledge matrix. The scientist can frequently extrapolate
the existence of knowledge two and three stages out, being able to consider
the possible shapes of future pieces of knowledge and arrive at likelihoods
conceming what knowledge may be available several layers of the matrix
away (one might call this a developed discernment or intelligence guided by
experience). This exhapolation ends in a conditioned judgment conceming
the content of a piece of knowledge, and the intervening pieces are then
conditions on that judgment.

The instance of the scientist also evinces one other item that should be
here addressed: belief. With significant frequency, the conditions on our
judgments are themselves other virtually unconditioned iudtments of fact,
but are of such complexity that we could not reasonably expect to arrive
at them independently. We each have our areas of specialty, but the body
of human knowledge in realms scientifig mathematical, and philosophical
has grown so large that a true renaissance man is all but impossible in this
day and age. So we must place our tmst in one another and believe things
we cannot ourselves prove, virtually unconditioned judgments at which we
could not independently arrive.

Belief thus constructs a set of hdividual knowledge matrices into
a social lattice of knowledge. One finds a place where his knowledge
matrix aligns with another's, builds bridges between the structures of his
knowledge matrix and that other's, and grafts the relevant portions of that
other's knowledge matrix as his own. He does this whete necessary and
with multiple people, who do the same with him and with others. Each of us
forms a node in the social lattice, brinting to it unique pieces of knowledge.
When all is said and done, particularly in our inlormation age, the social
lattice is itself quite a complex organism.

Thus we can extend our knowledge considerably beyond what would
be possible individually and can access questions that would otherwise be
closed to us. This does raise the possibility that we would be able to access
any question, given enough time. But this i.s not a conclusion merited at
the moment. The critical survey here is concerned with particulars species
of questions, not iust with the particutar questions themselves, and while
it is not unreasonable to think that questions of such species as have arisen
and been answered in the past will continue to arise and be answered in
the future to the point of exhausting all such questions and answers given
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sufficient time, there is no guarantee that the social lattice will give rise to all

species of particular questions.

From what we have said so far, we can distill three features of questions

humans can access: (1) since the argument is that questions of a gium species

are possible, these questions must intend knowledge of a species that has been

attained by humans; (2) these questions arise from answers and knowledge

we already have; (3) based on gaps in the existhg social lattice, we have

reason to anticipate that the knowledge such questions intend does exist.

From these three, we can then describe the criteria of the questions we

cannot ask. First, since the alSument is that questions of a grom species are

possible, these questions must intend knowledge of a species not yet attained

by humans. As we observed, we have no reason to think that if we've asked

and answered questions of a given species in the past, we wiLl not be able to

do so in the future. There may be questions of these species that we cannot

access nozo; the questions we seek will be those we cannot access e?rsr.

Second, because we can only ask questions based on answers we

already have, these questions will arise from answers at least one layer of

the knowledge matrix removed from the Present surface. There is no reason

to expect that we could not ask the first question in the series, particularly
if that series branches off from another; bifurcation of the structules of the

knowledge matrix is hardly uncommon and the value of interdisciplinary

efforts in bridging the gaps and grafting disparate makices into a unique

and diverse social lattice to answer challenging questions is well recognized.

We use such a mix of knowledge sPecies to find questions we wouldn't
otherwise ask. But to ask a question is not to ansvr'er ib to build the bridge is

not to cross it and continue adding to the other side. These questions will be

on the other side of such a bridge.
The third criterion is shared between the askable and the unaskable

questions: based on gaps in the social lattice, we have to have reason to

anticipate that the knowledge such questions intend does exist. For the

askable questions, we have no reason to ask i.f we don't think there's

something there to ask about; for the unaskable questions, this criterion is

important to answer the challenge that the questions we're discussing are

really itlegitimate or invalid, that they aren't actually live questions because

they don't intend an intelligible content. Lonertan has already dealt with

those sPecies of question; the species we're looking to evince are both

legitimate, intending an intelligible content, and inaccessible to humans
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even when that content is part of proportionate being.
In short, questions we cannot ask will meet tluee criteria: (1) since the

argument is that quesdons of a giom species ate possible, these questions
must intend knowledge of a species that has not been attained by humans;
(2) such questions arise from answers and knowledge we cannot get; (3)

based on gaps in the existing social lattice, we have reason to anticipate that
the knowledge such questions intend exists as part of proportionate being.

To illustrate, consider, for instance, inquiring about the qualitative
experience of birds living in a cage. This is a convenient example because
we are conlident that animals have experiences, because Lonergan
acknowledges the existence of animal knowledge as a genus,17 and because,
as animals ourselves, animal knowledge is part of proportionate being. The
"qualitative" modifier is important here because we do answer questions
of science, questions which describe the quantitative aspects of the physical
world and may conceivably lead one day to a complete understanding of
the quantitative workings of the brain. The qualitative aspect, however,
stands outside the realm of science. ln particular, we know that birds have
experiences and that those experiences have a qualitative aspect - those
questions we can answer, that bridge we can build. But across the bridge,
following on that knowledge is another question: what are the qualitative
contents of those experiences? We can answer this objectively only with "I
don't know" Having affirmatively answered that the experiences exist and
have qualitative content, we reasonably anticipate that the content exists to
be known, as do questions which would follow on that knowledge. This set
of questions is inaccessible to humans. They meet (3) in that we reasonably
anticipate that such questions exist, (2) in that the onty objective answer we
can give about the knowledge from which the questions would arige is ',I
dor(t know," and (1) in that we do not now objectively answer questions
about the qualitative content of the avian mind (nor, for that matter, any
other kind of qualitative xenonoetics) in any way other than "I don,t kno!v.,,
We extrapolate that such knowledge exists, but more than that cannot be
understood even far enough to give rise to particular content-intending pre-
linguistic tensions.

"B€r'trard loneryalr, 'Cognitional SEucture.,,, tr\ Cottectiot: paperc W Bemard I . F. lntergan,
vol. 4 of the the Cotlected Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M.
Doran (Iolonto: UniveBity of Toronto PErs, 2008),20*21 at ZOZ,
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To this example, three replies can be made, and the second two in
particular can be made against any likely candidate for an unaskable

species of question. Fhst, this example may be lrrlnerable because we said

that animal knowledge is Part of ProPortionate being. The reply, then, is

that animal knowledge is sublated into human knowledge. We undelstand

animals' qualitative experiences because we are able to have the same set

of experiences. Therefore, any questions which could arise from animal

knowledge can arise for humans. While a reply of this kind will not always

be suitable against possibly unaskable questions, it will apply in enough

cases to warrant a resPonse,

The reply is entirely valid as far as it toes, but it must be borne in mind

that we experience these same things in a qualitatively different way, a

rational way. We have experiences as rational entities, but animals do not.lE

The qualitative content of our exPeriences is different because of this, and so

too will be the questions which can arise from it. Further inquiry into what

the qualitative content of the animals' experiences would be turns quickly

into questions of speculation because at a certain Point we can no longer

discern the shape of the questions to ask from the knowledge we have.

Another reply is that it rcmains Possible to ask, "Is there anything beyond

the answers I cannot get?" The arswer to this question is frequently "yes," but

to know that knowledge exists is neither to have that knowledge (that would

be intended by a different particular question for intelligence) nor to have the

tensions of inquiry it might inspire. One will quickly arrive at a Point where

the only obiective answer to the question "Is there something beyond the

answers I cannot get?" is "I don't know." As the particular questions become

increasingly particular and narrowly focused, intending smaller and smaller

pieces of knowledge, one will more frequently arrive at that Point. The shaPe

of the particular piece of knowledge intended is key: it molds the particular

question to be asked. The particuiar question htending the particular piece

of human-sized knowledge can be unavailable to humans even if the broader

question, intending significantly more, remains available.

l5oEre primates have been found to u.te tools and cotutruct ludim€ntaiy villages, and

Iimited codhunication has be€n achieved with sodre Plimates through the use of sign language

and pictograms. This does not Euggest that animals experience in the same way as huElatrs but

that ihere are further distinctions within the animal kingdoh which we have not yet das8ified

within epistemology. Such a Ptoject is not within the scoPe of this PaPs, though, and it is
enough for our purposes hete to 8ay that the claim that animals do not exPelience the world as

rational entities is p;t11, fciz reasonable as applied to at least some aniEuls.
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A third reply may be made focusing not on the existence of unaskable
questions but on their impact on Lonergan's epistemological and ethical
projects. The emphasis Lonergan places on our questions, on the unrestricted
desire to know, is in service to his cognitional structue, where the ability to
ask and answer further pertinent questions forms a lynch pin both in the
struchre's ability to reach objectivity and the reflection necessary to obviate
sin. Emphasizing the qualification of pertinence, that we cannot know or
ask questions based upon how animals experience life is not a problem in
the slightest because such questions are unlikely ever to be pertinent.le A
capacity to understand an analogous situation (how we would experience
life, in the sensitive aspects at least, if we lived in the same situations as the
animals with v/hich we have contact) is not likely to have significant bearing
on the situations in which we find ourselves.

While it is kue, I suspect, that most such unaskable questions arc
unlikely to be of pertinence, some likely will be. For instance, there are
questions flowing from the content of another person's horizon of feelings
or the shape of their knowledge matrix at any given moment. These
questions are pertinent to discovering the situation in which one proposes
action (or inaction) in the course of an ethical inquiry but are unanswerable
both because self-reporting is famously unreliable, leading to a comrption
of the pieces of knowledge we could obtain on the point fmm the person in
question, and because self-reporting is limited by the medium of speech as
well as the horizon of feelings and knowledge matrix through which we, the
receivers of this report, interpret it. Questions arising from the answers we
can't get in such cases will remain beyond humans. We cannot ask all the
further pertinent questi.ons, cannot even evaluate their pertinence in some
cases, because we have only limited knowledge of the internal situations of
the persons involved.

So there exist unaskable questions. One may be able to evince other
examples of such questions, but a great deal of the point is that we don,t know
what they are and have no access to them. It is enough for our purposes here
to have illustrated the possibiJity of questions intending content conceming

fl say thi6 \Mith the caveat that animal experiences are p€ltinent to ethical debates about
our k€atment of animals. I use animals as an example because iys a comparatively familiar
instance of knowledge we can't get leading to questioN that won,t arise for us; this caveat may
not be necBsary with othe! mole esoteaic examples.

Berger: The Unaskable Questions
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which we can only speculate and concerning which we will not, in practical

terms, ever be able to do more.

4. CoNsEeuxNcEs

The consequences of this claim warrant consideration. They are likely to
have a significant imPact on the efficary of the l,onerganian cognitional

structure in arriving at obiective knowledge (as opposed to an obiective

statement of "I don't kno$/'), and thus on any Lonerganian system of ethics.

It is clear that Lonergan recotnized the danger posed by unanswered

questions:

The living is ever now, but the knowledge to guide living, the wilhngness

to follow knowledge, the sensitive adaPtation that vigorously and

joyously executes the will's decisions, these belong to the future, and

when the future is present, there will be beyond it a further future with
steeper demands.2o

One must be persuaded to gain knowledge of how to live, the willingness

to follow that knowledge, and the caPacity to understand the world. They do

not exist inbom.2l It is in this lat between the living and the knowledge to

guide living that Lonergan finds the possibility of sin.'2 This lack of knowl-

edge is fatal. 'The reign of sin . . . is the priority of livingl' over all these other

things.z The remedy for this is reflection, but none of us take the time to do as

much reflection as we can, much less as much as would be necessary to come

to a reflective understanding and virtually unconditioned judgment in every

situation that presents itsell to us as we live. In broader terms, we will tend

to place bounds on our urresficted desire to know and bias our reflections

and iudgments in all areas unless forced to devote the proper rcflection. As a

result, we will not seek all the further Pertinent questions and will not arrive

at a true virhlally unconditioned, but wiLl arrive at and embrace iudgments
which endorse our current practices' Were we being genuine, we would seek

out the further pertinent questions with a passion.

nlnsight, 777 .

'1lflsight,71974.
zlnsight, 71+15.
alnsight, n5.
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Moreover, the consequence of this moral impotence is not limited to the
individual: "Now inasmuch as the courses of action that men choose reflect
either their ignorance or their bad will or their ineffectual self-control, there
results the social surd."2a That is, society itself becomes irrational. Rather
than improving our practices to match what we know to be right and true,
we adjust our theories to match our existing practices. Each adjustment
creates new pressures, new conllicts between theory and practice, and with
each the social surd expands.

In the above terms, the knowledge matrix becomes comrpted when we
attempt to graft on pieces of knowledge which we have not properly vetted,
pieces of unlnowledge, as it were, judgments we affirm in error. When we
ky to build on these flawed sectors, we can often come to conflicts in our
knowledge stmctures, where no piece of knowledge fits properly against all
sides of its intended hole.

ln correcting these conflicts, the social lattice can often be helpful,
pointing out to hdividuals where others have concluded differently. But as

often as not, the social lattice can itself be cormpted by this phenomenory
when enough people fail to adequately reflect on things and situations. Grcat
evils can arise in this way (slavery and genocide, for instance, arise when
members of society fail to consider that otherc are human beings as well
and are on that basis due the same respect and dignity as they themselves
desire). Lesser evils also arise at a significant rate as a result of this.

The strength of Lonergan's eognitional structur€ is its ability for self-
correction. It is on this capacity that his ethical structue depends: if we can
reflect sufficiently, we can ultimately come to virtually unconditioned judg-
ments conceming both our situations and the value of any actions we might
take in those situations.This is possible because the genesis of the comrption
is a failure to ask and answer all further pertinent questions, a failure to even
be aware that they exist. Our patterns of experiencing and habits of pursuing
questions train us away from such questions and we never even consider
that they might exist. The solution, therefore, is to become awarc of pertinent
questions, to genuinely pursue them, and to accept the answers we find. In
the course of the recursive process of probing our knowledge matrix for fur-
ther questions to ask, we can find com:pted sectors and work to replace them
with correct iudgments.

xlnsight, 777
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If there are questions we cannot access concerning situations and things,

this ability is substantially vitiated. If human beings are unable to ask much

less answer, all further pertinent questions, comrptions in the social lattice
(and individual knowledge matrices) will Persist. The end result of such a

situation would be the continuation of Lonergan's social surd.

Now, it is reasonable to suppose that this is not an everyday occurrence.

While one could carry the argument forward to say that in all cases there

may be questions we cannot access, such is not necessary. It is not likely, for

instance, that I have missed further pertinent qu$tions on the judgment that

gravity will hold me to the planet. There are thousands of such fudgments
operative in our daily lives, none of which are particularly likely to be

affected by this conclusion.

The effects will be most aPParent in moral and socioiogical situations,

in the establishment and perpetuation of the social surd. A full exposition

of the ethical and political consequences would require a fuIl exposition of

Lonergan's ethics and political theory something well and kuly beyond the

scope of this essay. But we can point briefly toward where the difficulties

will lie.

On a micro scale, it is likely that there are further pertinent questions that

we will miss in any situation where we are called upon to make an ethical

decision; this is almost unavoidable from the fact of human knowledge as

limited in scope and complexity. Fully knowing the value of any action we

might take as felt by another individual is al] but impossible. But because

the "ritht thing to do" in any given interPersonal situation is often heavily

dependent on that felt value, it may be impossible to arrive at a virtually
unconditioned with reference to any such action. This complication will
plague us wherever even two people must act with reference to one another

Add a third person, and complication incr€ases. Add a fourth, and it
increases further As each new person is added to the mix, each new variable

inEoduced into the equation, each new node into the social lattice, the

complication increases factorially because each new element must interact

with each of the others. The "right thing to do" can beeome lost amidst the

chaos of unanswered, unanswerable, and unaskable questions. Long before

reaching the political scale, no action will be a right action only - it will
be in unequal measures right and wrong. The challenge of every politician
(a challenge I don't envy them, however well or poorly I may think they

meet it) is to construct actions on a societal scale which will be the right
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thing to do both with and without reference to the values felt by observers
of that action, including those impacted by the actioD through balancing the
measures in which various options are right against the measures in which
they are wrong and choosing that action which is, on balance, the most right
(or the least wrong).

But the wrongs snowball, over time. It is possible that, iI we had
access to the further pertinent questions about another person's horizon of
feelings, about how they would feel the value of any given action, we would
be able to construct our actions in such a way that the wrongs could be
absolutely minimized or enthely eliminated. New possibilities, new ways
of communicating about those possibilities, and so forth, mitht occur to
us which could open doors to the resolution and rectification of the social
surd. Instead, we are faced with a deepening surd perpetuated by our
inability to properly understand even one other person, by our inability to
answer questions about their horizon of feelings, and our inability to ask the
further pertinent questions we would need to find to arrive at a virtually
unconditioned.

I say these things not to prompt despair in the mind of the reader but
to raise new questions. Regardless of what was said above, Lonergan's
epistemology and ethics still have tremendous potential to bdng us, if not
to the truth, then considerably closer to it. But in following a method meant
to help us transcend our self-imposed limitations through questions, we
would be ill-served to ignore or deny questions about limitations on that
method. These, we must pursue as diligently as any others, not to overthrow
the method, but to better understand its true potential. We must cherish our
questions, now and always.

Berger: The Unaskable Questions
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HUSSERLAND LONERGAN:
EVIDENCE AND TRUTH

Martin J. De Nys

George Mnson Uniousi$

J u cnerrrn r4 op rNsrc}fl", Bernard Lonergan makes a brief but substantive

I comment on Husserlian phenomenology. He sets the context for that
Lcomment by safng, "The conflict between objectivity as extroversion
and intelligence as knowledge has provided a fundamental theme in the
unfolding of modem philosophy."l More specifically, Lonergan observes,
". . . once extroversion is questioned, it is only through man's reflective grasp
of the unconditioned that the objectivity and validity of human knowhg can
be established."2 The problem of establishing that objectivity and validity
runs most basically thrcugh the history of modern philosophy, but remains
unsolved. ln particular, Lonergan notes: "For I do not think the E. Husserl's
phenomenology does provide a solution. Scientific description can be no
more than a preliminary to scientific explanation. But Husserl begins from
relatedness-to-us, not to advance to the relatedness of terms to one another,
but to mount to an abstract lookhg from which the looker and the looked-
at have been dropped because of 'fieir because of their particutarity and
contingence."3 Indeed, for Lonergan, ". . . the whole enterprise is under the
shadow of the principle of immanence, and it fails to transcend the crippling
influence of the extroversion that provides the model for the pure ego.".

One can readily understand that the way Husserl uses language in
stating his own positions, especially perhaps his emphasis on "intuition,,
and his association of cognition with "seeing," shontly suggests a reading of

rBe.Mrd Lonergan, ,4sight: A Study ol Hunin Undcrsto',.dittg, \,o1. ! ot the Cotlected Wolks
of Bernard Ionetgan, ed. Ftlderick E. Crowe and Robe* M. Dolan (Ioronto: UniveBity of
Toronto Prees, 2000), ,(38.

'|Insight,4t9.

'Insig,,lJ, 
rl/J.

.lntight, 440.
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the sort represented by Lonergan's remarks. But does that rcading Present a

fully adequate understanding of Husserl's fundamental positions regarding

knowledge and obiectivity? Mitht those Positions, more ful.ly discussed,

lead to some questions concerning Lonergan's remarks about Husserl, and

to the possibility that Husserl's phenomenology provides a productive

resource for philosophers whose work follows from Lonergan's cognitional

theory and epistemology? Might Lonergan's cognitional theory, in turn,

be a lrsource that mables one to find, in transcendental phenomenology,

an essential philosophical possibility that rcmahed unrecognized and

unacknowledged in Husserl's writings. I will try to consider aspects of those

questions in this paper. That consideration should begin, I believe, with a

focus on some of Husserl's remarks concerning evidence and truth in his

later writings.
In the first of the Cartesiaz. Meditations, Husserl says, 'Evidence is, in

an extranely broad smse, an 'experiencing' of something that is, and is thus;

it is precisely a mental seeing of something itself."5 This seems to confirm/

in a specific way, Lonergan's more general assessment of Husserlian

phenomenology. But another possibility comes into view when one tums to

Husserl's remarks about the relations of evidence and judgment. For him,

'ludging is meaning, and, as a rule, merely supposing - that such alrd such

exists and has such determinations; the judgment (what is judged) is merely

a supposed affair or complex of affairs: an affair, or state-of-affairs, as what

is meant."6 If I go into the kitchen in the morning and my wile says, "The

sh€et is covered with snow," I suppose that to be the case, and that if I were

to look out the window I would see the snor,rr- covered street. It is usefirl

to note that entertaining a judgment "is not at all the same as havint that

iluldgme t objutioely: as a theme, and in particular, as a f udgmmt4ubsbate.l^

iudging we are directed, \ol lo lhe iudgment, but to the 'objects-about-uhich'

(the subshate objects) currently attended to, to the predicates (that is, the

objectively determining moments) currently intended lo, to the relatiorul

complexes; ot, in causal judgments, we are directed to t}lre Predicational affait'

complexes currently intended to as txounds, and the correlative predicational

affair complexes, and so forth."7 In entertaining the iudgment mentioned

lEdmund Huee€rl, Crtt$ian Medit4tions, &ar|g Dorion Cairns (Dordrecht: Kluwet 199,
12

6}ir]usgf,,tl, Cvtesiin Medilstio t,10.
TEdmund Hureerl, Fornal ond Tlaascerdmtal Logic, har6. Dolion Caims CIhe Hatu€:
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above, my consciousness is directed not to the judgment itself, but to the
snow-covered street. Moreover, this is so if I have looked out the window
to see the street, or if I have not. I can intend a state of affairs in its presence,

through a filled intention, or in its absence, through an empty intention.E
Due to iust this circu-mstance, "There arise occasionally, even in every

day judging, interests in cognizing in the pre-eminent sense: interests in
assurative 'oerifiution,' needs to convince onesell'by tfu ffiirs themseloes' of
'how lhey actually are."'e Suppose, then, I do go to the window in my kitchen
that faces the street, open the blinds, and see that the street is snow covered.
Then I have the state.of-affairs as supposed and the state.of-affairs as directly
prcsent to me, and I have both of these together in one consciousness. I have
brought about a transition from an empty to a filled intentiory in which a
move from a kind of absence to a kind of presence has occurred. "IrVith this
transition, there takes place herc an identilying coincidnce, between on the
one hand, the objective affair (and ultimately the total judgment compler;
the syntactically formed affat-complex, or stateof-affairs, that was already
believed-in previously), and, on the othe! hand, the objective affair now
given - as itself the fulfiliing actuality - in the believing with evidence, the

believing that fulfills the cognition aimed at with evidence, the believing
that fulfills the intention aimed at cotnition."1o I have effected a successful
verification.

Just as Husserl speaks of verification as an "identifying coincidence"
in Fonnal and Tianscmdmtal Logic, he speaks in Cartesian Meditltions
of a "synthesis" or of "evidently verifying" and "evidently nullifying
s)mtheses."11 "A merely supposint jud$ngbecomes adjusted lo the affais, the
affair-complexes, themselves by conscious conversion into the corresponding
evidence. This conversion is inherently characterized as the ft:lfilling of
what was merely meant, a synthesis in which what was meant coincides
and agrees with what is itself given; it is an evident possessing of what was
previously meant at a distance from affairs."l2 Verification is the making-

Martinus Niihoff, 1978), 112.

see Robelt Sokolowski,lntrodrction to PhenotneTology (Cambridte: CaElblidge Univelsity
Pt€ss, 2000), 3H1, for a discussion of empty and flled intentions and of being conrciou! of
thh83 in their plesence of in their absence.

T,nsee , Forrrul and hansce d.ntal Logic,122-
15d]J6se, Fonnal and hanscendcntal Logk, 72i,
1tHjJ6*rl, Canesian Meditations,17,56 a d57.
t2lJnsse']., Carlesian Meditations,7F77.
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evident of the truth of a judgment by bringing about the synthesis of a state

of affairs as supposed and the same state of affairs in its self-tivenness in

the unity of one consciousness. Evidence, in the phenomenological sense,

occurs iust in a synthesis of this sort. Thus evidence is not iust "data," and

making-evident is not just "seeing" data, in the ordinary sense of the term'

It proceeds from questioning and is the thoughtful process of bringing about

the synthesis of a state of affairs in its self-givenness and the state of affairs

as supposed.

Of course it is always possible to make a judgment not in the absence

of but in the face of a state of affairs, in which situation the s1'nthesis of

the state of affairs as supposed and in its self-givenness comes about, as it
were, all at once. It Beems to me that an example that Lonergan gives in his

discussion of reflective understanding in Insight illushates this. "SuPPose a

man to retum to his tidy home and to find the windows smashed, smoke in
the air, and water on the floor. Suppose him to make the extremely restrained

iudgment of fact, 'something happened."' The question is, not whether he

was right, but how he reached his affirmation."r3 Lonergan would say that,

on the level of presentations. the manls memory of the house he left in the

morning and situation he sees in the evening are the fr:lfilling conditions

for the judgment in questio& and that 'The link between the conditioned

and the fulfllling conditions is a structue immanent and operative within
cognitional process."la Husserl would say that the man makes evident the

truth of the judgment in articulating that iud8ment in the face of the state of

affairs to which it pertains along with his simuLtaneous recollection of the

house as remembered. To this extent there seems to be a shont similarity

between Lonergan's account of the virtually unconditioned in relation to its

fulfilling conditions and Husserl's account, in the discussion of iudgment,
of evidence and truth.

However the deteils of Husserl's account of evidence and truth in
relation to judgment become clearer in his disossion of apodicticity. Briefly,

adequary and apodicticity are, for Husserl, two different perfections of

evidence. Adequate evidence comes about in a comPlete experience of

the state of affairs to which a judgment Pertains, such that no intention

directed at the obje* in question is empty rather than filled. Adequacy,

when attained, delivers certainty, although as Husserl notes, "the question

Elnsight, 30G307 .
ltlnsight,307 .
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of whether adequate evidence does not necessarily lie at infinity may be left
open." " An apodiclic evidence, however, is not merely certainty of the affairs
or affair complexes (states-of-affairs) evident in iq rather it discloses itself,
to critical reflection, as having the signat peculiarity o f being at the same time
the absolute uninuginablenxs (inconceivability) of their non-being, and thus
excluding in advance every doubt as 'objectless,' empty. Furthermore, the
evidence of that critical reflection likewise has the dignity of being apodictic,
as does the evidence of the unimaginableness of what is presented with
apodictically evident certitude."ls An apodictically certain judgment is a
iudtment that I know to be true and that evidently could not be otherwise. I
know with certainly that my younger daughter graduated from law school
and that I wrote my first book on a Mac. I also know that those states of
affairs could have been otherwise. My daughter could have chosen not to
attend law schoo! I could have written my book on a PC. I also know that
I can perceive something like a cube only in its appearances to me in sides,
aspects, and profiles, and that, while I know that you experience the world, I
cannot experience your experience of the world. These states of affairs must
be as they are and could not be otherwise.

One understands best the nature of apodictic evidence by contrasting
it with evidence in a more general sense. Often enough, in a given phase of
conscious experience, I am aware of something as given directly to me in
such a way tha! with respect of that phase of consciousness, I am certain
of the being and identity of the object as it has become evident to me. The
fire hydrant is red; there is a dog by the str€am in the woods behind my
house. But, notwithstanding what has become evident to me in a particular
phase of consciousness, it is imaginable and conceivable that I mitht come
to doubt the belief of which I am certain at the moment due to my ongoing
experience. The fue hydrant turns out to be red on one side but yellow on
the other. What I took to be a dog is really an oddly shaped tree stump.
Indeed, even without the evidence of ongoing experience, I can at the
moment, through critical reflection, be aware right now that the fue hydrant
might not be red all over, or that the thing I am seeing might not really be a
dog. These are the possibitties that apodictic evidence surpasses. In making
it evident to myself that I can perceive something like a cube only through
its appearances to me in sides, aspects and profiles, and that I know that you

1,Hl.rswrl, Cafi esian Mditatioas, 16.
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experience the world and that I cannot exPerience your experience of the

world, I also find there is no possibility of these matters being otherwise. It
is evident to me that such a Possibility is unimaginable and inconceivable.

And through critical reflection on the evidence that is Presently available

to me, I discover that I am required to say that the evidence of ongoing

experience can only confirm the certitude I presently maintain.

Husserl's understanding of aPodicticity is quite subtle. I agree, for

example, with John Drummond, who says that while of course apodicticity

entails indubitability, "such indubitability does not entail incorrigibility."l6

The discovery of the distinction betr reen adequate and apodictic evidence

was, moreover, of enormous imPortance for Husserlian Phenomenology
for many reasons. My aPPeal to that distinction in this paper, however, is

limited to a single issue. Husserl's discussion of apodicticity indicates the

essential role that critical reflection plays in any and all phenomenological

considerations of evidence. The nature and range of the evidence that

operates in any instance of verifying a iudgment must, in that instance, be

the concern of critical reflection. Thus any affirmation follows from critical

reflectiorL as does any denial or any assessment of a judgment as possibly

true, probable, highly probable, improbable, or what have you. Assessments

like these do not follow from extroversion, for iust looking or seeing.

But still, is it not that case that phenomenological inquiry does begin

from relatedness-to-us and does not advance to a consideration of terms in
their relations to each other? Does that not follow from the role that Husserl

assigns to description in the essential um to "the things themselves" that

phenomenology requires? Here again, I think there is a nuance in Husserl's

position that one all too easily, and understandably, overlooks. And in
this instance I think one finds a very helPful statement of this nuance in

Longergan's own writing. In chapter 11 of Insiflt, which deals with the "Self-

Affirmation of the Knower," Lonergan presents a discussion of description

and explanation that begins with the question, "Is the self-affirmation that

has been outlined descriptive of the thing-for-us or explanatory of the thing-

itself?"rz In responding to this question he observes, "The distinction that

was drawn earlier between description and explanation was couched in
terms that sufficed to cover the difference in the fields of positive science. But

Iuohn Dru.Dimond, Hu ssa/litn lntefltionality \rtd Non'Foundnlional Realitn: Noefia dnd Obiect

(Do!d!echt: Kluwer, 1990), 247.
nlasight, 357 .
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human science contains an element not to be found in other departments."lE
This is because human science "enjoys thtough consciousness an immediate
access to man, and this access can be used in two manners."re

The first use is descriptive. One begim by noting and describing various
features of insight. Then, given this initial description, one examines more
closely the presentations that are prior to insitht and understanding, and
goes on to examine judgment and reflective understanding. From this
follows an understanding of the relatedness of these components of the
cognitional process to each other. Thus, "the initial procedure of description
gradually yielded to definition by relation; and the defining relations
obtained immediately between different kinds of cognitional state or act.

But definition by this t,?e of relation is explanatory and so descriptive
procedure was superseded by explanatory"2o

I would suggest that phenomenological inquiry presents us with
a situation in which a descriptive procedule, without ceasing to be
descriptive, is superseded by explanatory accounts. I notice descriptively
that a perceived obiect, taken as perceived, presents itselJ as a thing that
appears to me though a manifold of different profiles. I give an account
of the perceptual obiect by unde$tanding that the thing that differs from
its manilold appearances, and that in that sense might be said to be behind
them, is not behind them but rather both differs fiom the appearances

and presents itsell in and through them in its integral identity. I notice
descriptively tha! in making a judgment, I am, in the fust instance, foosed
thematically not on the judgment itself but on the state of affairs to which
it pertains. I give an account of what a judgment is by understanding the
relatedness between the different terms that are the state of affairs in its
givenness to me and the state of affairs as supposed. I notice descriptively
that I am conscious of you as someone who experiences the world and am
also awarc that I cannot experience your experience of the world. I give an
account of the alterity of the other by understanding the relatedness of the
different ways in which the other presents herself to me in my consciousness
of her, as one who does experience the world and as one whose experience
of the world cannot be experienced by me.

1\nsight 
, 357 .

Dlnsight, 357 .

nlnsight,358.
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Husserl does not distinguislL in the way that Lonergan does, between

the data of sense and the data of consciousness. But he does distinguish

between the natural attitude and the phenomenological attitude.

Phenomenological inquiry has to do with such items as perceived things as

perceived, remembered things as remembered, imagined things as imagined,

judged states of affairs as judged, and with modes of consciousness such

as perception, mernory, imagination, and iudging, and with the differences

between and relations between modes of intentionality such as these

One detaches oneself from the natural attitude, from a spontaneous and

unquestioning acceptance of the evidence of world belief, for the sake of

disdosing the domain of phenomenological inquiry. I think it is most

basically because of this that one can claim that, in phenomenological

inquiry, descriptive procedure, precisely on account of its being descriptive

of the domain of evidences that is the concern of phenomenology, has as its

outcome explanatory accounts.

This is to say, amont other things, that phenomenological inquiry

follows upon and only upon the phenomenological reduction lt seems to me

that working tfuough the understandings of judgment, evidence, and tn-rth

that become possible in virtue of the reduction might lead one to consider

modifying the assessment that Lonergan males of Husserl in the citation

with which this paper begins. It might aiso allow one to suSSest ways in

which transcendental phenomenology might be a productive tesource for

philosophers whose work follows from Lonergan's cognitional theory I will
suggest three possibilities in this regard. I emphasize that I mention these as

suggested possibilities, no less but also no more. Their fruitfulness would

need further work in order to be determined

In the fust place, some fhd difficulties in Lonergan's account of data or

presentations h cognitional theory. Michael Baur, for example, asks, "For

Lonergan, what roie do data or presentations, as merely given, play in the

intellectual process of verification or judgment?"2r Baur believes that therc

is some lack of clarity in Lonergan's answer to this question. "At times, he

seems to hold that the determinate 'whatness' of the given is available to

the knowing subject merely as given, aPart from any mediating activity

of the intellect. Thus he seems to accePt at least some version of the myth

of the given. But at other times, he seems to argue strenuously against the

'ilMichael Baur, "IGnt. Lonergan, and Fichte on the Critique of lrttmedi,lcy," Intenational

Philosophical Qltrftdly €, no. I Mallh 2003): 9l-112 at 101.
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myth of the given in ali of its possible forms."z Baur finds a specific example
of the more general problem identified here in an example that Lonergan
gives in the discussion of reflective understanding that I have already cited.
When the man returns home in the evening and finds a scene of deskuction
rather than the tidy home he remembers leaving earlier in the day, he is
working with two sets of data, one of which he identifies as present and one
of which he identifies as past. 'More specifically, Lonergan implies that the
'pastness' of one set of data (that is, its character of bein gremembned) and the
'presentness' of another set of data are simply given and incorrigible on the
level of presentations."a Baur, however, cites several reasons that strongly
count against this daim. If so, then "any actual determination that one set of
data refers to the 'pasf and that the other refers to the 'presenfl is not based

on the given data alone, but is a conclusion drawn as a result of some minimal
activity of questioning, understanding, interprcting, and/or judgrng."2{ But

iust as this view surpasses the myth of the given, it also renders problematic
any "claim to know that there is some genuine 'otherness' beyond my current
(or present) state of awareness that counts for me as an external limitation of
coruitraint on my prcsent state of awareness."6

Suppose that the problem Baur identifies does in some way belong
to Lonergan's treatDxent of data or presentations in cognitional theory If
so, transcendental phenomenology might be able to help, Husserl would
certainly not claim that "one set of data refers to the 'pasY and that the
other refers to the 'present'"; that is because it is not appropriate to speak of
relrring at all in discussing perceptua.l or memorial consciousness, at least
in any standard sense of the term. But Husserl also would not allow that
these temporal identifications are the rcsrtll ol " a conclusion drawn as a resuTt

of some minimal activity of questioning, understanding, interpreting, and/
or judgment." The temporal identifications also do not involve an inference.
He tries to discuss the issue related to the problem that Baur identifies by
distinguishing, analyzing and interrelating what it is for something to be
perceived and to be remembered, as well as the differences and relations
between perceiving and remembering.,6 (Iltimately he does this against the

zBdur, 'Xant. Lonelgan, and Fichte on the Clitique of Itm€diacy," 91-112 at 101.
aBaur, "IGnt. Lonergan, and Fichte on the Critique of Immediacy,,, 102.
xBaur, 'Xant. Lonergan, and Fi.hte on the Critique of lEunediacy,,, 103.
5Baut, "IGnt. Lonelgan, and Fichte on the Critique of I-EuGdiacy,,, 104.
xln lelation to these matters, one Bhould conrult the lelevart 6ectione of Edmund Huseerl,
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background of his theory of inner time consciousness. Without discussing

the details of those analyses in this PaPer, I wiil simply suggest that they

might present highly productive resources for addressing the problem iust
noted. Those analyses also develop against the background of Husserl's

position that one finds, in the life of consciousness, a reciProcity between

activity and spontaneity, rather than an oPPosition that would require

that these terms exclude each other.27 This position, I think, is an essential

resource for addressing the most basic issue that Baur addresses in the

article I have cited.

A second issue on which transcendental phenomenology may be a

resources for philosophers who draw on Lonergan's texts is one that I have

already discussed in another context ir this paper, namely, the mater of

judgment. Judgment, of course, is a concept central to Lonergan's account of

reflective understanding or insight. One sees the problem that this account

addresses by noting that, under ordinary circumstances, "we perform acts

of reflective understanding, we know that we have $asPed the sufficienry
of the evidence for a judgment on which we have been deliberating, but

without prolonged efforts at introspective analysis we could not say ,ust
what occurs in the reflective insight."a The account of what occurs appeals

to the judgment as conditioned, its connection with its conditions, and the

fuIfillment of those conditions. "The function of reflective understanding is

to meet the question for reflection by transforming the prospective judgment

from the status of a conditioned to the status of a virtually unconditioned;

and reflective understanding effects this transformation by grasping the

conditions of the conditioned and their fulfillment."P
Husserl also takes great care in developing an understanding of

the iudgment itself, as well as the Process or act through which I make

evident the truth of a iudgment, or its falsity, or its possibility, Probability,
dubitabiliry and so forth. ln developing this account, he presents an

Phantasy,Inage Coflsciorsi.st, and MefiW Eans. John B. Blough, (Dor&€cht: SPringer, 2005).

{Edmnnd Husserl E ?eriznc. and lrdgflent, .d,.L\dwid' Iandgrebe, trans. Janes
Churthill and IGrl AmeriLs,(Evaneton, IL: Northwestem Unive6ity PtBs, 7973)' 79. '"fhe
phetromenotogically nectssaly concept of EcePtivity is in no way exdusively oPPos€d to that

of rjile acti"ity ol th. .go, undet which all act! Ptoc€eding in a sFci.6c way froh the e8o'Pole ar€

to be induded. On the conkary, rccePtivity must be rcgarded as the lowe6t Ievel of activity The

ego conrents to what is coming and takes it in."
alnsight,304.

olnsight , 305.
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important understanding of the judgment itself by distinguishing a state
of affairs as given from a state of affahs as supposed. As I have already
indicated, a judgment is precisely a state of affairs as supposed. It is one way
of intending a state of affairs, by considering it as somethint that I suppose
or that someone supposes, rather than as something whose givenness
I directly accept. In entertaining a iudtment I am focused on the state of
affairs itself, not on the judgment itself, and I am focusing on the state of
affairs as supposed. If I turn my attention to the judgment itself, and if I am
doing phenomenology, then I have an account of the judgment that is like
the one I have just presented.

This way of talking about what it is for something to be a judgment
plays a crucial role in the account of verification that Husserl gives. It is also
of signal importance in helping one who is doing philosophy to avoid the
otherwise unavoidable problems (I think at least) that arise in epistemology
with the admission of any version of the theory of indirect realism, or that
arise in an account of sense and reference like the one presented by Frege.s
It may well be that transcendental phenomenology offers valuable resources

to philosophers who are intercsted in matters concerning iudgment and
verification or in the problems just mentioned, and whose work draws on
the resources Lonergan provides.

A third way in which transcendental phenomenology may fruitfully
interact with the philosophical possibility that Lonergan opens has to do
with Lonergan's comments about commonsense judgment and empirical
science, and with Husserl's observations about science and the life-world.
Lonergan is well aware oI the issue that arises for many in the light of the
deliverances of common sense and of science, as illustrated by Eddington's
two tables. "One of them was brown with a smooth surface on four solid
legs and pretty hard to move around. The other was a pack of electrons that
you could not even imagine. Which of the two tables is the real table?"3r
Lonergan maintains that the question opposes corrrmon sense and science
in a way that is ill advised. Rather, "our fundamental assertion is that the
two regard distinct and separate fields. Common sense is concerned with
things as related to us. Science is concerned with things as related among

lon this issue se€ Drummo^d, Hrsse ian Inte*knrJity and Nor,-Foundationnt Realisl/., ln-
231.

3lBemard lonergan, Undostanding and Baing; The Halifax Lectures on IflsElrt, vol. 5 of
the Collected Wolk of B€mald Lonergan, ed. Elizabeth Mot€lli and Mark Mot€lli (Torcnto:
UniveBity of Torcnto P!86, 1990), 10.
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themselves. In principle, they cannot conllict, for if they speak about the

same things, they do so from radically different viewPoints."32 The difference

between them comes about iust because "it is necessary to distinguish
within knowledge between seParate yet comPlimentary domains."s The

difference between these domains "appeals not only in different criteria

of the pertinence of further questions but also in the difference of the

terms employed and the possibilities they respectively offer for logical

deduction."a The complementarity obtains because "they are functionally

related parts within a single knowledge of a single world. The inteiligibility
that science grasps comprehensively is the intelligibility of the concrete

world with which common sense deals effectively. To regard them as rivals

or competitors is a mistake, for essentially they are Partners, and it is their

successful cooperation that constitutes applied science and technology, that

adds inventions to scientific discoveries, that suPPlements inventions with
organizations, knowhow, and applied skills."$ However, theorists of science

can fail to recognize this comPlementariry 'Misled by a confusion between

the heuristic and the representative functions of imagination, they assumed

that the business of science was to paint a picture of the really real."* Of

course, part of the problem here is supposing that one knows the really real

by painting a picture at all. At its basis, the opposition between common

sense and science "has no better basis than a mistaken theory; and it had

best be written off as an error incidental to an age of transition."3T

Husserls discussions of science and the life world are in many ways

predecessors of Lonergan's comments on empirical science and common

sense. But in discussing science and the life-world Husserl forges an

investigation that is unique to phenomenology. He analyzes the manner in
which a scientific understanding of the world comes about on the basis of

the life-world. He develops an understanding of the life-r /orld itself that is

complex and differentiated: it includes the worid of things that is given to

us in perception as nature, nature as well as the dimensions of culture that

precede the achievements of science, and nature along with the dimensions

ibtsight 
, 378,

slnsight, 379.
Ylnsight, 321.
!Insight, 323.
slnsight, 323 .

nlnsisht,323.
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of culturc that include the achievements of science and that precede new
scientific discoveries as well as the discoveries of new sciences. He shows
that the life-world needs to be understood in these differentiated ways if one
is to thinl appropriately about science and the life-world, which is among
other things the world within which common sense tales form and operates.
And he shows that the practicing scientist, no matter what theoretical
assumptions she might entertain about the relation of the sciences to
corrmon sense and the life-world, must assume the validity of the evidence
of world experience that comes on the scene and operates prior to scientific
achievements. I think that these unique features of the phenomenological
consideration of the relation between science and the life-world suggest
that discussion as a productive resource for a philosopher developing an
understanding of the relation of science and common sense that promotes
the views that Lonergan presents.$

At this point, however, one should note that, iust as Husserl may well
provide valuable, even needed resources for philosophers whose work
follows from Lonergan's achievements, Lonergan may well point the way
to the realization of an essential philosophical possibility tha! I would
argue at least, belongs to phenomenology, but that is realized neither by
Husserl himsell nor by, with one or two exceptions, his followers in the
phenomenological kadition.

All readers of Lonergan are familiar with the summary he gives of the
positive content of Insight in the introduction to that work: "Thoroughly
undelstand what it is to understand. and not only will you underctand the broad
lines ol all there b to be understood. but you will also possess a fixed base, an inrsariant
pattern, opening on all funher deoelopmmts of understanding."3t One comes
to funderstand the broad lines of all there is to be understood', through
developing an explicit metaphysics. Metaphysical reflection pertains to
being. Being is "the objective of the pure desire to know."4 The notion of
being pertains "both to all that is known and all that remains unknown;,,al

rA most impoltant text for Hu$ed's views on thes€ mafterr is, oI coure, IrE CriJis
ol Europan Sci.nc6 afid t',,nscend..ntal Phznofirflowy, EanB. David Cat!, (Evaisto& IL:
Northw6tem Univelsity Pr€$, 1970), egpecialy pages }.98 and 34$379. The readet should b€
awale that Car's translation is both excetlent and not a complete kanglation of the text given
in the Btandand German edition of Husserl,s works,

*I tight,22.
olnsight, 372.
.tlnsight, 373.
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it is unrestricted, spontaneous, and all pervasive, and is susceptible to

theoretical articulation.4 While the notion of being is not definable in an

ordinary sense, one can say that "it is determinate inasmuch as the structure

of our knowing is determinate, and so it can be defined at a second remove

by saying that it refers to all that can be known by intelligent grasp and

reasonable affuma$on."€ Moreover, with regard to knowing and the known,

"if they are not an identity, at least they stand in some correspondence, and

as the known is reached only through knowing, structual features of the

one are bound to be reflected in the other."{ Since being is the objective of

the pure desire to know. and refers to aU that can be known by intelligent

grasp and reasonable affirmation, the structural features of knowing are

bound to be r€flected in the structual features of being.

In determining the subiect matter of metaPhysics in a more specific way,

Lonergan says, it is usefirl to "introduce the notion of ProPortionate being

I.rr its full sweep, being is whatever is to be known by intelligent grasP and

reasonable affirmation. But being that is proportionate to human knowing
is not only to be understood and affirmed but also is to be exPerienced'

So proportionate being may be defined as whatever is to be known by

human experience, intelligent grasp, and reasonable affirmation."G This,

togethe! with the alorementioned affirmation that the structual features

of knowing are rcflected in the structural features of being, provides the

basis for sayint that "explicit metaphysics is the conception, affirmation,

and implementation of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate

being."6 The implementation begins with an analysis that specifies the most

basic elements of metaphysics, central and conjugate potenry, form, and

act. As the implementation moves forward, the question ultimately arises

as to whether the metaphysical elements are "merely the structure in which

proportionate being is known? Or are they the structure immanent in the

reality of proportionate being?"47

'5ee Imgtl, 37SE1; 38&98.
slnsight, 3U.
6lnsight, 138.
cl./3ight,476.
glnsight, 416.
olflsight, 522-23,
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This question, Lonergan observes. "has to do with the relation between
being and reality."4 Now of course one might hold that ,,intelligent inquiry
and critical reflectiory however useful or praiseworthy they might be,
necessarily are extrinsic to knowing realiry for extroversion or introversion
of consciousness is prior to asking questions and independent of answers to
questions. Accordingly, by deserting the position on being and reverting to
the counterposition, one can form a notion of the real to which intelligibility
is extrinsic."4 But the counterposition is that, and all counterpositions invite
reversal, just because they are "incoherent with the activities of grasping
them intelligently and affirming them reasonably."s If so, then one must
understand the real as being, and "one must affirm the intrinsic intellitibility
of being."51

A point of overwhelming importance, it seems to me, that runs
through the chapters in &sift devoted to metaphysics, is the claim that an
affirmation of the inhinsic intelligibility of being, and thus of the possibility
and the necessity of metaphysics, is both required by and radicalizes the
intellectual seU-appropriation of the knower. Nor is the understanding of
metaphysics that belongs to this claim disconnected from the hadition.
Aquinas also holds that being is intrinsically intelligible, and Lonergan
both appropdates the concepts of potency, form, and act, and would be
perfectly capable of claimin& with Aquinas, that the subject matter of
metaphysics is attained through the mode of abstraction that Aquinas
calls separatio and that one rightly understands that subject matter as elrs

commune.s2 Very importantly, however, Lonergan forges whatever links
he has with Aquinas as one who is speaking in an independent voice and
as such putting forward philosophical claims. Others who do philosophy
and read Lonergan need to understand this. And if one in this situation
reads and also agrees with Lonergan in claiming that an affirmation of the
intrinsic intelligibi.lity of being. and thus of the possibility and necessity of
metaphysics, understood at least along the lines that Lonergan suggests,
is both required by and radicalizes the intellectual self-affirmation of the

slasight,523.

olnsi9ht,523.

slnsight,413.

'llneight,523.
55ee Thomas Aquinar, Tft, Dioision afld Methods ol thz Sci.nces, hanslated by Amand

Maurer (Ibrcnto: Pondficrl Institute of Medieval Studie6, 1986), 34-41, 51.
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knower, then one must also say that a philosophy that falls short of this

claim in its various aspects falls short in principle.

How might one assess transcendental phenomenology in this regard?

Husserl sometimes uses the word "metaphysics." For example, in the fifth
of lhe Cartesi.an Meilitations he associates the word with the Position that

there is ultimately "a single, universal community'' of coexisting, fully
concrete fianscendental egos, for which reason there can exist "only one

Objectiae world, orly one Objective tine, only one Objective Space, only one

Obl'ective nature."$ This is enough to distinguish "metaphysics" from what

Husserl means by "formal ontology," but it do€s not give us anything like

a ftrl1y developed set of positions regarding the determinations that belong

to beings as beings and the meaning of being. He very clearly insists that

actuality is rationally intelligible.a He seems then to affirm a basic position

that the seu-appropriation of the knower requires and that lies at the heart of

its radicalization. But he does not tive us a metaPhysics in the sense intended

by Lonergan or by the metaphysical tradition that he partly aPProPriates.

Of course one might argue that Husserl cannot give us a metaPhysics,

in the sense iust indicated. This would be on account of the nature of the

phenomenological reduction itself. The reduction involves "bracketing" or

detaching oneself from, setting aside, an otherwise natural and spontanmus

belief regarding the reality of things that Prcsent themselves to us, for the

sake of considering the intentional performances through which we allow
things to present themselves to us as they do, and for the sake of considering

those things just as then present themselves, just as intended. A philosophical

consideration of beings as beings is disallowed by phenomenology from the

start.

There are at least two responses to this claim. Heidegger gives one of

them. He maintains that phenomenology realizes its ownmost possibilities

only by reaching "the center of philosophy's problems l' lhat "being is the sole

and prcper theme ol philosophy," and that we are at aII able to aPProach this

theme only through recognizint "the ontological differmce - the differentiation
between being and beings."s Heidegger would argue that the understanding

sljrr'f.efl, C('l'esi,,n Meditalions, 140.
5€€e Edmund Hu$ell,Idss Pcrlaining lo a Prft Phtnolnenology \nd to i Plenomenological

PhilosopLy, First B@k, eans F. Kelrten (The Hague: Matinus Nijhoff, 1983), Patt Four, 'Reason
and Actuality," 307-370.

ql{artin Heide8ge!, Th. Blsic Ptoblcnts of Phcnomcnology, t!a!s. Albert Hofstadter,
(Bloominston: Indiana Univelsity Pre86, 1982), 3, 11, 17.
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sSokolowski Infrodrction to Ph.noiurlow, lPA.
tsokolowgki, 1, hodrctiofl to Phanoivnology, 745.
$Robel1 Sololowski, Prrz ofienology ol thrHuflufi Parsor (Canbridge: Cambridte UniveEity

Prers, 2001), 310.

of phenomenology I mention above in relation to the reduction is a badly
mistaken understanding of phenomenology with respect of its essential
possibilities. But Heidegger also argues that an appropriate, thoughtful
consideration of being involves an overcoming of, indeed a destruction of
metaphysics. Metaphysics, as Heidegger understands the tradition, does
not open the possibility of a consideration of the meaning of being but
rather occludes that possibility, and thus must be overcome if philosophical
thinking is to reach its sole and proper theme.

Robert Sokolowski represents, I believe, a kind of altemative to
Heidegger. He makes the indisputable observation that phenomenology is
concerned "not with the experiences and obiects that I happen to have, but
with the eidetically necessary structures of such experiences and objects, as

they would have to be for any consciousness whatsoever. Phenomenology
aims at discovering how things and mind have to be for disclosure to
take place."s And he also says that since phenomenology addresses "the
issues of kuth and disclosure," it is "related to the classical study of being
as being, the inquiry into how things manifest themselves."sT Sokolowski
expressly associates "the inquiry into how things manifest themselves"
with the considerations of "the activity of knowing and with being as

knowable" that Aristotle presents in the Metaphysics."n Sokolowski believes
that phenomenology at its best rccovem and in that sense preserves the
metaphysical tradition, rather than leadint to its overcoming or destruction.

I am very sympathetic to the position that Sokolowski holds out. But
I want to sutgest a different, although not unrelated, possibility. Early in
lhe Cafiesian Meditations Husserl observes that the phenomenological
reduction, "this 'inhibitin( or 'putting out of play' of all positions taken
to the already given Objective world, and in the first p1ace, all existential
positions (those concerning being, illusion possible being, being likely,
probable etc.) . . . does not leave us confronting nothing. On the contrary we
gain possession of something by i! and what we (or, to speak more precisely,
what I, the one who is meditating) acquire by it is my pure living, with all
the pure subjective processes making it up, and everything meant in them,
p /ely as meant in them: the universe of 'phenomena' in the (particular and
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also the wider) phenomenological sense."s This "universe of phenomena"

hcludes "the entire Objective world" as it "exists for me, and precisely as

it is for me." And that is because "Anything that belongs to the world, any

spatio-temporal being, exists for me - that is to say, is accePted by me -
in that I experience i! perceive i! remember it, think of it somehow, judge

about it, value it desire it, or the like."@ Later he says that "It must not

be overlooked that the eopch6 with resPect to all worldly being does not

change the fact that the manifold cogitationes relating to what is worldly
bear this relation zpithin thanseloes, that, e.g., the PercePtion of this table still
is, as it $/as before, precisely a perception of this table."61 A little later still
he adds an important comment. "There is lacking neither, on the one side,

the existence.positing (perceptual belie0 in the mode of certainty, which is

part of - normal - perceivint, not on the other side . . . the characteristic of

simple 'factual existence.' The non-participating, the abstaining, of the Ego

who has the phenomenological attitude, is his affair, not that of the Perceiving
he considers reflectively, nor that of the naturally Perceiving Ego."e

The purpose of the reduction is not to leave out some things so we can

examine other things. It is to detach ourselves from our otherwise natural,

spontanmus, and otherwise unquestioned assumPtions about things so

that we can bring those things and the aforementioned assumPtions into

the focus of reflective consideration. The purpose of the phenomenological

reduction is to allow me to turn my attention and reflective consideration

to different modes of intentionality, and to the interrelated structures and

possibilities that essentially belong to differcnt modes of intentionaiity.

Among those possibilties, Husserl mentions "existence positing" as well as

"factual existence" as characteristics that belong to some intentional acts and

to some thints as they are intended by those acts. The reduction encourages

one not to leave those possibilities out of consideration, but to detach oneself

from them insofar as they operate as sPontaneous assumptions iust for the

sake of focusing reflection on them.

In the text cited above, Husserl does associate existence positing with
"perceptual belief' and "factual existence" with the perceived obrect as

perceived. But Husserl is weLl aware that reflection on the being of things,

eHj]$erl, C.an$ian Meditotions, 2G21
slfussetL Canesian Meditatio s, 21 .

6tHjJis€tl, Carl.sian Mditations, 33.
e}irnr,serl, Cart$infi Mditotions, 35.
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and our knowledge conceming the being of things, has to do not only or
primarily with perception but with judgment. At the beginning of the third
of lhe Cartesitn Meditations, Husserl says that up to this point in his text
it had not mattered "whether the objects in question were truly existent
or non-existent, or whether they were possible or impossible."6 But
these differences are not excluded from phenomenological inquiry."On
the contrary under the broadly understood ti es "reason and unreason, as

correlative titles for being and non-being, they are an all embracing theme
for phenomenology."a Phenomenological reflection has to do with different
modes of intentional consciousness and with intentional objects taken iust
as intended. 'The predicates being and non-being, and their modal variants,
relate to the latter - accordingly, not to objects simpliciter but to the orlecti?re

sezse. The predicates truth (coftectness) and t'alsi$, albeit in a most extremely
broad sense, relate to the formet to the particular ffiuning or intmding.
These predicates are not given ipso facto as phenomenological data . . . yet
they have a 'phenomenological origin."'65 The table does not present itself
to me as actual in the way it presents itself to me as brown, or made of
wood. Nor does the judgment present itself to me as true or false, in the
way that it presents itsell to me as being a state of affairs as supposed or as

expressing a propositional sense. But in verifying the judgment "the table
is brown" I determine that the judgment is true and that something about
the table actt-rally is the case. I affirm a iudtment on account of a synthesis
that integrates a state of affairs as supposed with a state of affairs as given.
Through this synthesis I make it evident to myself that the judgment is true
and that the state of affairs obtains. Thus the predicates "being" and "kuth"
have, in this context, a phenomenological origin.

Husserl is very clear that actuality is a correlate of evident verification.6
He observes that, "we caa be sure something is actual only by a synthesis
of evident verification, which presents rightfi.rl or true actuality. It is clear
that truth or the true actuaUty of objects is to be obtained onJy through
coidence, a d lhalit is evidence alone by virtue of which a 'actually' exbting,
true, rightly accepted object of any formhas smse lor us. . . and with all the

s}{usserl, Cartc'i,]n Medititiofis, 56.
{H,usse!,, Carleoiafl Meditatio\s, 55,
$Hlrsserl, Canesiafl Melilations, 55.
6This is a paraphrase of the title of i26 of Carresian Meditatiofis,Sg
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determinations that for us belong to it under the title of its true nature."67

This correlation of evident verification, or truth, with actuality, might remind

us of Aristotle's association of being with being-kue in the Meiaphysics,$ It
might also remind us of the statement from Hilary of Poitiers that Aquinas

cites with approval, to the effect that "the true is that which manifests and

proclaims existence."6e But what does "actuality'' mean in the statement by
Husserl iust cited? As I suggest above, it seems to mean, "what is the case."

If a iudgment is true then the state of affairs that the judgment suPPoses

obtains or is the case. It is true that, it is the case that, the table is there in the

room, my father was born in the Netherlands, Spider Man's uncle Ben died,
(a+b) = (b+a), modus ponens is a valid argument form. Examples like these

indicate that we can distinguish diffe!€nt ways in which a state of affairs can

obtain or be the case. We can distinguish that which is intended as factually

existent, that which is imagined, that which is past and remembered, that

which is formally conceived (that is, logical and mathematical states of

affairs), and so forth. We might want, in this context, to narrow our use of
"actual" and to use it in association with matters like those that we take to

be factually existent, as contrasted with states of affats that are imatinary
or ideal. But then we might ask if actuality is resticted to $/hat is factually

existent, iJ we mean by that material things in the world. After all, we do,

or at least some of us do, speak of things such as God, or the human soul.

In that sense at least such things are present to us in out consciousness

as intentional objects, although that presence is blended with absence in
a remarkable manner. And some of us seem to think that those items arc,

with respect of being actual, more like material things in the world than like
imaginary or ideal states of affairs. But if they do exkt, they are not material

things in the world. And if they can exist, then the sense of " actuahty,"

even though it is associated with material things in the world, is separable

from the determinations that belong just and precisely to material things

in the world. Indeed iJ one toes no further than to argue, as Aquinas and

Aristotle do, that the notion of being is not a genus, one can perhaps argue

additionally that the determinations that belong to actuality or being are

oHuaee,l, Carte,ian M.ditatiohs, 50.
69Se€ Alistotle, Met4prysics,10717a30,8 The Bdsic l^h G of A*totle, ed Richard Mc Keon

(New Yolkr Rardom Ho$e, 1941), 761,
aThomas Aquilus, Th. Disprtcd Qusrtions on Ttuth, Q. l, a 1, tsan8. RoM MulliSan,

(Chicago, Henry Regnery, 19521, 7 .
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separable from the determinations that belong iust and precisely to material
things. If so, then even the being or actuality of material things in the world
is not properly understood just with regard to the determinations that
belong to them iust insofar as they are material things.

At this point inquiry has come, tfuough phenomenology, to the boarder
of metaphysics under at least one ofits traditional conceptions.If one crosses

that boarder, does one leave phenomenology behind. I leave that question
to another day. The point here is simply that Lonergan very convincingly
argues that affirming the intelligibility of being and the possibility and
necessity of metaphysics is, certainly for a philosopher, a requirement for
and a radicalization of the self-appropriation of the knower. If this possibility
is not available for phenomenology, then in one essential philosophical way
phenomenology falls short. I have tried to show that this possibility might
be available for phenomenology, and that the sense "metaphysics" bears

here is consistent with what Lonergan requires.

ln Method in Theology Lonergan says/ "Philosophy finds its proper
data in intentional consciousness. Its pdmary function is to promote the
self-appropriation that cuts to the root of philosophic differences and
incomprehensions. It has further, secondary functions in distinguishing,
relating, grounding the several realms of meaning and, no less, in Founding
the methods of the sciences and so promoting their unification."m Husserl
would applaud these statements. Where Lonergan speaks of self-
appropriation Husserl \ r'ould speak of self-responsib ity, and these are not
exactly the same. More importantly, the idea of intentionality is not simply
identical in Lonergan and Hussed. The differences on this issue are very
important and need exploration. Nonetheless, I have tried to show that
there are important possibilities for dia.logue between the philosophical
possibilities that Husserl and Lonergan open for us. Philosophers who
pursue one of these possibilities can, arguably in important ways, learn from
the other. Understandint in more detailed ways how that can be the case

would be, I would argue, an important advance on the current philosophical
scene.

nBernard l,oneryan, Mtthod in Th.ology G-lew \ork Herder and Herder, 1973), 95
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EMPIRICALMETHOD
Richard Grallo
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f :vrecrNr rwo woRLDs. rN rHE uRs! everyone speaks clearly and they

I distinguish their own wishes from the facts around them; they generally
Ispeak the truth and make no attempt to manipulate others. In such a

world, citical thinking would not be necessary. ln the second world, people
speak the same language, but they are so unclear that you do notunderstand
them anyway, and many in that world confuse wishes with facts. They often
speak falsehoods, and some among them constantly attempt to manipulate
you into some kind of action. What kind of world do you live in? If it is the

second one, you may wish to think twice about what you commit to believe

and to do.

Critical thinling is just that kind of "thinking twice." The goal in this
paper is to reflect on why critical thinking might be usefr:I, and then to
identify some next steps that can be taken using it. To do this, four questions

will be addressed: (1) What is so useful about critical thinkint? (2) What is

critical thinking anyway? (3) What are some consequences of taking critical
thinking seriously? (4) What concrete steps can be taken to develop a habit

of critical thinking?

1. WHAr Is So UsErw .Lsour CRrrrcar, TnruxrNc?

@ 2013 Richard Grallo

Reflect on your own experience in the world and with the problems in it.
Problems of aLl sorts seem to abound, as do opinions regarding how to
solve them. Yet, problems are frequently not understood in the same way
by different people, and the opinions expressed for resolving them are often

contradictory In addition, there is frequently social pressure exerted to get
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us to agree with prefabricated opinions or to commit to actions flowing from

them.
Those who are careless about their own thinking are not much help in

the way of providing guidance here. Those who routinely deal in falsehoods

cannot be trusted in any problem solving enterprise. Yet successful problem

solving in many current contexts requires that we mindfully interact not

only with a great variety of ideas but also with individuals who wield them

with varying levels of abiliry
Elsewhere, I have argued that critical thinking may be regarded as a

vaccine against "cognitively transmitted diseases" such as unexamined

vagueness, f alsehood, untestable ideas, grorvth-def eating, and otherwise

incohercnt prorects.l Each of these is widespread in everyday conversation,

in print and elechonic media, including in such common areas of human

activity such as politics and advertising.
No matter what the research on critcial thinking concludes, ultimately

each person must decide for themselves about its potential usefulness. Is it
valuable to be able to systematically sort through a variety of truth claims,

approved values and recommended options? Or, does it make no real

difference? For example, each must determine whether the labels "true"
and "false" have any meaning for them. If they do not, they are left to drift
ir a sea of endless possibilities, with nothing settled. If these words do have

meaning for them. they will be left with the challenge of seeking truth and

the knowledge that comes with it, as difficult as that may be. Again, each

person must find some way of sorting and prioritizing what is valuable

in their own experience. If they do not, then, with many psychotics,
they will value all things as equally important (or unimportant). If they
do prioritize, their life will become an experiment in a definite scale of
values. Finally, each must decide on courses of action. If they do not, the
consequences of passive drifting will be real enough. If they do, the results
are not guaranteed.

Therefore, one's basic attitude toward critical thinking will color one's
attitudes towards self, others and the world.

lRichard Crallo, 'Thinking Car€firlly about Cliticat Thinling" Iie Loz.rgan Reoict lV, 
^o1 (2013): 154.80.
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2. Wner Is Cnrnc,lr TtrrNxrNc?

Critical thinking is somehow related to "judgmen!"to "evidence" and
"reasons," and to questions of the "reflective sort." ln addition, criticat
thinking allows for the sifting through and evaluation of diverse opinions,
claims and agendas. Ffust, it is related to iudgment. The word 'critcial' derives
from the Greek "krinein" (xplvErv) "to judge." Second, it is also related to
"evidence" and "reasons" - that is, to other knowledge of beliefs of which
we are certain and which seem to rccommend one choice or interpretation
over its alternative. Thfud, it is related to questions of the reflective sort. Such
questions take "yes" or "no" for answers because they invite an affirmation
or denial of some kind: an affirmation of truth or its denial, an approval of
some value or its disapproval or a decision whether to act or not. Finally,
critical thinking allows for the sifting through and evaluation of a large
number of opinions, claims and agendas.

ln the literature on critical thinking, a variety of definitions have been
proposed/ ranging from very wide to rather narrow. The wide definitions
tend to include any form of thinking whatever, as long as it is done
carefully and with locally determined "rigor." Among these could be listed
any definitions that focus on thinking that is done carefully.z The narrow
definitions focus on the activity of judgneflt and iudgment-like activities,
such as decrs,ofl making. Illushative of this would be Robert Ennis' classic

formulation of critical thinking as "a process, the toal of which is to make

reasonable decisions about what to believe and what to do."3 Another
example is Peter Facione'sdefinition thatfocuses specifically on judgment.

"W'e understand critical thinking to be purposeful, seU-regulatory
judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation
and inference as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual,

methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations upon
which that judgment is based.{

lL, S. Crcmwell, Tzaching Citical Thinking ir1 lhe A*s and thr Hagritrrs.Milwau.kee, WI:
Alverno Production8, 1985); J. Haloneit, Crif!.al Thinking in Pslchology Milwaulee, Wl: Alverno
koductions, 195).

sRobert Ennis, Cnfic4l llrthrg.0Jpp€r Saddle River, M: Prentice'Hall 195), n'ii.

'Peter Facione, IMut Is Citical Thinhng? M brae, CA: In6iSht k€ss, 2006).
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On this account, critical thinking involves judgnent - a Personal
commitment or affirmation of some kind. Moreover, this iudgment meets

a specific purpose. ln additio& this judgment involves the application of
citeria to concepts, evidence and contexts in order to reach a resolution of
some kind.

The work of philosopher Bernard Lonergan is dtectly relevant to
explorations of critical thinking because of the central tole that iudgment
and decision play in the acquisition of knowledge and the development

of persons. In fact, his work represents a dramatic "tum to the consete"
with regard to important facts of consciousness. Lonergan puts it this way:

'The aim is not to set forth a list of abstract properties of human knowledge

but to assist in... effecting a personal appropriation of the concrete,

dynamic structue immanent in and recurrently operative in . . . cognitional

activities."s
That "concrete dynamic structure of cognitional activities" includes

a limited set of important facts of consciousness. Among those lacts of
consciousness are: insight, questions, judgment and decision. I take it for
granted that we all have insights, ask questions, and make judgments and

decisions. The reader is invited to reflect on each of these facts in sequence.

Fi$t, we have insights. But what is that? Richard Mayer defines it as

a transition in consciousness "by which a problem solver suddenly moves

from a state of not knowing how to solve a problem to a state of knowing
how to solve it."6 For Lonergan, insights have five characteristics: (1) they
come suddenly and unexpectedlyi (2) they integrate a coUection of data; (3)

they come as a release to the tension of inquiry; (4) they pivot between the

concrete and abstract; and (5) they pass into the habitual structure of the

mind.Tln addition, the event of insight may be said to have two additional
characteristics: (5) it is fleeting (unless recorded); and (7) it is not under our
personal control, although we can set up conditions to statistically favor its
occurTence.

Questions represent a second set ofconscious events. I am not discussing
here a general sense of wonder or specifically the desire to know. I am
referring to specific and purposeful conscious events that occur at specific

lBemard LonsBan, lfisight: A Study ol Hurrun &dastandlrg'.(Iorcnto: Univereity of
Tolonto hess, 1992), P'Ieface.

6Richald Mayer, fl,irh'n& Prcblerfl Soloing, Cognitrb, 2nd ed. (New York: FEeman, 1992).
Tlnsight, d.ap.1.
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times. What can be said about them? A number of distinctions may prove
useful. (1) One can distinguish aziftentic vs. ina.uthenttc questions. Authentic
questions are motivated by and express the desire to know; inauthentc
questions are not so motivated. (2) Formulated questiors can be distinguished
fuom unlormulated questions. Formulated questions are those we are famfiar
with as expressed in language. An unformulated question can be defined as

the recognition of a gap in our understanding, knowledge, or practice.8 That
recognition may be difficult to "put one's finger on," that is, to formulate
in language. (3) Among the formulated questions, linguists distinguish
the wh-questions (who, what, when, where, why, how, and so forth) ftom
yes-no questions.e The wh-questions pertain to the und,erstanding area of
consciousness, whereas the yes-no questions function in lhe judging and
deciding areas. (4) The unformulated question, as an act of recognition, may
have many of the same basic traits of insight.

Thirdly, there is the fact of judgment. This is a topic that is not fashionable
in many postmodem contexts, largely because it seems to be confused with
poor uses of judgment. As discussed here, judgment will not be equated
with blaming or condemning persons. It is also not to be identified with
rash judgment or being judgmental.lnslead, judgmml is simply an answer
to a rcflectioe question of fact or lo a rcflectioe question of ?)alrc. In the attempt to
resolve issues of fact, guiding questions may include, for example. "Is this
true?" "Does that work?" "Does X exist?" In the attempt to resolve issues

of value, guiding questions may indude, among others. "Is that valuable?"
and "Is this good?"

The next fact ofconsciousness is the fact of decision. Decision is ananswer
lo a reflectivedeliberatiae question. This kind of guiding question always takes
the fust person form: "Should I do this?" "Ought we to do that?" Moreover,
they always invite reflection on some proposed course of action.

These four facts occur within the context of different khds of
consciousness and they are distributed in distinct ways. Generalized
empirical method (GEM), which is familiar to many Lonergan scholars, may
be described as an elucidation of various kinds or "levels" of consciousness
that are inter-related, yet functionaiiy distinct. These levels of consciousness

sRichard Grallo, "Questioning as a Cognitive Prccess: Implications for Leaming and
CUJfurc." SWposiwnXVI, no. 1 (2009)1 1!23.

'PadKtegu, Awlysing Gmmm^r: An Introdllctiofl (Cambridge, uK: Canbridge Univelsity
Press2005), 203tr.
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Itsria^ Clonin, Foundstions of Philosophy: lnnctgan's Cognitional Theory and EPbtefiology
(Nairobi, Kmyar Consolata lnstitute of PhilosoPhy, 199); Patrick Byme, ',con3ciousness:
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(2005): 131-50; Michael Vertin, "I-onergan on Coneciousness; Is Thei€ a FiJth l,€vel?" MIrIloDi

Iounut ol lrneryrn Studits 72, no,1 0994rt 1-35; Midael Veltin, ' AccePtance and Actualization:

IWo Phas€s oI My Huha^Liei^8?" METlloD: ]ounal ol lanetgan Studics 21, no.l (2003): 67S5

1'GEllo, 'Thinking CaIetuIy about Critical Thir*in8."€sPecialy 163.

uBemard lonergan, M .lhod il Thtokgy G'lew YorL: Herder & Herder, 19721, 316, y0 '
l3Aristotle, Mchonlachrdn Erhics (Cambrid8e, MA: Harvald UniveBity PEss, 1926)'

result both in the acquisition of kno\ /ledge and, to the extent that knowledge

changes a percon, in the development of persons. Moreover, if these levels of

experiencing, understanding, judgin,, and deciding ar€ fully understood, therc

will result in the acquisition of greater seu-knowledge. In many accounts,

therc are four such '1evels"; yet in succeeding years, there has been some

debate about whether there are four of five levels of consciousness.lo

Both herc and elsewhere, I reframe GEM into general intentional structure

tGISI.n (See Figurel.) General intentional structure incorporates a number of

dranges. (1) It relers to "areas of conscious functioning," which may or may

not function as "Ievels." There is no deterministic movement from one area

to another. Each can be related to the other thtough sublation, as Lonergan

described.l'z In sublation the activities and functions of one area complement

and go beyond the activities and functions of other areas. However, it is a

question of fact as to whether or not that occurs in any sPecific person at any

given time. (2) GIS emphasizes the distinction betwe iudgments ol fuct and
jungnnts of oalue (thereby splitting judging into judging or resolvhg fach

and judging or sorting values). Resolving facts addresses rcflective Suiding
questions of the general form: "Is P true?' where P may be any proposition. (3)

GIS distinguishes la dging oalues trcm deciding based' on the guiding question

eadr addresses. ludging oalue addresses reflective questions of the gmeral

form: "Is Y worthwhile?," where Y may be anything. Decrdizg is an area that

when carried through to completion in action results in a transformation

of situations, and through this, a transformation of seU.13 This area of

consciousness addresses deliberative first-Person guiding quetions of the

form: "Should I (or we) doZ?," where Z is a proposed course of action.

This overall reframing of GEM is consonant with the view of five (not

fow) areas of conscious functioning, with their being possibly related

through sublation and with the five hanscendental PrecePts as formulated

by Lonergan: Be attentive. Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be responsible, Be
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in love.la Just how these precepts can be carried out in concrete contexts is
another question and will not be addressed here.

For Lonergan, these funcfionally distinct areas of consciousness
provided the outline and ground of a general method, applicable across
disciplines. From a psychological point of view, these functionally distinct
areas of consciousness also provide the outline and ground of a unified
theory of both consciousness and complex human problem solving.ls

Critical thinking as I have described it pertains to three of the five areas

of consciousness identified in Figure 1.16 Therefore, critical thinking can be
regarded as existing in three varieties: factual citical thinbing, oalue-orimted
critical thinking, and deliberatiae critiul thinking. Factual critical thinking
refers specifically to all the acts and operations of the area of consciousness
referred to as fad3r ng facts.Yalt*oiented critical thinking refers specifically
to all the acts operations of the area of consciousness referred to as juilging
ualrcs. Deliberative critical thinking refers specifically to all the acts and
operations of the area of consciousness referr€d to as deciding. All aim to
somehow "get things right,"but what exactly that means is determined by
the guiding question in the conscious area. What I mean by an "acf is an
instantaneous mental event such as the occurrence of an insigh! and an
"operation" is a more discursive sequence occuring over time, transforming
some input into an endproduct, such as weighing evidence.

Frcrrnr 1. GgNBRAr,r.ap Elrprnrc.a,L MsrHoD RTFRAMED As

GrrvsRAL Ir,rrErrrfl ou.e.r Srnucrunr

,uddnS
Faat

}-

>*
BeBic Expedence

ltMetw in Theology, chap. 7.

1On a unified theory of consciouene$: Malk Mo!€lli, ,,Lonelgatis Unified Theory of
CoNciousness" MErHo D: Iouflal ol Lonrrgan Studies 77, \o. 7 l999). 771-BB.

]€rallo, 'Thinling Carefuly about Critical Thinkin&,, 163.
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As illustrative of what can appear in each of these areas consider a

specific judgment of fact. Suppose that one arrives at work on a Monday

moming to find that desks have been moved around, coworkers are

speaking in hushed tones, and police officers are Present throughout the

building. A rather modest iudgment might be that "Something unusual has

happened." If this judgment is well-founded, then the elements depicted

in Figure 2 can be expected to be Present. For example, "evidence" is

provided by data of sense as well as by rcPresentations of memory such

that the scene at the office today does not resemble that of last week. In
addition, there is the often implicit reflective question of fact which asks:

"Has something significant happened here at the office?" Also, frequently

implicit, is the rule (or criterion) that if the scene at the office differs in a
marked way from previous versions of the office scene, then something

signi.ficant has happened there. The iudgment of fact itself is an answer to

the reflective question of fact. Yet all of this does not automatically occur,

and it does not mechanically come totether. That function is performed

by a rcflective insight that gasps the interconnection between the guiding
question, the evidence, and the criterion fot weighing the evidence. If the

evidence is understood as being sufficient to answer the question in light of

the criterion, then a consonant answer (or judgment of fact) is warranted.

It is the leflective factual insight that pulls all of this together. Yet insights,

of any kind, are not under our control. That is why some persons can be

presented with incontrovertible evidence for a particular iudgment and still
"not get it." Presenting an airtight argument is no guarantee of the reflective

insitht, or of the resulting personal affirmation that is the iudgment of fact.

Moreover, the personal affumation that constitutes the judgment of fact

puts one on the spot. It is a basic personal commitrnent, which, if expressed

publicly, may have consequences that are rather larte.
What has been sai d abott judgtflmts o/fact can be transposed' to iudgmmts

of aalue and to decisions- The depiction of judgments of fact in Figure 2 can

be modified for both judgments of value and for decisions. All three end

products have a similar structure of cognitive acts, oPerations and events,

guided by a distinctive reflective question and terminating in a iudgment or

decision that reflects increasing levels of personal commitment, and often

increasing levels of anxiery Lr each case, iI one is attempting to think things

through by means of these cognitive acts, oPerations and events, then one is

attemptint to "get things righf' - that is, to take criteria for tmth, value, and
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constructive change seriously.
Getting things right also means "minimizing errors." Consider agah

the case of the modest ludgment of fact: "Something has happened at the
office." The Judgment Matrix" of Figure 3 depicts four possible outcomes
associated with our prospective judgment about some proposition (P). The
matrix is divided into four quarants, each represnting a distinct outcome
situation. In two situations (or quadrants A and D) one has made a

correct iudtment of fact that corresponds to the situation at the of6ce. The
proposition P is true and we correctly judge it so (A), or, it is false and we
judge it so (D). In contrast, situations (B) and (C) present two basic kinds of
ertors. In situation (B). we judte a proposition (P) to be true, when in fact
it is not. This is an enor of hallucination, or in statistics it is referred to as a
'Type I error." In situation (C), we judge (P) to be false, when in fact it is
true. This is an enor ot' blindness, or in statistics it is referred to as a 'Type II
error." Depending on the details of the local situation, each type of error can,
if acted upon, lead to very serious consequences. This is frequently the case,

for example, in various medical specialties.

Frcunr 2.
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Frcu'rr 3. "JTTDcMBNT MATRrx" ron ,l Juoclrnrvr or Fecr

P ir tru. P ir not tsue

, [P t. Ere] (A) Colrect (B) Fals€ positive

I [P t. not ku.] (g Fals€ negative (D)Conect

The depiction of Figure 3 for iudgments of fact can be modi.fied for

both judgments of value and for decisions. All three end products have

a similar structure of corect and erroneous outcomeg.lT In each case, if
one is attempting to think things through and to "get things ritht " then

one is attempting to minimize the errors of hailucination and blhdness -
something that is no easy matter.

3. Wnq.r Aru Sol\.rr CoNsrQurxcrs or
T,r.xrNc Cnrrrclr TnlvxrNc Ssruousrv?

One way to examine the value of any activity is to exa:rrine where it may

Lead, either in terms of new knowledge or new experiences. This is equally

true for critical thinking. What follows is an incomplete account of both the

implications and effects of taking critical thinking seriously.

If the account of critical thinking that has been presented here and

elsewherelE is accurate, then a number of implications follow. First, each

$pe of critical thinking is a distinct cognitive process. Second, it takes time

to think critically and well. Third, the processes of critical thinking can be

disturbed. Fourth, in the processes of critical thinkirg, not everything is
in our control. Fifth, it is possible to confuse the differ€nt tyPes of critical

thinking. Finally, critical thinking can be voluntarily suspended at any time,

for any amount of time.
Fnst, uch type of citiul thinking is a distinct cognitioe Process. A cognitive

process can be regarded as a collection of distinct mental acts and oPerations.

But as described, each type of critical thinking involves a number of

mental acts and operations such as guiding reflective questions, collecting

reasons or evidence, weighing resaons or evidence, reflective insights, and

ucmllo, 'Thinking Car€fuIly about Critical Thjt!tin8," 159-54
l€rallo, "Thinking Caleftrly about Critical ThinkinS."
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a terminating event of judgment or decision. Therefore, they constitute a

cognitive process. Moreover, because the guiding questions are different
and the terminal events of iudgment or decision are different, the processes

are distinct.
Second, if takes time to think citically and well. lt will take time for the

various components of cdtical thinking to emerge or to be practiced. For
example, one cannot accurately predict when any insight will occur. Another
example, collecting evidence and reasons is normally a prohacted operation
extended over tirne. Furthermore, many of the component activities can be

done poorly or done well. Therefore, it takes time to think critically and well.
Third, ,lte processes of critical thinking can be disturbed. Because critical

thinking involves distinct acts and operations distibuted over time it is
possible that other events can emerte from the environment to interfere with
them, or can emerge from within the person to disrupt them. Intemrptions
would be an example o{ the fust, and emotions and biases would be

examples of the second.

Fourth, in the processes of critical thinlcing, not nerything is in our control,

In particular, the reflective insight, like all insights, is not in our control.
We cannot summon it at will, but must vrait for its occurrence. In addition,
reflective questions arc only partially in our control. Smetimes we can pose

them as part oI a preset protocol; however, sometimes they come suddenly
and unexpectedly. II these considerations are correct then a strong form of
constructivism is false.

Fifth, it b possible to confuse thc dillermt Wes ol critical thinking. Because

the three types of critical thinking have a similar structure and because we
often do not pay much attention to the question at hand (as a question), it
is possible to confuse the various types of critical thinking. Yet each type of
critical thinking has a distinct goal, as anticipated by its guiding question.

Without distinguishing these goals one may retreat to a less specific
definition of critical thinking as "thinking carefully." However, to do that
removes important distinctions that are involved in the proiects of factual,
value.oriented, and deliberative critical thinking.

Finally, ctitcial thinking un be ooluntarily suspmded at any llne, for any

amount of time. Here I assume that we have some control over our actions

and our thinking. If that is the case, then not only can critical thinking be

disturbd, but we can suspend it at any time and for any length of time

we choose. Experience will provide the data on the extent to which we, in
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1'Janre6 ProclE8ka, John Norcross, and Carlo DiCle e E, ChangifiS lot Good (New Yo!k:
Avon Books, 194).

fact, do this. Perservering with critical thinking will increase the Probability
of growth-oriented effects associated with it' Failing to continue with it
precludes those effects. To these effects we now turn.

If the account of critical thinking that has been presented here is accurate,

then, for any who choose to engage in it, a number of effects can be Predicted
based on the reported experiences of others and on relevant Psychological
research. For convenience, we may regard such effects a s immediate, medium-

term, and,long-term effects. Srtch effects constitute largely the establishment

of new habits and follow the teneral path for the installation of new habits

as identified by James Prochaska and his associates.le Short-term effects

can be regarded as those events that take place within the thinker during

the first two weeks of attemPts to think critically in a Siven area. They

correspond to the "preparation" and "action" phases of Prochaska's habit

development model. Medium-term effects correspond to an increasing

efficiency in practice, interspersed with regular relapses to former ways

of thinking. They correspond to Prochaska's "action" and "maintenance"

phases. Long-term effects constitute a settling into a new habit of critical

thinking (the "termination" phase), or a re-affirmation of old habits of non-

critical thinking. None of these effects is mechanistically determined, and

their emergence will be in accord with schedules of probability relevant to

the individual.
Within a few days or weeks, immediate effects of thinking critically in a

given area will likely emerge. These will include: (1) experiences of success

and failure, (2) an increased ability to learn from success and failure, (3) the

ability to track performance, (4) a clarification of what is and is not in our

power, (5) the emergence of doubt about the entire effort.

There will be both successes and faih:res Success will follow on the

pursuit of our natural desire to know. The desire to know, as it aPPears in

critical thinking, is a desire to "get things right" according to some criterion.

In the case of factual critical thinking, the criterion may be one of truth

or probability. In the case of value.oriented critical thinking, the criterion

may be one of "the good" or of "worth." ln the case of deliberadve critical

thinking, the criterion may be one of effectiveness, or usefirlness, or viability.
This desire to get things right is, in principle, opposed to errors of various

sorts, including all varieties of deception and self-deception. To the extent
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that successes do occut, there will likely be a re-commihnent to the critical
thinling associated with them.

Regarding failures, it can be predicted that misunderstandings and
mistakes of various sorts will likely be made. This can lead to two quite
different outcomes. There is the growth-oriented possibility of learning
from the mistakes of self and others, and the no-growth route of ignoring
mistakes or being overwhelmed by them.

We will also be in a position to learn from our successes and failures and
from the successes and failures of others. That type of leaming will assist in
replicating critical success in the future. 'Nothing succeeds like success."
It will also allow a usefirl respect for mistakes and for the learning power
of making mistakes. However, it is not guaranteed that we will grow from
our successes and failures in leaming; we may instead choose simply not to
study them.

The possib ity of tracking our perlormance also emerges early on. As
we continue to work with questions and insightg iudgments and decisions,
criteria and leasons or evidence, it will become clear that it is possible to
track such events by means of logs, notes, or journals of various kinds.
Such records would track the growth of our understanding, knowledge,
and practice.2o Or, in contrast, no record may be kept, thus losing valuable
information on how we grew.

There will be greater clarity regarding the different aspects of critical
thinking. As our experience with the elements of critical thinking increases,

it will become clear that all of its acts, operations, and events are not in our
power. In particular, insights of any sort are not in our power. and while
we may pursue and cultivate them, we must wait for their occurrence. In
addition, some questions (both formulated and unformulated) are also
not in our power to conju€ up at will, but may occur to us quite suddenly
and unexpectedly. An example of someone being prepared for unexpected
questions and insights is the story told of Einstein while he was living at
Princeton. He arranged to have notebooks in every room of his house in case

an irsight or question occurred to him. At the end of each month he would
collect and review these to determine if they were worth pursuing.

Finally, doubts about one's efficacy and about the worth of the enterpdse
will begin to appear. As we continue to grapple with facts of consciousness

tWilliam Mathe*r, "I\,!eaning: Dime8iong, Dialecticl and Ontologie!,,, paper pr€rented
at the ,l{hh Annual l,onelgall Workshop, B6ton Cotlege (2013).
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such as questions and insights, ludgments and decisions, criteria and reasons

or evidence, the question of whether or not the effort to think critically is

worth it will arise. The mutually exclusive possibilities of recommitment or

abandonment arise here as well.2l

Within a year, after the initial rush of immediate effects, nidlent ellects

of thinking critically in a given area will likely emerge. These rePresent a

more concerted effort to establish the habits of critical thinking, and they

can be described especially well by Prochaska's "action" and "maintenance"

stages of habit change. These will include: (1 ) a more accurate gauging of the

effort required to think critically, (2) consideration of conflicthg viewpoints

along with an accompanying anxiety, (3) the emergence of partial role

models, (4) a deepening clarification of the facts of consciousness, (5) a

further clarification of one's optimal work style, and (5) emergence of doubt

about the entire effort.
There will be a morc accurate gauging of just how much effort is required

to think critically and to do this well. Taking critical thinking seriously

requires an expenditure of effort. Daniel Kahneman would regard critical
thhling as a slower form of thinking that requtes expenditures of energy.z

Edwin Locke and Gary Latham, in their description of high performance (in

any area), give a prominent place to perseverance.a Such expenditures of

energy in critical thinkhg may be associated with a loss of energy elsewhere,

and it raises the challenge of continued perseverance.

Sustained critical thinking requires consideration of conflicting

viewpoints, some with no clear resolution. These habits may very well take

us to unexpected and not-previously desired positions. This heightened

state of cognitive dissonanceia and uncertainty may give way to an increase

in anxiety. This changed emotional state need not be debilitating and may

be used as merely a heightened state of attentiveness and concem. Those

who insist on states of confort and certainty will not be found on this path.

However, along the way, partial role models are likely to aPPear.

Continued experience with the facts of consciousness will clarify

rEdwin Ircke and Gary Latham, "u/'ork Motivation and Satisfactionr Light at the End of
the Tunnel" Psyclrological Scbn .l,no,4 (190,24M6.

zDaniel Kahneman, fltinki$ Fast and SlotD (l'lew York Getoux, 2012).

Blocke and Latham, 'ldorl Motivation and Satisfaction"; Edwin Locke, Neu' D@cloqnents

ia Goat ting a Task Peiontun . A{€x,] \otkRoudedge, 2012).

L,€on Fe8tinget ,4 Ifit ory of Cognitioe Dbsonan., (Redwood Ciry CAr Stanfold UniveFity
PreBB,1957).
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even further the functional differences between factual critical thinking,
value- oriented critical thinking and deliberative critical thinking. Each
of these is associated with a different area of consciousness, guided by
distinct questions. It should also clarify what confusion results when these
differences are not recognized and are confused with one another.

There will emerge further clarification of one's optimal work style.
One's developing familiarity with critical thinking will also likely clarify
whether one works best alone or in problem-solving groups. In addition, if
one works well in groups, there should be increasing understandint of what
those groups are.

There will also be a re.emergence of doubt about the entire effort. Given
all of these predicted mid-term effects, the "Is it worth it?" question is likely
to arise yet again. It is what might be referred to as "formative satisfaction."
This is rcminiscent of former New York City mayor Ed Koch's question
"How am I doing?"25

Over the coruse of time, after the hitial rush of immediate effects and
the extended dealing with mid-term effects, critical thhking is likely to move
forward as a settled habit - easier to do than not. At this poinl, lhe long-term

effects of ciacal thinking can be expected. These represent a consolidation
of all previous success to establish the habits of critical thinking, and they
are described by Prochaska's stage ol maintefla,,,ce. These will include:
(1) an accumulated learning and expertise accompanied by changes in
perception, (2) both self-hanscendence and a glowing self-knowledge and
self-appropriatio& (3) changed relationships, (4) a settled synergy. and (5) a

transformation of the value-added question.
There will be an accumulated learning and expertise accompanied by

changes in perception. These changes constitute the fact of repeated cognitive
seU-kanscendence, whereby one's previous understanding and knowledge
has become greatly expanded. In addition, previous gains, the results of
a discursive process and slow thinking, become increasingly a matter of
recognition and fast thinking. Yet this form of fast thinking incorporates all
the prior work and experience of the more cautious critical thinking,b

These changes represent a detree of self-transcendence.They also
allow for a growing self-knowledge and self-appropriation. The changes

sEdward I. Koch, Mcyot: An Autobiography (New York; Simon & Schuster, 2002).
,Kalmenrar1, Thi*ing East and Slou; Gerald Noeich, Izarning to Think Things Thmugh: A

CuAe h Citical Thi*ing dcaoss th. Crrti.ll\ufi, 4th ed. (Bostoni Pears o\, ZOIZ,2L29.
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themselves provide data of consciousness whereby one is in a Position to

recognize oneself as an experiencer, an agent of understanding, a judge and

a decider In addition, should a person acqute that self-knowledge, they are

positioned to rccognize, affirm, and manage themselves as learners. Such

achievements as self-knowledge and seLf-management are relatively rare. In
these cases, such habits tale us beyond our previously constituted "self" to

a more competent and integrated self.

Because there are changes in the previously constituted "self," that self is

transcended by a more comprehensive, comPetent and integrated self. One

can expect changes in relationships with othe$, Particularly iI the others in
these relationships ar€ not $owing. There will also be a set of changes in
our perceived relations with the world, as previous experiences and facts are

likely to be reinterpreted.
There will be a synergistic dance between questions and insights and

the other facts of consciousness associated with them, such as formulating

ideas, collecting and weighing evidence, making judgments and decisions

and choosint to act on considered decisions.

The "Is it worth it?" question will arise in a new form: "VV'as it worth it?"

Instead of an ongoing formative assessment of how we are doint, there will
be more of a transition to a summative assessment of how we have done.

4. Wrr.e.r CoNcnsrs SrBps CIN Br TercN To DEvELoP

A HABrr oF THTNKING CRTTICALLY?

If one chooses to take critical thinking seriously, then one will be faced

with the task of making room in one's life for the acts, oPerations, and

events that make up critical thinking [e.g., collecting reasons and evidence,

recording, muiling things over, selecting criteria, aPPlying criteria, awaiting

reflective insights, formulating results in an aPProPriate language, etc.l. ff
one chooses to take <ritical thinking seriously then one chooses to male
room for growth through learning - the very opposite of "learning nothing."

'Thich l{hat Hahn, Ih, Hutt ol the Bltddha's Teac,izg (New York: Paralax Press, 1998), 12'

Usually when we hear or read something new, we iust comPare it to
our own ideas. If it is the same, we accept it and say that it is correct. If
it is not, vre say it is incorrect. In either case, we learn nothing.2T
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To get more specific, I recommend that these five questions should be
addressed: (1) How might any of the types of critical thinking (factual, value-
oriented, deliberative) be used in my work? (2) How rright they be used in
other areas of everyday life? (3) What can I do now to foster the specific acts,
operations, and events of critical thinking? (4) What do I fr d that intofercs
with critical thinling in any of these areas? (5) How can I begin to address
such interferences?

To address questions (1) and (2), the reader is invited to inventory
what they do at work and elsewhere and to identify how things might be
improved by taking the time to "get things righ(' in any of the three senses
of critical thinking.

Regardint question (3), one might consider how to make room in one,s
life for the emergence, preservation, and use of questions and insights,
much as Einstein made room for collecting questions and insights that
occurred to him while working on some physics problem. Such a ,,making

room for questions and insights" may become a discipline and may
require such activities as meditation (for calming down and for exclusion
of extraneous emotional influence) and contefiphtion (for playful focus or
single-mindedness, which may be done tfuough the activities of questioning
themselves). If a person were to undertake a disciplined use of critical
thinking, one could begin this practice with non-controversial topics. It
could then be extended to non-controversial but useful topics, then to topics
conkoversial and useful to others, then to topics controversial and usefr:I to
self. In each expansiory one develops a greater capacity for being motivated
by reasons and evidence and not by prejudice and passion.

Relevant to (4), an intellectual journal might prove helpful in recording
the data of consciousness and in tracking the m.icroevents of leaming. In such
a journal, one is likely to discover a progressive alternation between qrcsrions
and insights, itnages and, aidmce, judgments and decisions.In addition, what
is also likely to become clear is the altemation between those events that
are within our power (e.9., attending, seeking, formulating, judging, deciding,
expressing) and those that are not in our power (unformulated questions,
insights, past expressions, initial desire to know).These kinds of records
will provide a map of both our ignorance and emerging knowledge. Such
records will also highlight the role of questions and insights in our progress
(or lack thereo0.
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In addition, by comparing out owrl joumal entries with other

autobiographical accounts of discovery and inventiory it will become clear

that we ar€ part of a community of leamers that has existed here and there

throughout human history4 In addition, these records will also help us to

identifyspecific errors in our thinking through a critique of mistaken beliefs.2e

Finaliy to deal with question (5), once specific interferences have been

identified, conc€te steps can be discover€d or invented to iumPstart learning

and to move in another direction.

5. CoNct usroN

In this paper an attempt r{.as made to address four questions about critical

thinking: what is so useful about critical thinking, what is it?, what are some

consequnces of taking critical thinking seriously? And what concrete steps

can be taken to foster a habit of critical thinking Three of these questions pri-
marily concern the value of critical thtrking in contemPorary situations, and

they invite personal reflection and deliberation on the part of the reader In a

prior article, I attempted to deal more specifically with what critical thinking

is in some detail, and then to delineate some of the contexts in which it may

occur.s The current article may be regarded as an introduction to that work.

Should the reader conclude, based on these remarks and on their own

personal experience, that there is not much to be gained by the three va-

rieties of critical thinking identilied here, then no more needs to be said.

For them, on balance, it iust is not worth it. In theit attemPts to "get thints

right," they will rely on their peer grcuPs or their favorite media outlet.

They may well be following transient fads; they "will get along by going

along." Affirming a point of view one day, and its opposite the next, they

will be a reliable guide to none.

However, if the reader concludes that factuaL valued-oriented, and

deliberative critical thinking are essential to a well-lived life, then they are

invited to develop a deeper experience-based knowledge as recommended

by many authors.3l They are invited to experience for themselves what the

lMathewt "I\reaninS: Dimmsioru."
blnsight.

rcralo, '"Ihinking C.t€tuIy about Critical ThinkinS."

"Rok Ennis, Crifi:.rJ lhi#ng (lJpper Saddle Riv€(, M: PEntice Hall, 1995); David Levy,

Tf,ls ol Cntial Thia*i/.g: Mclathoughts lo Psychology (Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon, 1997);

Jennifer Moon, Citi.tl Thinking: An Erploatioa $ Theory and Pr\dicr. Gondon: Roudedge,
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attempt "to get things righf is all about. More specifically, if this discussion
of areas of consciousness assists readers to clearly distinguish the various
cognitive functions found in their own thinking, then a greater self-knowl-
edge and self-direction are the likely resu.lts.

Choosing in favor of critical thinking (in all three senses) is to find in
favor of a lifelong dance between questions and insights, images and ev-
idence, judgments and decisions. It is a kind of cosmic game of baseball
requiring that we "stretch, catch, hold, and release."

Philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein viewed learning as pimaily a lan-
guage game, embedded in social contexts and govemed by public ruIes.32 In
his view, language (as broadly described) is invoked as an arbiter for any
verbalized dispute. What is public and social in the game receives primary
focus. What is private and individual is devalued and ignored.

However, complex human learning is wider than this view and will not
long be confined in that way. In contrast, the view presented here is that com-
plex human learning is a far more comprehensive game that includes public
and private events, individuals in interaction with their environments, ver-
bal and pre-verbal elements, all with habitual and conscious aspects.s

As an analogy, consider the game of baseball. To be more specffic, con-
sider the position of an outfielder. A great deal of preparation and habit
acquisition toes into the making of a good outfielder Very few in life will
ever play that position for Major League Baseball. What do outfielders do
in the field? In cmcial moments, they must stretch lo reach a ball in flight.
Sometimes, they do not get there in time. They must cctch the ball. Some-
times, they do not. They must hold the ball, gaining some control over it.
Sometimes, they drop it. Finally, they must release the ball in a targeted way
to advance the game in their team's favor. Sometimes, they do not.

Critical thinking is a human learning game wherein the learner is an
outfielder. It requires some preparation merely to enter any field of human
learning. Then it will require stretching (questioning - a private or public
event) to tet the point. It requires catching or Fasping the point (insight - a
private event). It requires holding on to the point (formulating - a private

2007); Nosidr, Izarziz3 to Think Things Through.

'Ludwig WittgeNtein, Philosophiul Inocstigati.rns (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley-Blackwe[ 2009)
s]oseph Fitzpakick, Pi ilosophical EncounteE: Londgan snd tha Annlyticol Tradition {Tototrto:

Univeleity oI Toronto PEss, 2005); Hugo Meytell, Redirectittg philosopu; R f.ections on thc
Nature ol Knouledge ftufi Phto to lniergafl (Toronto: University o] Torcnto Iiees, 199g).
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or public event). Finally, it requires a targeted release, wherein the formu-

lated insight is not seen as an end in itself, but as part of a larger "game" of

understanding (a private or Public event) and then "passes into the habitual

struchrre of the mind" (a private event).r
For those who choose to enter any field of human leaming, critical

thinking will be among their tools - requiring them to cotnitively stretch,

catch, hold, and release.

alnsiSht, chap.1.
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CURIOSITY, WONDE& AND OUR
NEED TO KNOW: THE DYNAMICS OF
COGNITIVE DESIRE IN LONERGAN'S
GENERALIZED EMPIRICAL METHOD

loseph Torchia, O.P.

Prooidence College

lllTvz oNLy rRUE voyAcE oF DrscowRr" wrote Proust, ,,would

I b. . to possess other eyes."l What separates those who accept
I the version of reality they take for granted from those who "see,,

things differently than the vast majority of people? Is such "vision,, the
product of a probing curiosity, a penetrating r r'onder, or some inexplicable
combination of both mind-sets? However we attempt to explain i! our need
to know is a stimulus to scientific discoveries (especially, those that seem to
emerge with an instantaneous "flash" of insight). This inquiring disposition,
it appearc, is really preliminary to that creative imagination which enables
us to to entertain the possibility of altemate worldviews. Richard Feynman
captures the subtle relationship between cognitive desire and the open-
endedness of intellectual pursuits: "... with more knowledge comes
morc mystery luring one to penetrate deeper still . . . to find unimagined
strangeness leading to more wonderfuI questions and mysteries?2 In a very
real sense, those responsible for scientific discoveries seem to be gifted with
a special "vision" that allows them to "see" beyond the appearances of
things and to entertain bold new theoretical models.

But what is the epistemolotical status of a given "moment" of discovery?
How does cognitive deste enter into the knowing process? Are scientific
advances the result of a careful adherence to established methods, or do they

lMarcel Proust Ia P*ofiniee, vol, 5 of A b rechcrcht du tefips pe'd]lt): ,,Le seul veritable
voyage... d'avoird'auaes yeux... .,,

zRichard Fefnmary 'The Value of Science,,, in Tla pteasute of Find.ingThings Ou f (Cambridge,
MA: Pers€ue Books, 1999), 1,14.

@ 2013 Joseph Torchia, O.P
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also involve certain non-rational factors (for example, personality, intuition,

imagination)? Should scientists' desire to know define the scope of their

investigation, or should it conJorm to recognized canons of research? These

kinds of questions clearly assume an interdisciplinary relevance, touching

upon the diverse manifestations of cognitive desire in the intellectual

enterprise as a whole.

1. Focus, Mrrnopor,oc, Krv Ttrslrtss

For purposes of this paper, my major focus lies in tracing the dynamics of

cognitive desire in promoting human inquiry. My treatment of this issue

finds an ideal touchstone in the philosophy of Bernard Lonertan, S.J. (19M-

84). Lonergan embarks upon an ambitious and wide-ranging investigation

of the complex processes involved h knowing. This investigation, however,

rests upon an incisive exploration of the various stages of the scientific

method. According to Lonergan, the very raisint of questions lies at the

heart of that method. Questioning oPens the way to the maniJold activities

in which scientists engage, namely, the formulation of hypotheses, the

analysis of accumulated data, and the drawing of conclusions.

But while questioning provides the foundation for the scientific method,

inquiry itself must proceed from something fundamental to us as human

beings, that is, "a pue, detached, disinterested desire to know," simply for

the sake of knowing. ln this paper, I delineate Lonertan's treatment of this

brand of desire in connection with the "generalized scientific method" that

he develops in his major work Izsrih t: A Study in Hunan Undustanding (fust

published in 1957). My critical assessment of Lonergan's intellectual proiect

further draws upon his own commentary on lnsight, as developed in his

Halilax kctures. As a point of deparhrre, then, let us consider the mainlines

of Lonergan's "generalized empirical method" and its significance for his

overall cognitional theory.

For Lonergan, knowledge rests uPon insights into the raw data of

cognitional activities and the verfication of those insights on a personal

basis.3 In this regard, ow acquisition of knowledge PresuPPoses a

transcendence of sensory input, and a subjection of empirical data to the

criHcal scmtiny of the intellect. From Lonergan's standpoint, the "picturing"

'Ied Dunne, 'tsemald Lonergan (19041984)," lltdnet EnclcloPetii ol Philoeophy lwww.iep
utrn.edu/lonergan/), 2.
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model of fu16v,.ing generates a false dichotomy between the inner world of
the knower and the external realm of what is known. Cognition, he assumes,
aims at building a set of insights, not merely a set of pictures.. Knowledge
is not simply a matter of the mind's conformity with what lies ,,outside,, it.
Rather, knowledge presupposes understanding. Cognitional activities such
as questioning, insight, and judgment serve as the means of disceming the
truth value of sense data. But this can only be accomplished by a critical
investigation of the way in which we know. ln this respect, Lonergan
challenges us to engage in a personal appropriation of the dynamic sEuctffe
hherent in our own cognitional processes.

Thoroughly understand what it is to understand, and not only will
you understand the broad lines of all there is to be understood but
also . . . possess a fixed basq an invariant pattem, opening upon all
further development of understanding.5

Because the knowing process opens us to what is really real, Lonergan's
epistemology is closely aligned with his metaphysics. If his epistemology
focuses upon the inner workings of cognitiory his metaphysics addresses
the things to which mind dtects its questioning. This is consistent with
his critical realism: on the one hand, Lonergan addresses the subjective
conditions which make knowledge possible; on the other hand, he affirms
the mind's ability to make true judgments concerning objective reality.
The cmcial link between the contribution of the knowing subject and a

$ounding in the really reai is provided by the sheer desire to know, the
incentive to learning which opens us to an infinite horizon of being and
the whole spectrum of intelligible inquiry (from the natural sciences to the
humanities to every other area of human investigation).

2. INsrcrrr uvro Ilsrcrrr

The acquisition of insight assumes a pivotal role in Lonergan's generalized
empirical method. The notion of "insight " however, is a complex one,
connoting both a mental activity (that is, something we think about) and a

'Ted Dunne "Bemad Lorcrgan," 2.
sBernard 

J. R Lonerga& SJ., inhoduction to Insight: A Study of Hurnan Ltnderstanding (Sa
Francbco: Harp€r & Row Publishers, 1978), xxviii.
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fundamental constituent of knowledge in its own right.6 In keeping with
his emphasis upon the personal apprcPriation of cognitional Process,
Lonergan seeks an "insight into insighy' (that is, an insitht into the meaning

and operation of insight in cognition). By aPProPriating insight itself, we

make it our own.

Indeed, it is a knowledge of knowledge that seems extremely relevant

to a whole series of basic problems in philosophy. Insight, the& includes

the apprehension of meaning, and insight into insight includes the

apprehension of the meaning of meaning.T

Insight into insight... will reveal what activity is intelligent, and

insight into oversights will reveal what activity is unintelligent.E

At the outset of his deliberations on the scientific method, Lonergan finds

a paradigmatic illustration of the operation of insight in that most seminal

of "eureka moments," A*1,i-"d"t't grasp of the principles of displacement

theory By appropriating the processes underlying Archimedes's insight
into the implications of a concrete situation (whereby the volume of water

displaced is equal to the volume of what is immersed in it), we attain

an insight of our own. In so doing, we isolate the salient features of the

emergence of any insight whatsoever: a rclease of the "tension of inquiry''; a

sudden and unexpected manifestation; an outtrorvth of "inner conditions"

rather than external circumstances; an oscillation between the concrete and

the abstract; and finally, a passage of the insight into the "habitual texture

of one's mind."e
For Lonergary however, insight is not so sPontaneous that it literally

6lrrigtr, pr€face, xi.

lflrlgrtt preface, xi.

'Insigft 
f , ptefac€, xiv.

'Ii4tight,4.

But since "insight into insight" runs the gamut of what we know (from

theoretical concerns to the most practical endeavors), it also assurnes a

sitnificant retulatory role, as a means of discerning the quality of cotnitive
activity. From this standpoint, some cognitive activity yields more rational

accounts of truth than others.
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comes "out of nowhere" at all. It only emerges as the result of an antecedent
deste that is fundamental to discovery and every form of knowing.

Deep within us a[ emergent when the noise of other appetites is
stilled, there is a drive to know, to understand, to see why, to discover
the reason, to find the cause, to explain.lo

Herein lies the difference between the exaltation inherent in fresh
discovery and the more rcserved disposition of the practitioner of what
Thomas Kuhn designates as "normal science," that peaceful interlude of
"business as usual/' between radical scientific revolutions.ll Because such
discovery is new and revolutionary (at least in relation to what is normally
anticipated), it does not emerge as the end product of any conscious decision
or effort.

The wholly unanticipated character of insight accounts for the
exhilaration of the one experiencing it. While insight proceeds from
experience (e.g., Archimedes's experience of the action of water), it must go

beyond mere sensory input. lnsight requires the kind of intelligent response

reflected in the ability to ask '"!Vhy?" regarding the same phenomena that
less inquiring minds tend to itnore. In this respect, insitht opens the way to
a transition from complete anomaly to something commonplacq in$ained
in one's expectations about nature.

However laborious the first occurrence of an insight may be,

subsequent repetitions occur almost at will. For we can leam inasmuch
as we can add insights to insight, as the new does not extrude the

old but complements and combines with it . . . and as one begins to
catch on . . . does the initial darkness yield to a subsequent period of
increasing light.l'?

nlnsight,4.

"Thomas S. Kuhn Cfhe Structurc of Scientifc R ooh.tions,2^d ed.lchicago: The UniveEity
of Chicago Ptess, 19701,24) dee.ribes "normal science" in th6e ter6s: 'Tew people who ale not
actually plactitioners of a hatutE science rEalize how much mopup wolk of this sort a paradiSm
leaves to be done o! quite how fascinating such wolk can prove in the execution. MoPPing-uP
opemtioN ar€ what engage most ecientists throughout theit caE€rs. They constitute what I am
hele calling normal soence . . . an attempt to force natue into the prcforEted and r€latively
inllexible box that the paEdigm gupplies. No palt of the aim of normal scien.e i8 to call forth
ner{r gort8 of phenomena; indeed those that wiu not 6t the box ale often not re€n at all."

l,Insight,6.
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The very posing of the "Why?" question underscores what Lonergan

designates as "the primordial drive" that finds exPression in the "pure
question" antecedent to insight. The raising of the question is the mark of

intellectual curiosiry Lonergan links this drive toward inquiry with the

wonder that Aristotle specified as the beginning of science and philosophy.l3

For Lonergan, as for Aristotle, this dynamic intellectual orientation is Part
and parcel of being humar.

When an animal has nothing to do, it goes to sleep. When a man has

nothing to do, he may ask questions. The first moment is an awakening

to one's intelligence. It is release frcm the dominance of biological drive

and from the routines of everyday living. It is the ef{ective emergence

of wonder, of the desire to understand.la

3. AN INTELLIGIBLE INQL'IRY

Cognitive desire is the motive in every anea of human inquiry. A major

concem of lzsifl, however, is the role of cognitive desire in scientific

pursuits. Since such endeavors have an empirical grounding, they draw

upon the data of sense experience. Lonergan shesses that the content of
sensation does not arise in some "cognitional vacuum," but requires a

context shaped by the inter€sts of the inquirer.ls If this were not the case, then

scientific investigation would amount to no more than a passive resPonse to

sensory data. There is a significant difference between scientific observation

and mere perception. Scientists do not dispense with the input of the senses,

but place it in a new cognitive framework.

ln this new context, the natural attitude toward certain familiar
phenomena is replaced by the disinterested scmtiny of the inquiring

1'Insight, 9 .

1tlnsight,10.

tslnsight, 73.
t6lnsight, 7 4.

Just as the woodsman, craftsman, artist, the expert in any field acquires

a spontaneous perceptiveness lacking in other men, so too does the

scientific observer.16
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intelligence. From the standpoint of the ordinary perceiver, the critical stance
of the scientist may seem strange or even absurd. Such was the experience
of the pre-Socratic natural philosopher Thales of Milehrs (called by some
the "founder" of the Western philosophical and scientific traditions), who
became an object of ridicule after his seemingly absent-minded star-gazint
caused him to fd[ down a well.l7 If the capacity to raise questions is a salient
feature of rational minds, this kait appears to be more pronounced in the
inquiring intelligence of the scientist. Lonergary in fac! describes this trait
as "the guiding orientation of the scientist."l6

As already observed, Lonergan views the inquiring intelligence as the
outgrowth of somethint more fundamental, namely, the "pure, detached,
disinterested desire" simply to know.re In Lonergan's estimation, cognitive
appetite is the sine qua not ol all questioning.2o Before any insight or
understanding enters consciousness, the inquiry that initiates it is sustained
by our sheer attraction to the prospect of knowing. In the face of the vast
multiplicity of ways in which scientific investigation unfolds, Lonergan
discerns an enduring constant in "the dynamic structure of inquiring
intelligence. "2l

4. A Merrrn or CoMMoN SENsr

In every instance, the man or woman of intelligence is marked by a
greater rcadiness in catching on, in getting the point, in seeing the
issue, in grasping implications in acquiring know-how.z

ilnsight, 73.
ltlnsight,74.
lelnsight, 74.
elnsight 

, 74.

'zllnsight, 176.
zlnsi8ht, 77)..

It would be enoneous to assume that the inquiring intelligence is limited to
people of a scientif.c bent alone. While this facu-lty acquires a methodological
dimension in the activities of the scientist, it is readily evident in the lives of
the proverbial man or woman "in the street," in the most mundane situations
in which they find themselves. One meets intelligence in every walk of [fe.
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Such down to earth, everyday intelligence is Suided by nothing more

than the dictates of common sense. Herein lies the difference between

common sense and the sciences.

Common sense...never aspires to universally valid knowledge and it
never attempts exhaustive communication. Its concem is the concrete

and particular. Its function is to master each situation as it arises.E

In this respect, Lonergan stresses the groundedness of common sense in
the everyday world of practical experience.

Common sense...has no theoretical inclinations. It remains completely

in the familiar world of things for us. The further questions, by which
it accumulates insights, are bounded by the interests and concerns of
human living, by the successfr:l performance of daily tasks, by the

discovery of immediate solutions that will work.2r

Frcm this standpoint, the spirit of inquiry that emertes in our own early

questioning (e.g., "Why is the sky blue?" or '1Vhy does it rain?") anticiPates

the more sophisticated inquiries of mathematics and the empirical sciences.

Lonergan explores the inquiring disposition which all people share against

the background of human development, from childhood onward.

There is . . . common to all mery the very spirit of inquiry that
constitutes the scientific attitude. But in its native state it is untutored
Our intellectual careers begin to bud in the incessant "I/Vhat?" and

"Vr'hy?" of childhood. They flower only iI we are willing, or constrained,

to leam how to learn.E

The transition to an ability to "leam how to learn" requires the

willingness to subject one's questioning to a methodological structure. In

order for questioning to be efficacious (at least in scientific terms), it must

be both goal oriented and restrained. lndeed, questioning eoerything (n
the manner of the inquisitive child) would amount to so much cognitive

alnsight , 17Gn
rynsilht , 178.
Elnsight, 774,
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"wheel-spinning" for scientists. Accordingly, what manifests itself as a
"seoet wonde/' that "rushes forth in a cascade of questions" must acquire
a strategy in the gathering of insights.26 Wonder provides the "raw matte/'
of inquiry requiring the "form" of schemes and systems. ln this connection,
Lonergan draws a parallel between the scientific and the artistic quests for
form.

Just as the scientist seeks intelligible systems that cover the data of
his field ... the artist exercises his intelligence in discovering ever
novel forms that unify and relate the contents and acts of aesthetic
experience.z

In their own distinctive ways, scientists and artists find mutual joy in
an intellectual creativity that frees them from the biological limitations of
our humanness.28 Scientists and artists alike use their minds not iust for the
sheer enioyment of intellectual activity, but in order to produce somethhg
tangible. Inevitably, such productivity has a social impact. For Lonergan, this
communitarian spirit fosters the give-and-take attitude that is conducive to
scientific growth and development. Egoism, on the other hand, reiects the
"sel-f-abnegation" that rende$ intelligible inquiry possible through the free
exchange of ideas and conflicting viewpoints.2e

In the final analysis, the scientist has a greater stake in incessant
questioning than the proverbial "man in the strcet." This is not to say, of
course, that non-scientists are unconcerned with establishing the truth of
thinp. But it does affirm that scientists (especially those ofa theoretical bent)
are preoccupied (or should be) wilh ultimate explazations that necessitate an
extension of inquiry above and beyond normal, everyday requirements.s

While the child's incessant questioning about seemingly trivial matters
can become bothersome to adults, the scientis(s demand for exactifude can
be viewed as excessively pedantic in routine situations. In both instances,

blflsight, 173.
,lnsight, l8l,
ulflsr8rt, 1&5. By the same toketL Lonergan (1&5) rccognizes the di.ffeEnces between the

scientific lrethod and artistic activity. If wonder )iberates us from a biological determinisEt,
then art frees intellitence "froa the wearying consbaints of mathematical prcofs, scientfic
verifications, and common sease lactuahess."

zrlnsight, 220.
1Insight,2gs.
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the repeated raising of the '.vvhy?" question may not find a receptive

audience among those absorbed in what they considel the more urgent "real

life" concerns of day-to-day existence. For them, the child's questions sound

narve, while those of the scientist amount to superfluous hairsplitting. After

all, how relevant is quantum physies or sEing theory in the face of pressing

socio'economic issues like widespread unemployment, rising tuition costs,

and soaring medical expenses?

For his part, however, Lonergan depicts the scientist as someone almost

compelled to engage in probing inteltectual inquiry. We find a parallel here

between the imposition of questioning uPon the scientist and our subjection

to the onrush of sensation (whether or not we wish to receive this sensory

input). Ordinarily, sensation is not a matter of choice' Since PercePtion is

inextricably bound up with conscious experience, we cannot avoid our

encounter with the external world. In this case, howevet our sensory

awareness also arouses the wonder which acts as the initial stimulus to

inquiry. In a very real seft;e, our capacity for wonder works closely in

conjunction with a mode of knowing grounded firnrly in the empirical

environment.

If I cannot escape pr€sentations and representations, neither can I be

content with them. Spontanmusly I fall victim to the wonder that

Aristotle named the beginning of all science and philosophy. I try to

understand. I enter, without questioning, the dynamic state that is

revealed in questions for intelligence.3l

As Lonergan is quick to Point out, inquiry and insights do not manifest

themselves to the knower on some rarefied plane, completely detached from

the materials at hand. Inquiry does not qualify as "pure wondey'' (since we

always wonder abolt something) and insight does not consist of a "pure

understanding" (since we always have an understanding of something).32

Likewise, we do not know (particularly in science) on a piecemeal basis.

Accordingly, Lonergan is committed to a holistic grasp of things that

ultimately rests upon a real world exhibiting its own intrinsic unity.

3'Ir68ld, 330.

el sight,343.
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U one supposes that the whole universe is a pattem of intemal
relations . . . it follows that no part and no aspect of the universe can
be known in isolation from any other part or aspect; for every item is
reiated internally to every other.s

5. Trc CoNorrroNs o! SouND JuDGMBNT

In strict epistemological terms, judtment repr€sents the culmination of the
various stages of knowing, extending from sensation to full understanding.

Judgment finalizes cognitional process because it links conceptual awareness
with what we believe tobethe case in the real order of things. Only judgments
can be said to be "true" or "false"; only judgments entail an accountability
on the part of the knower. In Lonergan's analysis of cognitional process, the
conditions of a given judgment come to fruition in the absence of the need
for further questions.a But the lack of further questions may also proceed
fiom a number of factors which undermine intellectual curiosity. In the midst
of competint interests and simple indecisiveness, curiosity (along with the
questions it prompts) must be allowed to "take roof in one's consciousness.

The need of intellectual curiosity has to grcw into a rugged tree to hold
its own against the desires and fearg conations and appetites, drives
and intercsts, that inhabit the heart.s

The ability of intellectual curiosity to "hold its own" in the midst of
competing subiective hJluences is crucial iI knowledge is to have a claim
to objectivity. For Lonergary objectivity in its principal sazse always involves
judgment, since this notion is itseU "contained in a pattemed context of

iudtments."$ Stated succinctly, there is no objectivity prior to judgment for
Lonergan. In this respect, he affrrms a correlation between the correctness
of judgments and the correct assumption that there are objects and subjects
in the way in which judgments define them.37 This amounts to sayhg
that objectivity presupposes a knowledge of being, arrived at tkough the

.3lnsight,3434.
lrlnsight,28{.
lslnsight, 285.
!4lniight, 375.
?Insight, 376.
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$Irsi8it, 375. In addition to this "norhative aspect of obiedivity," Lonergan indudes (1)

^i 
elw:rientid asFct, the "given a,! given...the 6eld of materials about which one inquir6"

(Iruiglrt, 3El) and (2) an aDsollre arpect, whos€ Sround i8 "the vinua y unconditioned ..grasped

byreflectiveunderstandingand positedhiudSmmy Onsig,3m.
elnsight, 380,
0lnsight,38O.

'llnsight, 380,

accumulation of accuate iudgments.
But in addition to this principal notion, Lonergan sPecifies several

partial aspects of objectivity manifest in cognitional process. Among these

partial aspects, he includes a normatiae objectioity that is "contained in the

contrast between the detached and unrestricted desire to know and...merely

subiective desires and fears."3E When Lonergan speals of "subiectivi!/' in
this context, he has in mind such factors as wishful thinking, rash or overly
cautious judgments, or the allowing of certain emotions (joy, sadness,

hope, fear, love, or detestation) to impede "the proper march of cognitional

process."3e

The tension between normative obrectivity and subiectivity thus emerges

in those tendencies which interfere with realizint the goal of cognition, that

is, a grounding of one s iudgments h the really and truly rea1. In this iesPect,

normative objectivity is rooted in the unreskicted, detached, disinterested

desire to know that undergirds cognitional Process in teneral. "A dynamic

orientation," Lonergan asserts, "defines its objective."{ But by the same

token, the pure desire to know also defines the manner by which we achieve

that objective.

Lonergan stipulates what it means to be obiective in the normative sense

in terms of three levels of opposition arising from the unrestricted, detached,

disinterested character of the pure desire to know: as lflrcstricted, il oPPoses

the obscurantism that conceals the truth or impedes access lo il; as detached,

it opposes the kinds of emotional inlluences cited above; as disintercsted, it
stands opposed to the "reinforcement that other desires Lend cognitional

process" so as to confine its dynamism to "their limited range."al This final
level of opposition is particularly relevant to normative objectivity, since

such oblectivity not only promotes free inquiry, but likewise requires some

discrimination, whereby one distinguishes between questions that allow for

solution and those that arc pr€sently unsolvable.
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For the pure desire not only desires; it desires intelligently and
reasonably; it desires to understand because it is intelligent and it
desires to grasp the unconditioned because it desires to be reasonable.4

Everyday life, to be sure, does not require the same rigor that one expects
in a scientific context. But by the same token, Lonergan maintains that the
principles of scientific method can offer a useful guide (even in concrete

circumstances) "by intellectual alertness, by taking one's time, by talking
things over, by pu$ing viewpoints to the test of action."6 Science can also

teach us that good judgment builds upon an accumulation of insights. But
the insights cannot be haphazard or disconnected. ln this vein, Lonergan

stipulates that insights must be ortanized/ complementary and most
inportantly, correct.s Correct insights generate correct judgments.

If judgments are correct, ho\ r'ever, their correctness is not based on the
fact that I alone iudge them to be so. Judgments must be tested by means of
ongoing questioning.

Judgment on the correctness of insights supposes the prior acquisition
of a large number of correct insights. But the prior insights are not
corect because we iudge them to be correct. They occur within a self-

correcting process in which the shortcomings of each insight provoke
further questions to yield complementary insights.6

This dialectical encourter is by no means open-ended in scope. It finds
its limit in our ability to differentiate what is commonplace and expected

from what is unexpected and tenuinely novel.46 \ Ihile the former .justifies
a closure in questioning, the latter necessitates its continuance, and by
implication, a resumption of the learning process.

alnsight,3f,0,
slnsight,285.

Ilnsight, 285{tr
Blnsight, 286.
6Insight,2&.
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6. Tt{E TRUTH or BErNG

Lonergan's epistemology is correlative with a distinct metaPhysical vision

that upholds the objectivity of the really and truly rea1. As we have seen, the

"pure desire to know" (which Lonergan alternately desiSnates as "intellectual
curiosiq/' or "wondey'') initiates cognitional process. More precisely, he

defines the "pure desire to know" as "the prior and enveloping drive that

carries cognitional process from sense and imagination to understanding,

from understanding to judgment, from judgment to the comPlete context

of correct judgment that is named knowledge."'7 In this resPect, Lonergan

would deny that we wonder merely for the thrill of the experience. Wonder

is goal-oriented; we always wonder about something.

Still, the "pure desire to knov/' assumes a distinctive character of its
own as the veritable beginning of the knowing process. In keePing with its
special cognitive status, Lonergan subiects this nouon to a detailed analysis'

He specifies four key roles of the "pure desire to knou/' in cognition:

First,lt mot)es us to seek understanding (Iifting us from contentErent with
mere consciousness);

Secondly, it detnands adequate undostanding (thereby opening us to the

self-cdtical leaming by which questioning proliferates and generates

even more insights;
Third, it motiaates us to refect (and in so doing, to trant our assent only
to unconditioned hypotheses and theories, in lieu of unverified ones);

Fourth, il prompts us to raise furtho 4zesfiozs (resisting any tendency

toward complacency).4

Paradoxically, the "pure desire to knora/' (by virtue of its dynamism)

is only discemible to the extent that it promotes intelligibility and rational

awareness on our Part. "As pure desire," Lonergan contends, "it is not

for cognitional acts, and the satisfaction they give . . . but for cognitional

contents, for vr'hat is to be known."ae

Lonergan's critical realism assumes that any satisfaction we derive from

knowing rests upon a correct understanding, rulher lhan a satisfaction in one

olisight,W.
alnsight, 348.
olisight 

, Y9.
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that is false. In his estimation, therU the "pure desire to knord'exhibits a
preference for truth.sr But what constitutes "correct understanding" from
the critical r€alist perspective? Clearly, it cannot be a matter of the "pwe
desire to knor,y'' alone, since mere affectivity does not qualify as knowledge.
But the "pure desire to know" still provides the impetus to the relentless
inquiry that is the very soul of knowing. Lonergan's realism defines the
way in which he understands the objective of this deste, that is, as the
desire to know being.s' [n this case, the "pure desire to knor.r/' seeks all that
is knowable in the realm of being. If critical inquiry focuses upon being,
however, it also provides the ultimate source of the right questions and the
right answers to those questions.s3

For all of its contribution to cognitiorL the "pure desire to knor/
presents something of a classi.ficatory challenge. How, precisely, should
we define it? Does it even qualify as something comprehensible? Lonergan
ftames the question in these terms: "How can an orientation or a desire

be named a notion?"fl His ensuing discussion turns upon the classic

Aristotelian conception of potentiality, and the relation between what is in
a potential state of being and what is fully achrali"ed. In this context, we
confront the problem of explaining how the pure potential Ior something
can be objectively real at all.

In keeping with his reliance upon the potency/act distinctio& Lonergan
finds parallels between the "pure desire to know" and the act of knowint in
the relations between

(a) a foetal eye and the act of seeing;
(b) hunger and the act of nourishment; and
(c) purposive human action and its results.ss

While a similarity is evident, there are significant differences as well.
As Lonergan affirms, the "pure desire to knor/ is not unconscious (as in

$Thi6 rcquirB qualification. Lonergan does maintain that the iatblsctiofi of erroneous
underatanding equal-e tlut of corEct undeBtanding. But this is only the case il one doe6 not
know that the underrtanding in question ir rrron.or$ Qnsight,3,g).

ilnsight, 349.
elnsight, 354.
elnsight, 352.
glnsight,3Y.

$Insight,354.
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It is a desire to know and its immanent criterion is the attatrment of an

unconditioned that, by the fact that it is unconditioned, is independent

of the individual's likes and dislikes, of his wishful and his anxious

thinking.@

When Lonergan stipulates that the "Pur€ desire to knora/' is guided

by the goal of the "unconditioned," he only reaffirms that all intelligible
hquiry is oriented toward being. From this standpoint, the "unconditioned"

*Insighl, 355
elnsight, 355
slnsight, 370
telnsight, 370
&Insight, 596

the case of the foetal eye), nor is it empirically conscious (as in the case of

hunger), nor is it the product of knowledge (in the way that choice is).s6

Rather, the "pure desire to know" is akeady conscious in an inte[igent
and rational manner. When Lonergan designates it as both intelligmt and

,"4riorul, he stresses that it is not merely as an inclination toward being, but a

notion of being in its own right.sT

By virtue of the fact that the "pue desire to knou/' anticiPates the

intellectual grasp of being, it assumes a definite metaphysicai standing in
the real order of things. Stated in more exptcit Thomistic terms, Ir'e discern

a connaturality or fittingness between the "pure desire to knor^/' and its

objective. It is whoiiy reasonable that the uffestricted dynamism toward

knowledge finds its appropriate end in the unrestricted nature of being

itseU. Since the totality of being encompasses the physical universe, this

assumption says something vital about the scoPe of scientific investigation.$

In this rcspect, the mind's dynamic orientation toward being is a desire to

internalize its intelligibility. Lonergan discerns in this immanent drive a

"spark of the divine" within human nature.5e

It is significant that the unrestricted desire to know (which oPens us

to an infinite horizon of being) must also be detached and disinterested,

commanding a single-minded focus that momentarily cancels all other

concerns. These three features (i.e., detachment, disinterestedness, and non-

restrictiveness) account for the uniqueness of the "pure desire to knora/' in
our range of affectivities.
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can be construed as the cognitional "bottom line," so to spealg of human
inquiry. All inquiry, regardless of its specific interests, is reducible to a quest
for being. lmplicit in this orientation is a faith that inquiry can be brought
to closure in attaining huth, or in more concrete terms, the solution to a
given problem. Still, the "pure, detached, di.sinterested, unrestricted desire
to knor/' is not fixed upon the facts of being alone. It also encompasses
what Lonergan calls the "practical possibilities" that offer the ptospect of
transforming the external world, along with our very mode of living.61 I t
would be a mistake, then, to assume that "detached" and "disinterested"
inquiry is a completely abstract endeavor, removed from the crucible of
existential decision making. Since the way in which we know bears upon
how we ought to live, the search for true being acquires considerable ethical
import.

We have seen that Lonergan stresses the communitarian character of the
scientific enterprise. Even the greatest scientists do not work in isolation from
a community of practitioners and a larger human community. So too, inquiry
cannot be divorced from real wodd concerns and the impact of intellectual
pursuits on the choices that shape the quality of human existence. Both
knowledge and action are guided by intelligent and rational consciousness.62

But rational consciousness is correlative with moral consciousness, since the
capacity to $asp truth is instrumental in our aptitude for right action.

7. Tks ThANscrxpzrrrr Cr racrsn or KNowrNG

Lonergan roots cognition firmly in the concrete realm of sense experience.
But the fact that knowledge is empirically grounded does not mean that it
is exclusively of the empirical world. While Lonergan recognizes the mind's
ability to grasp what is real, he challenges the assumption that knowing
is no more than a matter of "taking a look at" something. If that were the
case, then knowledge would amount to a passive reception of sense data.
For Lonergary knowledge must entail an act of transcendence, whereby we
rise above sensory content in coming to understand what truly is.6 Such
transcendence is also evident in our ability to raise more and more questions
about absolutely anything.

6lhtsight, 598.
alnsight , 599.
alnsight,634,
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Because the "pure, detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to knor/
is the source of questions, it also constitutes the immanent source of out
transcendence.aAs knowers, we are able to ovelcome the constraints of a

single task or problem with a freedom to be all that we are as rationalbeings:

an integration of mind and heart, reason and will. In this connection, the

unresticted character of cognitive desire is particularly significant. Since this

desire emerges prior to actual understanding, it rePresents a Potential state

of not yet understanding.G It potentially oPens us to the knowledge of all

that is knowable. But the "pure desire to knold' also requires a detachment

and disinterestedness from anything that would divert the mind's focus

from unimpeded inquiry. This demands a decisiveness that finds its guiding

purpose in the mind's proper good.6 Lonergan's assumPtion that the Pursuit
of knowledte is directed toward ends that u/e at least perceive to be good

reveals his commitment to a eudaimonistic ideal that dominates Westem

thinking from Socrates onward. By and large, Lonergan's treatment of

cognitional process is minimalistic in its references to a theistic perspective.

In this particular instance, however, he exPlicitly identifies the mind's ProPer
good with God, as the Ground of meaning and intelligibility. Only God can

fufill the conditions for attaining knowledge, since God is the ultimate Act

of the bein& truth, and goodness that we implicitly seek in every act of

knowing. In this framework, Lonergan discems a Divine wisdom operative

in the universe and a Divine goodness that offers hope for the solution of the

problem of evil.67

8. IN SsARcH or a DEEPER "VrsroN"

As our investigation of Lonergan has disclosed, the "pure desire to know"

must be understood in terms of its relationship with cognitional process in

its entircry The purpose of this Primodial desire is not a savoring of the

experience itself or the enjoyment we derive from seeking knowledge. It
lies in the $asp of truth. ContemPorary Western culture, in contrast, tends

to extol cognitive desire (i.e., curiosity) for its own sake, without serious

consideration of its end. But to do so loosens curiosity from its ontological

alnsight, 636,
Flnsight, 637 .

$btsight, 701 .

alnsight, 701.
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moorings as an inclination toward the really real. From Lonergan's
perspective, we value cognitive desire because it leads us to a prolonged
quest for true being. This is why he argues that critical reflection must tend
towatd. lhe unandifion ed. For only the unconditioned (that is, what ftees us
from the need for further questioning, at least in a given context) can satisf)r
our appetite for the intelligent finality that is the goal of rational inquiry.a tn
the final analysis, we do want answers to our questions (however provisional
they may be), not just questions alone.

The desire to know is unlimited. This does not mean that there are no
limits on what we actually know or hope to know. If cognitive desire is
unlimited, it is because it stands in a potential state to everythint that can be
known. As Lonergan puts it, "the object is everlthing about everything."6,
In this r€spect, the scope of human inquiry is not confined to any single
field or area of investigation. What we can know extends frcm the most
conoete and practical topics to the most theoretical and speculative ones.

Accordingly, the inquirer is confronted with a decisive option: either sustain
the questioning or relinquish it in despair of ever finding any answers. The
latter option stands opposed to the very character of our intellectual life.
Lonergan cautions that forfeiting inquiry promotes an obscurantism that
undermines the capacity for wonder which is so fundamentally human.rc

In the Halifax Lectlres, Lonergan posits wonder as a defining feature of
our humanness without which we could not flourish as a species.

If a person naturally does not have the capacity to wonder, to be
surprised by what he sees or hears or feels, to ask why, to ask whaYs
happening, whays up, then there is no remedy; there is nothing one
can do.z

oBemard Lonergan, Uadarstrflding ofid Being: An lntroduction and Contrytioi to Insight,Tl\e
Halifax L€ctuJ€s, ed. Elizabeth Motrlli and Mark D. Moretli (New Yolk and Tolonto: The Edwin
Mellen Prcs+ 1980),167, 185-E5.

oundelstanding and Bein& 18&81.
mundeFtanding and Being, 181-E2.
nunderctanding and Being, 203. l^ point of fact, however, Lonergan does not make any

explicit di8tinction between "wonder,' and "curiosity''. ln Insrglf, he appalently subsumes both
notions unde! the btoad category of the "pu.re, detached, disinteEsted dBir€ to know." The
Lonetgan of Irsigit then, se€Er! to us€ both termr to designate the cotnitive desiE which
BtiElulates inquiry and gives rise to insights, the critical assessment of their velacity, the grasp
of the unconditiorcd, and the judgment that soErething is the cas€. Still, we nrust ask iI thi
meanings of "wonder/' and "curiositj/' ale so easily conoated, In the llalilaxbctures,Lotergan
tocuses mole exclusively on the role of "wonde/, in cognitional prccegs. Is thig no morc than
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ln concrete terrrs, the capacity to wonder cannot temain self- contained;

it must find an outlet in uffestdcted inquiry.

Because the range of this caPacity for asking questions is unlimited,

behg is absolutely universal and absolutely conctete, the obiect

towards which knowing moves.z

Wonder opens the way to even more profound expressions of inquiry,

from the contemplation of the Dvine nature to the metaPhysical status of the

mind and consciousness to the structure of matter on the most Penetrating
quantum levels. But wonder is never isolated from experience. Lonergan

continually emphasizes its rootedness in sensation, perception, and images'

As the raw material of subsequent investigation, wondel is always directed

toward something.u Once again, the Aristotelian distinction between

potenry and act is applicable. In this regard, the obiect of wonder provides

the occasion for bridging the gap b€tween our caPacity for wonder and the

actual raising of questions.T'

As the expression of the "pure desire to know," wonder has the

potential to arouse our interest in absolutely everything. For this reason,

it must be directed toward specific problems or issues if our inquiry is to

yield knowledge. But wonder is not confined to empirical matters alone.

It also manifests itself in the context of metaphysical inquiry the most

fundamental form of questioning. In this connection, Lonergan views

wonder as instrumental in raising what he designates as the "total question"

underlying every area of investigation.Ts The "total question" encomPasses

the totality of things, in a manner consistent with the subject matter of

metaphysics, that is, being 4r.ra being (and not merely the being of things).

Since all inquiry is dtected toward some asPect of being, and metaphysics

is directed toward being in its most universal sense, then metaPhysics serves

a semanEcal valiation on his part? Or, doe8 it Point to hi.t Ie o8nition of the sPecial role of
"wondel' in our cognitive life, as soaething diltinct from "curiGiy'? IJ euch a distinction ifl a

valid one, how might that difference be defined? Like wonder cuiiosity PIomPts questioning.

But it does not nec6sati.ly sustain that questioninS o! Etotivate the inquiier towaid Eflection

on the deepa Euths of our existence. IJ curiosity trroves us to look at our wolld mot€ inteldy,
wonder inspir€8 us to b€hold it with an attitude bordering on the reverential.

n\ndeotanding and Being, 203.
tsUnde6tanding and Beini, 2c0.
Trvndenlaflding and Being, 233.
Eunderstanding and B.ing, 233.
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as a "principle of unification" for all fields of intellectual endeavor.T6

ln confronting the very real possibility that some of our questions
simply cannot be answered, we can only stare in awe at the profundity of the
universe. Wonder is not preoccupied with the novel or unusual alone, but
with what must always elude our complete understanding: the grasp of the
mystery of being itself. We tend to be curious abo!, specific things (that is,

problems, anomalies, and puzzles). But wonder's focus on lhe wlry of things
lends it a more pronounced metaphysical import than curiosity. Indeed,
a question like, "Why is there something rather than nothing?" can only
elicit the wonder that Plato called the "feeling of the philosopher and the
beginning of all philosophy."n As we survey the history of science, Albert
Einstein stands out as one who possessed this unique gift, postulating some
of the most significant scientific theories of the twentieth century

In Walter Isaacson's biography of Einstein, we get a revealing glimpse
into the creative thought experiments that Einstein regularly employed
in challenging existing presuppositions and in positing new versions of
realiryro Isaacson describes Einstein's inner world in these terms:

He made imaginative leaps and discerned great principles through
thought experiments rather than by methodical inductions based on
experimental data. The theories that resulted were at times astonishing,
mysterious, and counterintuitive, yet they contained notions that could
capture the popular imatination: the relativity of space and time,
E=mc2, the bending of light beams, and the warping of space.D

But such "imaginative leaps" are only possible in someone who is able
to go against the grain of established ways of thinking.

T6und.tstdnding and Being, 2j5.
vPl^to, Th.aetetus, 755d.
tSome examples serve to illusEate this tendency in Einstein,s approach to theorization.

In describing the experience of the effects oI gravity, Einstein asks us to imagine the
exFrience of endosue in atr elevator moving through space. Ir describing what occu$ in
the four dimensional fabric of space and time, Einstein invites us to consider the exp€dence
of altehately rolling a bowlhg ball and biliad ball6 on the soft, two dillen ional surface of a
tsampoline, ln deEDnsgating how two Be€mintly simultaneour events do not appear as such
to another observer (who happens to be moving rather quickly), Einstein proplses a case in
which lightnhg bolte etrike the embankmmt of hain tlack at two sepalate places when we ale
standing midway between them. What would we see?

Trwalte! Isaacson, Eiretein: Hb Lil. and U ioer,e (New Yorkr Simon & Schuste! paperbacks,
200n,5.
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Independent in his thin}jng, he was driven by an imagination that
broke from the confines of conventional wisdom. He was that odd
breed, a reverential rebel and he was guided by a faith . . . in a God

who would not play dice by allowing things to haPPen by chance.&

Wonder goes hand in hand with imagination. Yet imagination

presupposes an ability to engage inthe very "Picturinf thatLonergan himself

critiques. For Lonergan (as I observed earlier), such an epistemological model

generates an unnecessary dichotomy between the inner world of the knower

and the outer world encompassing what is known. But this objection must

be qualified in light of the way in which a thinler like Einstein formulated

his greatest and most far-reaching insights.

By its very nature, imagination allows us to "see" beyond the world
we take for granted. In this respect, Lonergan is correct in his contention

that scientific knowledge involves more than merely "takhg a look af' the

givenness of experience. lndeed, scientists cannot dispense with that deeper

intuitive vision that enables them (and by extersion, the human community)

to "see" our world (and ourselves) from fresh perspectives. In a very real

sense, then, the revolutionary (paradigm-shattering) scientist must be a

genuine "visionaq/' with a binary focus: on the one hand, a focus on the

here.and-now world of commonsense experience; on the other hand, a focus

upon a heretofore "unseen" world of possibilities that have the potential

to expand our intellectual horizons in ways that far exceed our inmediate
reckoning.

Lonergan describes such illuminating transformations in intellectual

perspective in terms of the emergence of a "higher viewpoint," that is, "a

complex shift in the whole structure of insights, definitions, Postulates,
deductions, and applications..."El What Pr€ciPitates this "complext shift?"

On its most basic level, it proceeds from a gathering of insights and

their application to concrete problems. But the very recognition of the

defrciencies of that outlook opens the way to their suPersedin& by the

"higher viewpoint." In this respect, the "higher viewpoinf' rises above the

drawbacks of its predecessors.

aEiwtein,4.

rlhtsight, 13.
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Single insights occur either in isolation or in related fields. In the latter
case, they combine, cluster, coalesce, into the mystery of a subject;
they ground sets of definiti.ons, poshlates, deductions; they admit
applications to enormous ranges of instances. But the matter does not
end there. Still further insights arise. The shotcomings of the previous
position become recognized. New definitions and poshrlates are

devised. A new and larger field of deductions is set up. Broader and
more accurate applications become possible.82

For Lonergan, then, scientific understanding entails an integration of
sensation/imagining with intellectual insight. While insight is rooted in the
world of sense experience (and the imagination it stimulates), it hanscends it
in our formulation of purely intelligible content. Sensibi.lity and inte[igibility
arc inseparable.

So fine a detachment, so rigorous a disinterestedness, is a sheerleap into
the void for the existential subject. He is quite intelligent; he is eager for
insight; but the insitht he wants is . . . the grasp of intelligibility in the
concrete presentations of his own experience.s

While wonder finds a ready outlet in the knowable. it also attunes the
investitator to what is ultimately unknowable, that is, to the mystery of
being itself.

Though the field of mystery is contracted by the advance of
knowledge, it cannot be eliminated from human living. There always
is the further question. Though metaphysics can grasp the structure of
possible science and the ultimate contours of proportionate being, this

alnsighl,73. Elsewhere, Lonertan rtreseeE the role oI the attaindent of the "highe!
viewpoiny' in counteling the negative effects o I bi,as 0nsighl,2.?A\. "l^quiry and insight arc facts
that underlie mathematics, empirical science, and coluron s€ns€. The refusal of irsight is a
Iact that accounts for individual and group egoiem, for the psychoneutoses, and lor the ruin of
nations and civilizations. The ne€ded higher viewpoint i5 the discovery the logical expa$ion
and the recognition of the prhciple that inteligence contains its own imEunent noftrs ard...
unl6s co[rmon sens€ can lealn to overcoEle its bias by aclnowledging and submitting to
a hiShe! principle, unlees coEunon sense can be taught to reEist ite perpetual teriptation to
adopt the easy, obviout practical compromire, then one must expect the succes8ion of ever
less compr€hensive viewpoints and in the limit the deskuction oI all that has been achieved."

Blnsight,539.
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concentration only serves to put more clearly and distinctly the question

of transcendent being. And if that question meeb with answers, will
not the answers 6ve rise to further questions?&

In assessing the scope of human knowledge, Lonergan addresses the

paradoxical notion of the "known unknown," as reflected in our caPacity to

discem what i{e do not know (and indeed, may never know completely),

but nonetheless strive to know by the posing of critical questions.

We have equated being with the ob)ective of the pure desire to know,

with what is to be known through the totality of intelligent and

reasonable answers. But, in fact, our questions outnumber oul answers/

so that we know of an unknown through our unanswered questions's

Lonergan's treatment of the "known ulknown" introduces somethhg
of an apophatic dimension into his analysis of our cognitive rante that

assrunes as much relevance for theology as it does for the sciences. The

fact that we can rccognize what we do not know provides an iacentive

to press our investigations hto new, uncharted regions. As questions

generate more and more questions, the inquiring mind submits to what
Lonergan designates "the necessity of dynamic images [partly symbols and

partly signsl . . . which make sensible to human sensitivity what human

intelligence reaches for or grasps."& In this connection, he defines "dynamic
images" as "mysteries" in their own right. Accordingly, "dynamic images"

draw upon the rich reservoir of sense experience, but point beyond it in our
quest for intelligibiliry

Because human understanding and judgment, decision and belief, are

the higher integration of sensitive contents and activities, the intelligent
and rational contents and directives lie in the sensitive field.87

In Lonergan's interpretation, "dynamic images" provide the nexus

uniting what we derive from empirical observation and a higher conceptual

ulnsight, ,'46.
i5l$i8ht,531-32
blnsight, 54748.
olnsight,W.
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rendering of the "known unknowa".
William A. Matthews delineates the role of such images in these terms:

9. CoNcrusroN

swilj'iam A. Matthews, LornSar'o Qu*t: A Study ol Deste in thz Attthoing ol lflsight
(Ioronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 4()5. [n this context, Jim K.ar1ais (Bdnad lnndgan's
Philosopby of Rcligion: F'{r Philosoplry of God to Philosophy of R.ligious Stldies [Alban, NY:
SUIIY Presg, 20021, 84) distinguishg the "dynaEtic image" as "sfmbol"(whereby the image is
connecd with the 'kro$rt unloown") frctl its role as "sign" (whereby the image is alsociaH
with an interp!€tation that explicates the significance of the imate).

t'lin\K^\ rls, Bcmnd Inneryan's Philooophy ol Religion: Frcn Philosophy of Cod to Philosophy
of Religbus Studies, .

$Cohpate with Ini8ht,, 284; 285.

As our human intellectual potential advances in knowledge, there
still remains the notion of the unknown. It follows that no matter how
intellectually advanced humankind is in its pursuit of the unlnown, it
always stands in need of dynamic images that function on the sensitive
level as symbols and as signs of that orientation.s

Lonergan's analysis of the "known unknown" affirms something crucial
about human natue itself. In a very real sense, mystery is part and parcel
of the uff€stricted character of the mind. If we stand in need of "dynamic
images" in coming to grips with mystery it is because we are already
deeply receptive to what must always elude our attempts at complete
explanation. Our intellectual orientation toward an infinite horizon of being
underscores this receptivity. In this respect, the significance of Lonergan's
critique of the "picturing" model of knowing comes into sharper focus.
From Lonergan's standpoint, the mind's confrontation with mystery cannot
depend exclusively upon what it derives from the external world of sense

experience. This is why it must rely upon "dynamic images" in formulating
insights that kanscend empirical data, even as they draw upon its content.
In Kanaris's reckoning, "mystery is . . . the known unknown but integrated
at a higher level of inteliectual activity."se

It is significant, I think, that when Lonergan referc to "curiosity" in
Insight, he tends to qualify that term by means of the preceding adjective
"intellectual" (that is, "intellectual curiosity'').s In so doing, he implicitly
contrasts "intellectual curiosiq/' with what I would characterize as "mere
curiosiry" For Lonergan, as we have seen, "intellecfual curiosit5/' is an
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expression of "the pure, detached, disintercsted, unrcstricted desire to

know." Such desire not only embraces the knowable, but the "known
unknown" as well. Accordingly, it assumes a natural orientation toward

the mystery inherent in being. In this connection, Lonergan's notion of

"intellectual curiosity'' finds a parallel in the virtue of studiositas.

St. Augustine provides a major source for the classical Christlan

interpretation of studiositas, especially in regard to the contrast he draws

between the studious and the curious dispositions. In a manner consistent

with what we find in Lonergan concerning the mind's recePtivity to the

"known unknown," Augustine designates the mark of the studious sPirit in
its desire to know what one does not kno$/. But Autustine also stresses (and

Lonergan, I believe, would readily endorse this contention) that studious

individuals differ from the curious to the extent that those who are studious

have a motive for what they seek. One does not seek the unknown for its

own sake, but for its potential cotnihve value. For Augustine, if someone is

"so curious that he is carried away by the mere love of knowing unknown
things for no known reason, such a curious man is indeed to be distinguished

from the studious man."tl
From this standpoint, "mere curiosif' amounts to no more than a

"ta}jng a look aU' those things that strike someone as novel, unusual, or

intriguing. "Intellectual curiosiq/' (or alternately, "wonder/'), on the other

hand, is conducive to that deeper vision which skives for the kuth of things.

Such striviag presupposes the application of what we derive from our

immediate experience of the empirical world to those cognitive activities
(that is, understanding and judgment) which yield knowledge. In this way,

Lonergan provides a compelling strategy for overcoming the dichotomy

between the sublective and the objective which has haunted the Western

intellectual tradition from Descartes onward.e For Lonergan, the obiectivity

elst. Augustine, De Thiitare X,1,3 (trans. Edmund Hill, O P in Ifte llbrk ol Saint Augustina

lBlooHynr New City PEss, f 991 l): CC L(SL) 314,111-375,114. Aut si tan dlrio6*s est ut non ProPter
aliquafi fiotam ctu*fi scd solo afitra rrpi^tur incognita sciendi, disccmcadus Etidafi cst ab studiosi

nomiw iste c1],rbs s.For a more detailed Eeatment of Aug8tind6 diltinction H$'een studbsitaJ

and clriotia4s, Eee my R'stLss Mind. Crriosilrs ad th. Scopt ol |nqu\ry i Saint Atgustin's
Psycfiolo3y Milwau.kee, WI: Marquette UniveBity Prees, 2013), 23136; 24&41.

uvernon GrcgBon, 'The Derile to Know: Intellectual Conversion " in Vemon Gregson (ed.),

Th. D.s.r:es of tlg Hltrnafl H.art, An Introduction to th, Thaology of Benard l-ondgan (New Yotk,
Mahwah, l.IJ: Paulist PrBs, 1988),26: "It EtiSht s€eEl stra ge, Sivm the cofimonly accePd
division Ht^'een subjectivity and obiectivity, that the more one employs the full !a.n8€ of onds

subjectivity, the more objective ate one-s conclusions, but it b in fact Eue "
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of true being is only disclosed through the mediation of the intellectual
activity of the inquiring mind and the mind's contribution to what is known.
If, as Proust claims, discovery demands the possession of "other eyes,"
then Lonergan demonstrates the degree to which scientific understandint
requires a conceptual "lens" through which our vision of the external world
of sense experience assumes its clarity, inteligibility, and meaning.
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DELIBERATIVE INSIGHT REVISITED
Michael Vertin

St. Michael's College

Unioersity of Toronto

t-f-lwENTy yEARs eco I puarrsEEo AN EssAy that proposed a moderately

I detailed Lonerganian elaboration of value judgments.l Making value
I judgments is an activity that the later writings of Bemard Lonergan

emphasize as utterly central to human living. Nonetheless the account of
that activity plovided by those writings is surprisingly sketchy in certain key
respects, and that sketchiness in turn was leading to confushg differences
in the interpretation and application of the later Lonergan's ideas.2 Hence
my intention was to contribute to a mor€ ample account that would be

consonant with Lonergan's overall perspective and thus help eliminate the
confusion. The core of my elaboration3 included a portrayal of the pivotal
step in value judging, namely, grasping evidence as sufficient for affirming
a prospective value judgment as virtually unconditioned. I also proposed a

fresh label for that step. By analogy with "reflective insighf' as Lonergan's

label for grasping evidence as sufficient in the process of t'act juJglng, I
suggested "deliberative insitht" as a fitting label for the corresponding step
in the process of 

"alue |udgsn6
Dudnt the intervening years, many additional discussions of Lonergan's

account of value judging have appeared in print, some of them referring
(whether in agreement or in disagreement) to some element of my own
essay.a Helped partly by those discussions, I have both refined and further

l"Judgments of Value, for the Later Lonergan," MErrroD: Iouflal ol lfiergafi Slltdits 73
(1995):22148.

lFor more on the sketchiness and the differing interPletations and aPPlicatioN it was

mgendelin& see 'Judgments of Value, Ior the Later lrne!8an," 222, and note 7
3"rudSments of Value, Ior the late! Lonergan," 2231.
See, for example, Mark Doorley, Th. Place ol thz Heatl irl lnnetSafl's Ethics: The Role ol

Feelings it the Ethical lntentiorulity Analysis ol Bernatd lnndS|n (Lanham, MD: Univelsity
Press of Amelica, 1996); and 'Resting in Reality: Reflections on Clowe's 'Complacmry and

@ 2013 Michael Vertin
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developed my earlier portrayal of value judging's pivotal step and the label

I suggested for designating it.
My aim in this paper is to share that updated portrayal.s The paper's

three parts discuss in turn the transcendental intention of value, iudgments
of value, and deliberative insights. Although I employ the expression

"deliberative insighy' ftom the begifffng of my account, in the third main
part I offer a justification for that usage. Moreover, in order to highlight what
I deem my primary contentions regarding this topic, throughout the paper

I limit the text largely to those contentions, relegating certain important
related but nonetheless secondary contentions to (sometimes lentthy)
footnotes.

1.. Ttrr TheNscrNprNrAr LvrsNrroN o! VALr,'E

IntentionaLity analysis is my enterprise of studying my acts of knourirg and

choosing with the aim of articulating their phenomenal features, epistemic

status, and ontological implications.6In such an enterprise, what emerges as

Co cernu"' l-onergan Wrl<shop loumal 13 (797), 3955; Blian Crcnin, "Deliberative Iruights:
Agketch," METH1D: Iotonal ol l,ofleryafl Studies 22 (2OU\, 2+55; and Valw Ethics: A l-anergan

Prsp?cfir,, (Natobi: Consolata Institute of Philoeophy, 2006); William g)ll1eai, Thc Eye ol the

Hearl: l<nouing the Hunnn Good in tha h/lharasia Debdte (foro tot University of Toronto Irt€ss,
20051, 137-200; Chrbtiaan Jacob-Vandegeer, Envisioning a Methodical Theology of Grace:
Exelciees in Tlansposition Spanning the Eady and Later WritinF of Bernard J. F. Lon€rgan,
doctoEl diss€ltatio& Toronto School of Theology,2cf,,E,2rl1'a0; a d Pakick Byme, "Vvhat Is
Our Sca.le of Value Helrrrce?" Loncrgan ll&rksho? 21 Q0fDt,4W; and "'l,t/hich Scale of Value
P!€Ietrnce? Lonetgal, Scheler, von Hildebran4 and Doran " in John Dadosky, ed, Muning
and Hktory in Systetutic Theology: Essrys in Honot ol Roben M. D1tufl, S] (Milwaulee Marquette
Univelsity Pr$s, 2009), 19-d9. I also have be€n plivileged to lead two chapters of ar emerginS
manuBcript by Byme entitled, The Ethics of Discemtfient, A^o g othet thinS8, those chapters
provide lich and detailed analyses of moml responses in conoete situations; and I look forward
to reading the book when it is published.

rlike the p!€viou! po!&ayal, my preEent one is "I-onelganian" in that it relies on Lonergan's
writings but aiEls to extend th€ri in celtain respecb.

qsome readeG may 6nd two relat€d expaisions useful at this point. Filst, the goal of
intentionality analysis may be expre8sed more precisely as formulating, verifyin& and
validating the explanatory phenodenal intelligibility oI the data of intentional consciousnBs,
theii epirtemic intelligibility, and the ontological implications of the latte!. See, for example,
Benurdlonelgan,MrlhodinThzology(New\orkHerderandHerder,1972\,,96,289,34043;
and Philosophiul aad Theologicel Papcrs, 7965-7980, vol'. 17 of the CoUecd Works of Bemard
Lonergan, ed. RoM C. Crcken and Robelt M. Doran (Tolonto; Univeasity of Tolonto Pte8s,
2004), 85, 16748, 790, 3E7 , 395-98.

Second, Frcderick Crcwe, perhaps Lonergan's beet-known expositot, ha6 drawn attention
in a nuiber of es8ays to the late! Lonergan'g contention that understanding our data of
consciousnes is ploblehatic in a way that earlie! he had not fully appreciated. The ploblem ig
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that i$ight is into phantasE8, imager; but whjle we have image6 of ou-r data of rense, we have
no iEuger of out data oI consciousnels. The solution Crowe claills to fud incipiently given by
Lonergan himself, a solution that Crcwe develops morc fuIly and affifins as quite adequate, is
that the aspiring sell-krower car djscov€r "stand-in" ihages fo! the data oI her consciousness.
Such "dumlrdes" llonergan's word] arc imaginable contents o! linguiltic tokeng that atE
associal.d uith ov dala of consciousnees as ryrzDols of them. Hmce we aI€ able to undelstand
outselvB Erediately thlough iisight into those sFnbols. (See Frederick Crowe, lanogat and
the lzoel of Out Tine lTorontor Univer8ity of Totonto Press, 2010], xi 53, 80, 83-95, 132n14 1{1,
15t79,413.)

In my own view, (l) the problem is a genuine one, but (2) Crowe's account of it b accuiate
and the solution he proposes i.e indeed adequate. However, othe! views on both poinb have
been voiced within the coEtmunity of L.nelgan 8cholals in lEcmt yeaB, a fac-t that must
be admitbed. (For example, 3ee Elic James Moreli, "Insight and the Subiect,, Intefintiotul
Philosophical Quanoly,sl [2011]: 13748.) In the prc6ent pape! I am assundng the employEent
oI Ctowe's "solution" wheneve! I speal of und€Btanding the data of consciousne&9, thouth I
do not indicate this assu.Erption each time in my text. MoEover,l !€cognize that various points
I male here would ne€d adiuetul€rrt if further investigation of this isrue turns out to EuniJ6t
my acc€ptance of CrDwe's accoult as unsustainable.

7On the distinction of my basic horizon into rubFctive and obiective potes, see Bernad
Lonergan, 'fietaphysica ae Horizon," n Collec-tion: Papets by Bcmad l. F. Irnagan, ed,.

F!€deri.k E. Clowe and Rob€rt M. Dota& vol. 4 of the Collected Works of Bemald l,oneltan
(Iorcnto: University oI Toronto PI€es, 1988), 1E&204, at 19&9; and ,,Cognitional Skuctue,,, in
Collc.tion,20121, at 211-13. CompaE with Method in Thcology,lT-12, Z3-24, *35, n,263,282,
The fundalEntal categorial determinations of the subjective pole, of the Elation betwe€n the
subie'ctive and obje*ive polee, and of the obiective pole reepectively would s€edr to be what
are expreesed by the angweE to l,onergan's "three baric quertions." (S(€, fot exasllple, M.thod
h Theology, 25, 83,261, 292 316; compar€ wi t\ Colbction, 203-2c4 and editolial not6 k and l,)

the fundamental methodical antecedent of my acts is my threefold intendint
of successive and utterly unrestricted or "transcendental" objectives. This
threefold transcendental intending is mere intending, mere yeamint, mere
desiring, not yet knowing or choosing. It is innate, inherent, possessed
naturally. It is pue, prior to any cognitional or decisional determination.
And it constitutes complementary poles of my basic horizon. First, as

dynamic tmdency it is the subiective pole of my basic horizon, the boundless
intending that at most is just partiaUy expressd in any question I ask.
Second, as what dynafiic tefldency anticipates it is the objective pole of my
basic horizon, the unbounded intended field within which is situated every
content of awareness that I ask questions about.T

The fust of the transcendental objectives I intend is what would fully
saHsfy my unlimited eagerness to understand coherently, an eagerness
partially expressed by such questions as what, why, where, when, andhow often.

This fust transcendental intention provides the fundamental meanings I give
to the words "intelligenf' and "intelligible"; and it is the radical anticipation
by virtue of which I recognize and conceive formal intelligibilities within the
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potential intelligibilities I encounter.

The second transcendental objective I intend PresuPPoses and sublates

or recontextualizesE the first one. It is what would totally fi:lfill my unlimited
straining to judge correctly, a straining partially expressed by such questions

as is it, ls this true, is that rcally so. This second transcendental intention
provides the fundamental meanings I Sive to the words "reasonable" and

"real"; and it is the ultimate criterion for my attribution of reality to the

instances of formal intelligibility I encounter.

The third transcendental obiective I irtend presupposes and

recontextualizes the second one and thus the first one as well. It is what

would satiate my unlimited craving to judge and choose rightly, a craving

partially expressed by such questions as o!8h, it be, is this truly good, is that

more choiceworthy, a\d whnt should I do. This third transcendental intention
provides the fundamental meanings I give to the words "responsible"

and "valuable"; and it is the ultimate criterion for my attribution of value,

transcatetorial goodness,e to the instances of reality I encounter.

Next, let us say that my transcendental intention of value as distinct
from my transcendentai intentions of intelligibility and reality is disoete,

and that as sublating those intentions it is subsumptioe. It follows that my
hanscendental intention of value a s subsumptioe is the unitary fundamental

methodical antecedent of my acts of knowing and choosint. For it constitutes

my innate, inherent, naturally-possessed basic horizon, the radical

normative anticipatory field of unrestrictedly (intelligent and reasonable

and) responsible intending and umestricted intended (intelligibility and

reality and) value, the foundational prescriptive heuristic field within which

3'"fo sublate" ard "to be sublated by (or on or within)" expre$ the sam€ act ftom the

standpoints oI agent and patient respectively. '"Io tEcontexhralize" and "to be t€contexhralized
by (or on or within)" expresg the same distinction in djffeEnt words. Fo! the PurPoses of this
papet the latter terminoloEy is more congenial. (For a ftrller account ot the ac., eee Method in
Tl@ology, 241t, co arc with 120, 316, 3,10.)

Tust as one may dbtinguish potential, formal, and a(t.)al intelligidlity, tor exaniPle, so

too one may distinguish potential forEral, and actual Soodrrss. ln both cases, "actual" means

"kanscend€ntal" in the scholastic sense of "transcateSorial," As obie<tives of our inte[din&
haNcendental intelligibility, truth, reality, and Soodness at€ "drutually convertible": distinct

iust notio&lly tro o^e another. On the hand, such mercly notiona.l distinctions are far from

iNigni.ficant, for they ate reflected in the different modes oI out intending and the diff€lent
steps of ouJ knowint. See, for example, BeFard Lonergar, .A Second Colltctiott (PhiladelPhia:

WertEljftte!, 1974), E1, 127-28. Comparc with chaPte! 18 of lrsif, (B€rnald Lone!8an, IrsiSlti
A Study of Hunun llnd.rstandinS, ed, FEderick E. Clowe and Robert M. Dorar, vol. 3 of the
Collecd wolk of Bernard Lonergan Clotonto: Unive6ity of Tolonl o fu63,7c)92); also M.lhod
in Thcology, 47-52, lP,4, 359-61 .
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all the acts and contents of my knowing and choosing emerge.

Nonetheless, my ruturully-possessed basic horizon is not necessarily my
existential basic horizon, For although I ought to shape my acts of knowing
and choosing in fidelity to my naturally possessed basic horizon, I am free
to make some other horizon existentially basic. I ought to commit myseu
to always proceeding (intelligently and reasonably and) responsibly, but I
remain quite free to proceed otherwise. In short, the key issue in my concrete
human living is not simply the cotnitional and decisional norms I naturally
possess but the ones I choose to follow This is the issue of inauthenticity and
authenticity, and ultimately of unconversion and conversion.

For the sake of a dearer and mor€ manageable exposition within the
limits of a relatively short paper, in the remaining parts I assume that the

subject under discussion is proceeding authentically unless otherwise
indicated. Thus I largely prescind from the topic of unconversion and
conversion,

2. JUDGMENTS oF VALUE

Let us now shift our attention ftom hanscendental intentions to the processes

that lead to the rcspective incremental determinations of those intentions.
More precisely, our focus in the remainder of this paper will be the processes

leading to determinations that are proportionate rather than transcendent,lo

and me!€ly cognitional rather than also decisional: proportionate conceptual

formulations, judgments of fact, and judgments of value.

2 .1 . The General Structure of Human Intelligence

Cognitional activities on the second level of the formally dynamic four-level
struch[€ that is my human knowing, the level of inteltgence, presuppose

and sublate or recontextualizelt cognitional activities on the first level, the

level of experience.

Stricdy speaking, my pdmary activities on the level of experietce d.o not
male up a process, an ordered sequence of distinct and interrelated acts

that advances from a beginning to an end. For those primary activities are

my intentional acts of sezsing, simultaneously cognitive and affective, which

qCn thir distinction, see lnsight,416
llSee above, note 8.
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[I prcscind for the moment from my secondaty activities on the level of sense, namely, my
act8 of sentient r€memb€rin8 and imagining.

13A s)ightly fuller accourt of the "first level" of my coSnitional process, the "level of
experience," nuy be helpfid to some !ead€$. First, theE al€ two hodes oI cognitional prccess.

In its direct - or, moFe dearl, exhorpective - mode, my cognitional Plocess is oriented
toward knowledge of thin8g distinct frcm myseu as subject. In its inko.Pecdve Eode, it i5

orimted towatd knowledge of mysell as subi<t. Second, in the exko8pective mode, the data

of erpelience ate the contazts of my cotucious-int€ntional acts - morc Plecisel, data of lcnae,
the contents of tly sensitio, acts. Correlatively, my experience of such data is int.ntlond -
moE precis€ly, tersitio.ly intentional. Thitd, in the inkoepective mode, by contsast, the data

of experience are my coBciou&intentional 44t9, riy data of aontaiouanaat - morc pt€cb€ly,
l.rry d.ala ol seflsitioe, intelligent, fitiolul, a^d mol41 con3ciousn€ss. (In this note I prescind ftoEl
conscious stafes.) Correlatively, my expdience of such data is aonrclou! - mote Plecis€l,
sensitioely, intelligently, ratioflilly, and rnorally.oascior$,

Pe(haPs it will be dear from thes€ observations that such exptrssions as tlte "66t level" of
my coSnitional plocrss and the '1evel of exp€f,ience" are gmeralizationr that omit lather tllan
convey certain idpoltant but distinct epecific feahlles of cognitional proceos in it8 lespective
€ihospective and intlospective modes. Such 8e1reralizations ar€ of cours€ us€ftr.l in thet own
right but a noetic phenomenology that aspit€s to be concrete muet prcbe beneath theE. MoE
on there mattels may lr€ found, fo! example, in lflsigld,29-300, and in Collecnofl,2.JE'-ll.\

are related to their contents immediately rather than mediately: the shaPes,

colors, sounds, smells, and so forth that are the data of sense.l2 Even less is

my conscious experience a process. For it is not even an activity but simPly

that property of my intentional acts which makes me primitively and non-

intentionally aware of those acts and, more fundamentally, of myself as

actor.l3

2.7.1. The Three Stages. By contrast, cognitional activities on the level

of intelligmce do make up a process/ a process that unfolds in three stages:

inquiring, having direct insights, and conceiving. The first stage is initiated
by a "question for inquir/' that emertes when I consider certain data of sense

or consciousness and wonder about their intelligibiliry "What is this?" "How
do these data hang together intelligibly?" This question recontextualizes the

data, situating them within the horizon of my fust transcendental intention,

constituting their sublation by the second level, and transforming them

from mere contents of experience into potential contents of understanding.

Second, as I pursue my inquiry about the data, at some point an intelligent
"aha" event occurs: I have a direct insight. Perhaps I even have more than

one. I discover one or more concrete intellitible unities or relations in the

data, intelligible forms that provide altemative consrete answers to my
question but where the distinction between the intelligible content grasped

and my act of grasping it has not yet emerged. Thtd, intelligently compelled

by each direct insight, I formulate a coresponding concept, an essence/ a
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"simple inner word" that more or less abstractly objectifies the concrete and

unobjectified intelligible content o{ the insight, making it explicit precisely
as content. Each formulated essence is an abstract unificational or rclational
synthesis of as much of the data-as-imagined as the formulation requires for
expressing the insighYs content.

2.1,.2. An Example.Wlth apologies to the author of Izsif l, let me illustrate
what I have just written by adapting and extending an example that appears

in chapter 11. Late one afternoon Deanna retums home from her day iob
and finds her workshop a mess. Drill bits and socket wrenches are scattered

hither and yon, paint from overturned cans has formed a multicolored
puddle in the middle of her workbench, her table saw gives off the acdd

smell of electrical bumout, and the certificate recognizing her M.A. degree

in philosophy from Loyola Marymount University is lying on the floor in
a pool of motor oil Taking account of her collection of remembered data

and present data, she wonders, "Since my workshop was tidy this moming,
why is it messy now? What caused this change?"l' For a time, Deanna

puzzles over her collection of data. Eventually she has three different

intelligent "aha" moments: she grasps three distinct ways of accounting for
the difference between what she saw and smelled in her workshop earlier

and what she sees and smells now First, in a positiae diect insight, within
the data she $asps a conc€te intelligible relation that is merely intelligible,
the relation of the mess to an extrinsic natural cause. Then, in successive

interpretatioe direct insights, she grasps two concrete intelligible relations

that are not just intelligible but humanly meaningful, relations of the mess

to distinct exkinsic intentional catses, Finally, she formulates three concepts

corresponding respectively to the tkee concrete intelligible relations she has

grasped: "earthquake," "thief," and "vindictive acquaintance."

The foregoing example's final step requires a small clarification.

Given Deanna's life experience, we may assume that she was already

well acquainted with the concePts "earthquake," "thief," and "vindictive

rrFor the pulposes of thi! examPle, I assume that Deanna has made two Pdor fact

iudgarcnts: "a change has occurred in my workshoP", and "its lesult is thb E\es8 " These s€t

up her search for further intelligibility, an aiswer to the question "what caused the change

that r€Bulted in this Eress?" With this question her curiosity moves from the i/tterrrl causes of

the mess in her wolk3hop to its erlemal causes. (On this distinction, s€e, Ior examPle, B€rnald

Loneryan, Ilra Onlologiut and Psychotogical and Constihtlion of c}.rt/., vol.7 of the Collected

Workg of Bernard Lone€an, ed, Michael G, Shields, Fr€derick E Crowe, and Robert M Doran

(Toronto: Univelsity of Toronto Prese, 2002), 47, 89.
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acquaintance." Consequently, her move from direct insight to concePt in
each case was undoubtedly a matter of bringing the concretely understood

situation under a familiar concept rather than producint the concePt for the

fust time. The ideal example would illustrate Deanna's original formulation

of each concept, a formulation that would have been preceded by one or more

direct insights. For, as indicated above, the cognitionally basic intelligibles

r /e grasp are unformulated, unexpressed, unobiectified, the contents of

direct insights, not the contents of concepts. Conceptual contents, whether

more or less abstract, general, universal, or concrete, individual, particular,

are cognitionally derioatioe intelligibles. They are produced by our activity

of intelligently formulating, expressing, obiectifying the preconceptual

inteiligible contents we gasp by direct insights, activity to which those

preconceptual contents move us. The large significance of this fact will
become obvious in the paper's final main section.

2.2. The Generul Structure of Hwnan Rationality

Prcliminary Claifcational Excursus. Before discussing cognitional activities

on the third and fourth levels of my intentional consciousness, let me

distinguish two ways in which my cognitional process can be present to

me. First, it can be present simply insofar as il is liaed by me, experienced

in and through my performance of the acts that comprise it. Second, it can

be present insofar as it also b cognitionally objectified by me, known by me,

understood and judged and evaluated by me.15

This distinction usefully complements what I have already said about
the fust and second levels, but it is especially important for avoiding a

confusion in interprcting what I will say shortly about the third and fourth
levels. For on my accounts, the reflection and reflective insight in my lived
third-level cognitional process arc reflexioe, locrsed, on certain cognitional
acts and contents that are already presen! and so too are the deliberation
and deliberative insight in my lived fourthlevel process. Moreover, my
cognitional objectification - my understanding, judging, and evaluating - of
my cognitional process also is reflexive in the sense just mentioned, for it is

tsco[€Bponding to distinct kind8 of queetions I can ask about my co8nitional prcce8s,
there are distinct kinds of cognitional objectification I ca! undedake. Thr€e €xarnpl6: I .an
objectily my cognitional procese implicitl, o! explicidy and descripively, or explicidy and
explanatolibr However, such subdbtinctioM are not siSnificant Io! the pape!'s atgu,Ilent at
thir point.
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likewise focused on cognitional acts and contents that are already prcsent.
However, it is important not to confuse (1) the lioed reflexivity of the

reflection, reflective insight, deliberation, and deliberative insight that arc
components ol my lived process of knowing anything and, (2) lhe inttospectioe
reflexivity of my process of knowing the Iived process. The introspective
process indudes introspective direct insight into my lived experiences of
reflection and reflective insight and of deliberation and deliberative insigh!
and it is followed by inhospective reflective insight and fact iudgment, and
introspective detberative insight and value judgment. (More generally, the
introspective process is what culminates in explanatory cognitional self-

appropriation.)
One implication of the foretoint is that testing the accurary of my

proposed inkospective account of deliberative insight is not fundamentally
a matter of comparint it with another introspective account (whether

someone else's or even one's own). Rather, it is fundamentally a matter of
comparing it with one's own lived experience of grasping the evidence on
which one's value judgments are based, the experience my account purports
to express.

Let us now return to our discussion of the four levels on which knowing
ufolds. |ust as cotnitional activities on the second level presuppose and

recontextualize those on the first, so those on the third level, the level of
rationality, presuppose and recontextualize those on the second. Moreover,
just as on the second 1evel, so also the activities on the third level unfold in
a three-stage process, thouth of course the stages are not identical with the

previous ones.

2.2.7. The First Stage. The three stages of my thirdJevel process are lived
reflecting, having reflective insight, and fact judging. The first of these stages

is launched by a "question for reflection" that arises when I consider each

concept, each simple inner word, each formulated essence with which my
second-leve1 process conduded and wonder about its reality. "Is this real?"

'Does this thint exist?" or "Does this property occur?" This "whether''
question of fact rccontextualizes each formulated essence, situating it within
the horizon of my second traruicendental intention, constituting its sublation

by the third level and hansforming it from a mere formulated essence into a

potential content of rational affirmation. That is to say, the question envisions

each formulated essence as the subrect of a fact judgme 
^t 

lhat is conditioned -
more precisely, the subiect of a proposition ("this thing or property is real")
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ral b conditionally or potentially or hypothetically true.

Continuing my lived reflecting, I search for evidence that would be

sulficient for a rational answer to each question for reflection. A first element

of evidence emerges when I consider each direct insight that in my second-

leve1 process was the intelligible pivot bet$/een the data of experience

and the corresponding conceptual synthesis. In that intelligent Process,
lhe experienced data in which I grasped one or more intelligible forms I
then included as inagined data in each formulated essence to the extent

required for exprcssing what I grasped in the corresponding insight. Now,

in my rational process, each direct iasight as recontextualized becomes the
(intelligible and) rational connection or link between each conditionally true
judgment of fact (each "compound inner word of fact") and its cognitional

condition of being unconditionally or actually or tbsolutely true.16

In any given instance the link may be particu.lar to that instance. Or it
may be an abshact generalization of previous fact judgments about concrete

individuals. For example, the "laws" of physics are abstract generalizations

of certain previous fact judgments about concrete individual material things

and events.l7 But in every instance the link emerges within an underlying
pattem that is both far more general than any particular link and far

more concrete than any abstract generalization. That pattem is part of the

normative immanent and operative structure of my inherent rationality; it
is a concrete dynamic "iL . ., then . . ." procedure that is a naturally-given
functional facet of the rational subject I am. It establishes the basic features

of all particular thirdlevel links and their generalizations. More precisely,

it mandates that any conditionally true judgment of fact ("this thint or
property is real") is unconditionally true if the imagined dala that arc a
component of the formulated essence ("this thing or propery') are data I
expoience. An apt articulation of that normative pattern might be something
like the following: "If I experience the thing or property I have conceived,

r6More precieely, the unconditionality, actuality, absoluteneas hele (and subsequenoy) is
virtual, participative, deperdent, not folmal, natural, ess€ntial. (See, for o<ample, chaler 2
ol Vetbufi: Itbd afid ld?a it ,441inas, ed. Frcderick E. Crowe and Roben M. DoEn, vol. 2 of the
Collected Works of B€mad Lonergan Cforcnto: University of Tolonto Ptess, 1994. Fo! pr€6€nt
purposes I deem it unnecesrary to emphasize that djrtinction and stylbtically deane! to avoid
doing so.

lTo be sure, this way of exprcssint the point i! an idealization. For scientific law8 typically
are abstlact genelalizations of consete fact iudglrents made not by a single investigato! but by
a cohmunity of inv6tigatoN, wheE the basi.E of the comllunity is everyone's trust in everyo[e
else's commiErent to the same investigative standalds.
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then that thing or property is real."
The second element of evidence emerges when I review the data I initially

experienced and in which I subsequently grasped one or more intelligible
forms. Now, however, I regard those data from the perspective of third-
level cognitional process: as recontextualized within a further part of the
normative structure of my inherent rationality. From this perspective, they
are manifested as more or less completely and definitively fulfilling or not
firlfilling the specified cognitional conditions of the respective conditioned

iudSments.
To reiterate, the& in the fust state of my lived third-level cognitional

process I review and recontextualize three elements within a naturally-given
normative pattem of such elements, where the new context emerges as soon

as I complement my earlier question ("Vvhat is this?") with a new one ("Is

this real?"). As originating on the fust and second levels, the three elements
belong to the fomulotional process that begins with data as experienced,

proceeds to one or more direct insights that intelligibly unify or relate the

data, and concludes with formulations of one or more essences that express

abshactly what the hsights glasped concretely. As recontextualized on the

third levef by contrast, the three elements belong to the aerificational process

that in its first stage moves in the opposite direction. It begins with one or
more conditioned judgments of fact (the recontextualized abstract essences) .

It proceeds to a rational connection or link between each judgment and its
cognitional condition of being unconditionally true (the recontextualized
direct insights). And it concLudes with the more or less complete and
definitive experienced fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the conditions
specified hypothetically by the respective links (the recontextualized data

as experienced). Lonergan sometimes r€fers to the second and tLird of
these steps as "marshaling" the evidence for the r:nconditional truth of a
judgment.ls

2.2.2. The Second Stage. The second stage of my third-level process

consists of one or more rational "aha" events: I have one or more reflective
insights. Whereas a direct insight grasps the intelligible unity or relation ot
data I experience, a reflective insight grasps the (intelligible and) rutional
suffciotcy ol evdential elements I marshal. Pondering the rational link that

Vertin: Deliberative Insight Revisited

rtFor exa.Eiple, ineiSht , 3U; Collecrion, 207 , 2@, 21t Method in Thiology, 101-102. CompaE
wilh Insighl, 30G301, 402-409; A Second Collection (Philadelphiar W6Ednster, 79741, 27+n;
M.thad in Th.olo gy, 253.
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15ee above, note 18.
EFo! the backgiound of the lollowing account, se lntight,57}75; comPate with 90, 30&

312, 32+26, 3394.
llThouth it is not essential to ou! pEsent discussion, Ior the sake oI comPletene8s Iet me

distintuish two ways in which pertinent challenges to the kuth of a conditioned iudgment of
fact may be mted out. When the formulation that the fact iudgm€nt would a88ert exPrcsses

an insight into data of scnre (e.8, "this man is my fathel'), a challenge that initially se€mg

Fltin€nt (e.g., "pethaF thir man is not my father after all") night Eventually be o(duded as

uflreasotuble.Fgr a challenge shown to be dearly at odds with an irsight into all the relevant data

available is a challenge without evidence; and a challente without evidence is unrearonable.
Nonetheless euch a challenge can never be exduded as unthinkable, for one can nev€t totally
dismiss the poseibility that furthe! d6ta will become available at some Point and lead to a very
diffetent i$ight.

By conha6t, when the formulation that the iudSrnent of fact would asselt exPn83es an

itrsitht into data of con.clousn..a (e.g., "I am conscious"), a challenge that initialy s€ems

p€rthent (e.g., "Frhaps I am uttelly rhconscious") may be excluded not iust as uir€asonable
but as concretely flrrrirftarlc, For in thir cale the insight b into one or mot€ asPecb oI lny act8 of
attendin& quertionin& having irui8hts, folmulatin& rudgin& evaluatin& and deciding; and my
provisional denial of those a8pectB (e.g., theL conrciousner) b conkadicted by my experimce
of thos€ very aspects in rry pedormarce of offering that denial. Subsequent Eflection on the

Frforliarce bringp the conEadiction to light and EuniJests the .hallente as conoetely unable
to be coherently thought and its oPPosite a8 concetely unable to be coherently denied

In the fi$t case, tlrc "if . . ., then . . ." Iint of the forhrrlation to it8 cognitional condition is

,nd.t! srlfcicrtt a^d when that cudition is fulfilled, the ceftainty with which the iudgm€nt is

djlplayed aB un.onditionally tsue ir just Zocfi.al. But in the second case, the "iJ . . ., then . . ."

tink oI the formulation to its coSnitional condiho b sufuhnt cnd ,rctssrry; and when that

condition b fulf,lled, the celtainty with which the Fdgment ir disPlayed as unconditionally

E\re B inco troo.rlibl.. (A similar velsion oI the Eame basic distinction Peltains to the fourth

uuin possibte outcome of weiShing the evidence: the certainty with which I iudfnent is

disphted as unconditionally false may be iust Practical ot it^ay be inconhoo.ttible.l
- 

Finally, regarding the certainty of.s6eltions, I should underscoE tlat here and throughout

specifies the cognitional condition whose fulfillment would establish the

conditioned iudgment of fact as unconditioned, plus my exPerience of how
that condition is or is not fulfilled, I grasp the extent to I r'hich the condition

is fulfilied - identically the extent to which the unconditionality of the

judgment is implicitly established. Lonergan sometimes sPeaks of having a

reflective insight as "weighinf the evidence for the unconditional truth of

a judgment.le Such weighing can have any of five main possible outcomes.2o

First, the cognitional condition is grasped as definitir:ely fulflled nsofar
as all the pertinent questions about the truth of the conditioned iudgment
of fact have been answered positively. That is to say, ther€ remains no

pertinent challenge to the adequacy of the formulation that judgment would

assert, or the accuracy of the direct insight that formulation exPresses/ or

the completeness of the data whose inteUigibility that insight grasps' In this

case, the judgment is displayed as cerlair,rly unconditionally true.2l
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Second, the cognitional condition is grasped, as most likely lulfilled nsotar
as some pertinent questions about the truth of the conditioned judgment of
fact have been answered positively and positive answers to all the remaining
pertinent questions seem more likely than not. Any remaining pertinent
chal.lenge regarding the formulation, the underlying direct insigh! or the
initial data seems solidly susceptible of being met. In this case, the judgment

is displayed as probably unconditionally true.
Third, the cognitional condition is grasped as most likely unfulflled

insofar as a negative answer to at least one pertinent question about the truth
of the conditioned judgment of fact seems more plausible than not. At least
one pertinent challenge regardint the formulation, the underlying direct
insight, or the initial data seems quite likely to be successful. In this case, the
judgment is displayed as Wobably u conditionally false; or, equivalently, its
contradictory is displayed as probably unconditionally true.

Fourth, the cognitional condition is grasped as definitioely unfulflled
insofar as at least one pertinent question about the Euth of the conditioned

iudgment of fact has been answered negatively. At least one pertinent
challenge regarding the formulation, the underlying direct insight, or the
initial data is clearly successful. In this case, the judgment is displayed as

certainly vnconditronally false; or, equivalently, its contradictory is displayed
as cntainly unconditionally true.

Fifth, whether the cognitional condition is firlfilled or unfulfilled is

grasped. as obscure insofar as the answers emergent thus far to the pertinent
questions about the truth of the conditioned judgment of fact do not stand
in any of the four preceding categories. it remains unclear whether or not
all the pertinent challenges regarding the formulation, the underlying direct
insight, or the initial data have been met or at least are solidly susceptible

of being met. In this case, the judgment is displayed as intleterminate, as

presently unable to be afirmed or denied.
2 .2 .i . The Third Stage. Finally, in the third stage of my third-leve1 process,

I follow through. Compelled (intelligently and) rationally by my one or more

reflective insights, I assed each coresponding judgment of fact: "This thing

this paper I limit my considelations to irdg?rsrfs, ass€rtions based on evidence one grasps first-
hand, rather than also coruidering beliaf, assertions based on evidence one grasps through the
mediation of one or more other persons. (See, lor example, Insighl,72U35; Method in Th.ology,
4142 1t&19.) The topic of beliefs, induding theit celtainty, is obviously an impoltant focus in
a plgpe! account of concrete huEran living; but my p!€s€nt investiSations arc confined to the
fust and mol€ basic topic.
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or property certainly is real," 'This thing or property Probably is real," "This

thing or property probably is not rca]," 'This thing or proPerty certainly is

not real," and/or'nVhether or not this thing or ProPerty is real remains to

be determined." And in and through each assertion, I answer the "whethe/'
question that initiated my reflection. I know the thing or property certainly

or probably as real, or probably or certainly as not real, or as requi.ring

further investigation in this respect.

2 .2 .4 . The Form of Reflectioe lnsighf . In discussing the fust stage of third-
level cognitional process, I noted that the thr€e elements generated in that

stage emerge within a naturally-given pattern of such elements. But that

pattern also extends to the second and third stages, thus underlying and

governing every complete instance of third{evel process. The following
syllogism illustrates that integral underlying and governing Pattem. It
expresses the immanent and operative stlucture of my rational knowirg.
It formulates explanatorily the concrete conscious, intelligent, and rational

intelligibie that is my "form of reflective insight."2

If A, then B.

A.
Therefore B.

In this syllogism, the fust line represents thrce factors of my second-level

process as recontextualized and related within the horizon of the second

transcendental intention. More exactly, B on the fust line represents the

fact judgment ("this thing or property is real") as conditionally, potentially,

hypothetically tru e. lf A, then B represents the rational link of that judgment

to the cognitional condition of its being unconditionally, actually, absolutely

true, namely my experience of the thing ot ProPerty I have conceived. A on

the fust line represents that condition as specified by the link: the requisite

experience as imagined.,{ on the second line rePrcsents the fuIfillment of

2l draw hele on lttsiSlrl, 30S306. Moreove!, following Loneryan, I intelPlet the syllogisEl
not iurt logically but al8o a8 a means of coEtulrnicab^Edit ct 

^ 
drcf.ctioe irui8ht! (see Bernald

l-one4an, llndastanding and Being, vol.5, oI the Collected Works of Bernatd Lonergan, ed.
Ft€delick E. Crowe (Torcnto: Unive$ity of Tolonto P!e$, 1990), 4&52). In anothg line, iJ one
wish$ to expless the condete "form of t€flective insighf in 6etaPh),sical terme, it would seem

that it is Ery cenka.l forh (my formal entitative potency, triy sou.l) insofat as it i8 ditretentiad
by sensitive and intellectud coniugate folms (formal operative potenci6). However, the
limitations of such "metaphysical psy.hology'' should be recognized. (See M.thod in TlEoloW,
120, 340, 343, compar€ with 9!96, 25&59; also htsight,53P'3.)
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the specified condition: my experience as experietced. The first two lines
taken together represent the evidence as marshalled. Tftar$ore represents the
content of my r€flective insight the sufficienry of the evidence as weighed -
identically the as-yet-unexpressed unconditional, actual, absolute truth of
the fact judgment that the evidential sufficiency establishes. Finally, B on the
third line represents the unconditionally, actually, absolutely true judgment

of fact as asserted.

2.2.5. An Example.For a concrete illustration of the third-level cognitional
process,let us pick up our earlier example at the point where Deanna has just
arrived at the concepts "earthquake," "thief," and "vindictive acquaintance"
as formulating the three different concrete intelligible relations she has

grasped in the collection of remembered and presently experienced data
pertaining to her workshop. She now asks herseU, "Which of these bright
ideas is the right idea? What actually caused this mess?" That question
recontextualizes her three formulations on the third level as the subjects of
three different potentially true iudgments of fact ("an earthquake caused

this mess," "a thief caused this mess," "a vindictive acquaintance caused

this mess").

Next, Deanna reflectively ponderc each potentially true judgmenfs
rational link to its cognitional condition of being actually true. Although
exhaustive links could well include countless details, manageable versions

might be such generalizations as the following: "If the other rooms of my
home and nearby homes are also topsy turvy, then an earthquake caused

this mess"; "iI at Ieast one valuable item is missing from my workshop, then
a thief caused this mess"; and "if the present data include some distinctive
sign of a vindictive acquaintance, then that individual caused this mess."

She also reviews her present data and augments them by looking inside
various drawers and cupboards in her workshop, checking other rooms of
her home, and consulting with her neighbors.

Deanna's following step is to compare the data specified by the respective

rational links with the data she presently experiences. These comparisons

lead to three successive reflective insithts, which in tum impel her to assert

three corresponding iudgments of fact; and in and through those assertions

she knows what rrrs rol the cause and what zoas. Fist, unattached items

in her neighbors' homes and in other rooms of her own home remain

undisturbed, and even the loose contents of some cupboards in her $/orkshoP

have not been moved. Consequently she concludes, "An earthquake did not
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cause this mess." Second, desPite their relative obviousness, none of the

valuables she was storing in her workshop is missing: the iPad on the floor
in its original box, the Rolex watch in the workbench drawer, and her small

collection of rare coins in the cupboard. Consequently she concludes, "A
thief did not cause this mess." Third, near one end of the workbench are

two small markings made with fresh Paint that matches part of the puddle.

One marking is an image that commonly carries a hostile meaning: a closed

hand with an upraised middle finger. The other is the letter "H," and the

familiar script is that of the longtime boyfriend with whom Deanna rccently

broke off her relationship. Consequently she concludes, 'Tlarry, my iilted
boyfriend, caused this mess to take rcvenge on me."a

2.3. The Gmeral Structure ot' Hunan Cognitional Morulity

Just as cotnitional activities on the second level of my knowing presuppose

and recontextualize those on the first, and those on the third levei presuppose

and recontextualize those on the second, so also cognitional activities on the

fourth level, the level of rcsponsibility, presuppose and recontextualize those

on the third. Moreover, just as on the third level, so also the cognitional

activities on the fourth level unfold in a three state process, though of course

the steps arc not identical with the previous ones but merely similar to them.

2.3.1. The First Stage. The three cognitional stages of my fourth-level

process ar€ lived deliberating, having deliberative insight, and value
judging." The fust of these stages is initiated by a "question for deliberation"
that emerges r /hen I consider each reality with which my thirdJevel process

concluded and wonder about its value. "Is this reality a value? Is it actually,

transcendentally, transcategorially good?"E This "whethel' question of
value recontextualizes each reality, situating it within the hor2on of my
third transcendental intention, constituting its sublation by the fourth
level and transformhg it ftom a mere reality into a potential content of
moral affirmation. That is to say, the question envisions each reality as the

subiect of a value iudgment lhat is conditioned - more amply, the subject of
aDeanna's fust conclusion is a iudgment of posiliod fact - that he! urderstanding of the

intelligible data is corect. Her second and third condusions arc iudglle B ol interpretatioc fad -
that her interpEtation of the sitns, the data embodying me.nin& is coEect. And the celtainty
of all three of her judgments is mer€ly pracficrl, not incontrooertible (s@ above, note 2l).

lof coulee the fourth level also indudes a decisional stage.
lReaall above. note 9.
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a proposition ("this rcality is a value") that is conditiotully or potmtblly or
hypothetically true.26

Continuing my lived deliberating, I search for evidence that would be
sufficient for a moral answer to each question for deliberation. A first element
of evidence emerges when I consider the link that in the third-level process

was the rational connection between each conditionally true iudgment of
fact (each "compound inner word of fact") and its cognitional condition
of being unconditionally true. In that rational process, the link mandated
that the conditionally true iudgment of fact ("this thing or property is !€al")
is unconditionally true iJ the irnagined data that belong to the formulated
essence it would assert as real are data 1 also experie ce. Now, in my moral
process, the rational link as recontextualized becomes the (rational and)
moral connection or link between each conditionally true judgment of value
(each "compound inner word of value") and its cognitional condition of
b€tng unconditionally or actually or absolutely true.27

In any tiven instance the link may be particular to that instance. Or it may
be an abstract generalization of previous value judgments about concrete

'?On my leading of tonergan, the question fo! deliberation jr fundaErentally about the
oafue ol a intelltgibility, regadlese of whethe! o! not that inteligibitity is a fact, a realiry
In this respect it is simila! to the question for reflection, which is fundamentally about the
/.4lily of an intelugibiltty. Hence with equal validity the question fo! delib€ration could be
posed before the question for reflection. But in such a sequence any evenfual atkibution of
(actual) value to the inteligibility in and tkough an affulrative answer would also be the
implicit attribution of (actual) leality. By conEast, in the pEsent paper (a! in my previous one)
I follow the later Lonergan's uaual plactice oI situating the quBtion fo! rellection belorc the
question for delibelation. Such a sequence trette! acconds with the oldet commonly lollowed in
the history oI explicit philosophy. It also perrnits pedatogical clarity about the basic elements
of our knowing of facts befole tleating our knowing of values, a matte! both eiu'iehed and
complicated by the cental role of feelin8s.

A related clarfication fiay be ureful at this point. The concFte intelligibilities we oldinarily
gra6p aft proryrlional., inteligibilitier that are constitud or conditioned (whether intrineically
or just exki$ically) by the empirical residue; but the leality and value we atkibute to them arE

transcendental realiq a d value. That is to sa, "!€alitl/' and "value," unlike "(proportionate)
inteligibiliry" ate tlan8cendental, transcategorial notio8, not categorial, prcdicamental ones.
It foUows that divede concEte Ealities differ by viltue not of their t aliay but of their respective
iatzlligOilities. Similarl, diverre condete values differ by virtue not oI their o4lre but of their
respective irrdlil.ibrlifi.s. Thus, for exa6ple, "vital, social, cultuJal, p€rsonal, and religious
values" differ not by virtue of their oafue but by viitue of the "scale of pEfe!€nce" accordinS
to which Ieelings respond to diveE€ gloups ot intelligihli(es lor of realitie! see pr€vious
paragraph). On the interpletation I will propose sholtl, the fe€lings are the fulfilling element
of the sufficient evidence on the basis of which value judgnents atkibute value to those divers€
gtoups. (S€e Method ir Theology,3l-32; corl:.pate with 39, 50, 52, 240.)

?Recall above, note 15,

123
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individuals. For example, the normative (as distinct ftom meta-ethical)a

'\aws" of ethics are abstract generalizations of certain previous value
judgments about concrete individual human acts. But in every instance the

link emerges within an underlyhg pattern that is both far more general than
any particular link and far more concrete than any abstract generalization.

That pattern is part of the normative immanent and operative structure of
my inherent cognitional morality; it is a conc€te dynamic "if . . ., then . . ."

procedure that is a naturally-given functional facet of the moral knower I
am. It establishes the basic feature of all particular fourth-level linls and

their generalizations.

What then is that basic feature? Since the answer to that question is

perhaps the core contention of this paper, it wi.ll be worthwhile to unfold it
carefully. Consequently, in the three following subsections I propose further
details about my moral knowing's immanent and operative sEucture. That
is to say, I present aspects of my moral knowing insofar as it is invariant,
pure, anticipated, not yet instantiated, determinate, realized. (For a visual
aid to what follows, see Figure 1.)

2.3.7.7. As we have seen, the inherent normative structwe of my
rational knowing comprises three successive levels of acts and contents. In
the fundamental (i.e., exhospective) mode oI that knowing, the intentional
contents with which the respective levels conclude are sensed contents, data

of sense; a conceived content, a particularized essence;a and an affirmed
content, a reality. Moreover, the data of setuie on the fust level become a

component of the particularized essence on the second level, and the latter
in turn becomes a component of the reality on the third level.s

a"I.,lorEutive" and "meta-ethical," like "substantive" and "pfocedual," ale labels often
wed by ethicia$ to de8ignate a distinction that a Lonelganian might ordinalily indicate mole
broadly (i.e., not iust in ethica but in every methodical inveotigation of the conoete) with Buch
labels as "historical" and "heuri8tic," "dete.Ednate" .nd "stn ctural," and so forth.

DIn the pre8€nt context I wish to highlight that a Becond-level content rrrctly as a potential
content oI factual affilmation is a conceptual8ynthesir of an intelligible form and irdi?rd a, (not
merely cotnmon) hatter. It is not an absEact ess€nce but a conoete or Wrticularized esf€,nce. (O^
this distinction, indudinS Lon€lgan's occa9ional employment of the word "particularized," see

Undentanding and Being,l(*47, induding editorial note .. Compare with Collectiorl, 757-52)
Vetbrm,2co201.) I maintain in tum that the particularired $s€nce is the intentional content
that evokes 6lr alledive intentional regpons€ on the gecond level.

slvhat I say hele regardint the 8tructure of my rational (and late! my moral) knowing
in its exkospective mode also appliee analotou8ly to my knowing in its introspective mode.
Since making that extension i! not unduly chalengin& I will not take painr to spetl it out in
this paper.
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FrcuRx 1. My CocNrrroNAL PRocxss oN LEvELs 1-4

+ LEVEI_S I _3 

-

.- LEVEL 4 .

- 
4a3

l
.1b2

I . 4al

I - data of seDsc or consciousoess
2 - a direct insight ) I particularized essetrce
3 - a reflcctivc insight ) I fsctjudgment / tbe particularizcd csscnce

known as a rcality

AIR - affectiye intentioral responses: as o glncl, experienced on
levels l, 2, and 3; as rccontataaliz.d, obiectifred on level 4

481 - 8n AIR to thc data ofscnse or consciousness
4a2 - 8n AIR io the particularized csscnce
4a3 - an AIR to the known reslity
4b - a dcliberativc insight ) a value judgmcot / thc reality ktrown as

a value

L

An ffictioe intentional response is a feelint about an intentional content
that is evoked by that content. A positiae response is a positive feeling; a

negatioe response/ a negative feeling. The hherent normative structure
of my moral knowing includes such intentional responses to the tfuee
aforementioned intentional contents, responses I will designate as original.
On the first level a feeling is evoked by and rcsponds to the data of sense. On
the second level a feeling is evoked by and responds to the particularized
essence. And on the third level a feeling is evoked by and responds to the
reality.
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The three successive oigirul affeclive intentional resPonses are lived

events whose occturence is virtually simultaneous with the emergence

of the intentional contents to which they respond. However, they are not

intrinsic to the process of intelligent cognition that is launched by a question

for inquiry nor to the process of rational cognition that is launched by a
question f or refl ection.

2.3.7.2. The situation changes when a question for deliberation is

asked, launching the process of moral cognition. With the Posint of that

question, the original affective intendonal resPonses to data of sense, to the

particularized essence, and to the reality are recontextualized on the fourth

1eve1. Let us recount this matter in more detail.

Recall that the inherent normative structure of my rational knowing

anticipates data of sense that emerge cognitionally through sensing that is

attmtitse, sersing that corresponds exactLy to the data of sense. It anticiPates

a particularized essence that emerges through understanding that is

intellig*rt, taderstanding that (a) presupposes attentive sensint, (b) grasps

through direct insight a concrete intelligible unity or relation in the data such

smshg manifests, and (c) formulates that unity or relation as an essence'

It anticipates a reality that emerges cognitionally through fact judging that

ls rwsonable, jrtdgSrtg that (a) presupposes attentive sensing and intelligent
understanding, (b) grasps through r€flective insiSht the rational sufficiency

of what such sensing and understanding maniJest and (c) on that basis

affirms the particularized essence as real.

The inherent normative structure of my rroral knowing includes

analogous anticipations. Broadly, it anticipates a valuable reality that emerges

cognitionally through value judging that is responsible. In more detail, it
anticipates value judging that emerges from four levels of affective responses.

On the fust level, the affective response (a) is to data of sense that have

emerged tfuough afteflri?re sensing an d (b) is responsibly proportioned exactly

to those data. On the second level, the affective response (a) presupposes

the fust-level response, (b) is to a particularized essence that has emerged

lhrotsgh intelligent understanding, and (c) is responsibly proportioned exactly

to that essence. On the third level, the affective response (a) presupposes

the second-level response, (b) is to a reality that has emerted cognitionally

Ituorgh reasonable fact judging, and ( c) is responsibly proportioned exactly to

that reality. On the fourth level, the affective response (a) consists of all three

levels of liaed resp onses as objectified, (b) is responsibly deemed the fulfilling
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component of the evidence grasped as morally sufficient by deliberative
insight, and thus (c) contributes cruciaUy to the basis on which the reality is
affirmed as valuable.

The normative skucture of rational knowing reckons the cognitional
sequence that begins with attentive sensing/ proceeds throuth intelligent
understanding, and culminates with reasonable fact-judging as se{-
transcending in the sense that it is faithful at root both to data of sense,

on the one hand, and the transcendental intention of (intelligibility and)
reality, on the other. As such, it is cognitionally suceessfu.l, epistemically
objective, manifestive of tulity. Similarly, the normative structure of moral
knowing reckons the cognitional sequence that begins with attentive
sensing, proceeds through intelligent understanding and reasonable fact-
judging, and culminates with responsible valuejudging as self-transcending

h the sense that it is faithful at root both to data of sense, on the one hand,
and the transcendental intention of (hte[itibility and reality and) value,
on the other As such, it is cognitionally successful, epistemically objective,
manilestle oi rcal aalue.

2.3.1.3. The precedint darifications illuminate my proposal that the
basic feature of all particular fourth-level links and their generalizations

is nothing other than an objectification of something of myself exactly
as a moral knower. At its most fundamental, the cognitional condition
specified by any fourth-level link, the condition whose fulf.llment would
manifest a conditioned iudgment of value as virtually unconditioned, is an
objectification of the normative immanent and operative structure of myself
insofar as my moral knowing is cognitionally successful, epistemically
objective, manifestle of real aalue.In the two preceding subsections I have
contended that such cognitional success in turn is a matter of my sef-
tnnscotdetce as a moral knower, where the functional meaning of such
self-transcendence is cognitional fidelity at root both to data of sense and
the transcendental intention of (intelligibility and reality and) value. And I
have sketched such cognitional fidelity in moderate detail, presenting it as a

matter of proceedin g responsibly on all four levels of my cognitional process.

Perhaps the Ioregoing can be expressed summarily by saying that
the normative "if . . ., then . . ." pattem on the fourth level mandates that
any conditionally true iudgment of value ("this reality is a value") is
unconditionally true if the imagined d,ata of a positive responsibly self-
transcending affective intentional response to the reality the judgment
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would assert as a value are data I erperience. And, perhaps an apt articulation
of the fundamental fourth-level link as such might be something like the

following, wherc the phrase in itatcs is a symbolic image, a linguistic token 3l

of what I sketched in the two preceding subsections: "If I experience myself

making a posithse responsibly self-transcmding affectioe intefitional resPonse to a

reality, then that reality is a value."
At this point I move from the third subsection back to my broader

consideration of the two elements of evidence sufficient for a moral answer

to each question for deliberation. If the cognitional condition specified by a

linl is the first element of such evidence, the second element emerges when

I rcview the data I actually experience. All such data, both data of sense and

data of consciousness, may be pertinent to my rational knowing. However,

the data immediately pertinent lo my morul knowing are the subset that

comprises my affective intentional responses to intentional contents I grasp.

ln the three previous subsections I sketched my affective intentional responses

insofar as they are anticipated by the immanent and operative structwe of

my moral knowing. By contrast, my focus in this concluding steP of my
lived deliberating is the affective intentional responses I experience myself

making. More precisely, my focus is my oniizal responses on the fust three

levels, responses that subsequently arc recontextu*lized on the fourth level:

my response to data of sense; my response that, presupposing the preceding,

is to a particularized essence; and my response that, presupposing the

preceding, is to a reality. From the perspective of the fourth level, the set of
original threeJevel responses more or less completely and definitively does

or does not fulfill the specified cognitional condition of each conditioned

iudgment that would affirm a reali!y's value.

To recapih:late, then, in the fust stage of my lived fourth-level cognitional
process I review and recontextualize three elements within a naturally-
given normative pattem of such elements, wherc the new context emertes

as soon as I complement my earlier questions ("What is this?" and "Is this

real?") with a new one ("Is this reality a value?"). As t€contextualized on

the fourth level, the three elements stand in a verificational process that in
its fust stage parallels the firct stage of the third-level verificational process.

That process begins with one or more conditioned iudgments of value (the

recontextualized realities). It proceeds to one or morc (rational and) moral

stAs with the i.Erage of any data oI conscioueness, the image of my Equisite intentional
rcsponse is 6frnbolic, not sEictly rePtB€ntative. (Recall above, note 5.)
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links between each conditioned iudgment and its cognitional condition
of being unconditionally true (the recontextualized rational linls). And
it condudes with the more or less complete and definitive experienced

fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the conditions specified hypothetically by
the respective links (the recontextualized set of original threelevel affective

intentional responses as actually experienced). To extend Lonergan's

occasional terminology, the second and third of these steps are "marshalling"
the evidence for the unconditional truth of the value judgment.3'1

2.3.2. The Second Stage. The second stage of my fourth-level process

consists of one or more moral "aha" events: I have one or more deliberative
insights. Whereas a direct insight grasps the intelligible unity or relation ol
data I experience, and a reflective insight grasps the rational sufficiency ot
evidential elements I marshall, a deliberative insight grasps the (rational and)

moral sufficiency of evidential elements I marshall. Pondering the moral link
that specifies the cognitional condition whose fr:lfillment would establish

the conditioned judgment of value as unconditioned, plus my experience

of how that condition is or is not fuUilled, I grasp the extent to which the

condition is fulfilled - identically the extent to which the unconditionality of

the value iudgment is implicitly established. On my extension of Lonergan's

occasional terminology, having a deliberative insight is "weighing" the

evidence for the unconditional truth of the value judgment.$ Such weighing
can have any of five main outcomes.

First, the cognitional condition is grasped as definitioely fulflled insofar

as all the pertinent questions about the truth of the conditioned iudgment
of value have been answered positively. That is to say, there remains

no pertinent challenge to the respective attentiveness, intelliSence, and

reasonableness of the sensing, understanding, and fact iudging that

culminate in the cognitional emergence of the rcality whose value I am

now wondering about. Nor does there remain any pertinent challenge to

the responsibility of the original fustJevel, secondJevel, and third-level
affective intentional responses I experience myself making, responses that

as recontextualized on the fourth level constitute the fulfilling component of

the evidence that deliberative insight would grasp as morally sufficient.a In

'5€e above, note 18.

lsee above, note 18.
aDbtinctiv€ly Etolal (by conbast with rational) challenge! to the lesponsibility oI

the fulfilling eyidential componellt on the foulth level steEl ftom distottions within the set
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this case, the value judgment is displayed as certainly unconditionally true.s

Second, the cognitional condition is grasped as ,nost likely fulfilled insofar
as some pertinent questions about the truth of the conditioned judgment

of value have been answered positively and positive answers to all the

remaining pertinent questions seem more likely than not. Any pertinent

challenge to the attentiveness, intelligence, and reasonableness ofthe rational
process that culminates in the cognitional emergence of the reality whose

of original affective intentional Esponres that, as r€contertualized on the fouth level,
corutitute tlut evidential component. For the radical affective tenrion I experi€nc€ withitt
myself is between the s€lf-concem of my sensitivity and the totality-concern of my threefold
transcendental intending. An imbalance in the 6rst direction will nake me unduly Beu-attached,
while an imbalance in the E€cond direction will leave me exag86atedly focussed on totaliry
Any tendency on my part toward eithe! imbalance will be r€flected in an imbalance behMeen

my origina.l first-level affective intentional rcspons€s, on the one hand, aid hy oliginal second-
Ievel and thild-level tespolrses, on the other. My lived preferences will be skewed toward
the htentional contents of s€nsing or toward those of understanding and fact-judgin8, with
cons€quent cor€lative distoltions emelging in my valueiudging. (See, for example, Insght,
292-93,410-71,65955,749; co parc with Method ir Thalogy, 6546.)

sln note 21 above, I conterded that the certainty of some frct iudghents is iust pr4cfic4l at
b€st, while of otheF it ie inconboo.nibL.l 

^ow 
contend that the cedainty of a vdue iudSment

i8 neve! mole than ils, practical, That conduBion t€3t8 on a maio! premise and two euccessive
mino! pt€mises. Fi$t, as I elaborated eatlie! in the text, the cognitional condition of Esponribly
affrming a conditioned Fdgment of value as unconditioned is always my expelience of making
a positive rBpon6ibly s€lf-Eanscendint affective intentional rcrpons€ to the rcality about
whose value I a.t| wondering. But is that condition ever fulilld? To put the issue precbely, do
I ever expetience my rcrponre as responsibly selJ-tlanscending?

In thir o! that instance, every apparently p€rtinent challenSe to the responeible self-
barEcendence of rdy intentional affective response might be ruled out at unr.asoruble. For il
miSht happen that I deliberatively grasp wery available aspect of the data constituting lrly
rcsponse as coisbtent with the Esponsible s€[-tlanscendence of that respons€. In Buch a ca!e,
every denial of self-transcendence lack evidmce and thus is urreasonable; coEelpondingl,
the celtainty with which the conditioned iudgment oI value ir displayed and affirmed ar
unconditionally true b practi.rl.

On the other han4 therc is no instance in which every apparently pertinent challmge to
the responsible self-uanscendencr of ury response can be nrled out as unthinkrblN. For I cd
never totally exdude the possibility that some asp€cb of the data coBdtutint my Erponse
are both highly pertinent and uuvailable to my delibemtive grasp, hiddm from my waking
awarenBs by dramatic bias. Since dramatic bias not only conceab what I would Srasp but also
delorms my very capability of graeping, I can never entiEly leject the polgibility that what I
graap a.8 the harrroniour self-banscending inteSlation of Ely affective intentional t€lpotts€s
on all levels i! in fact dirtord to a lees€r o! Feate! degr€e in the diEction of the lower lwel
or the hither Not for nothint do the gaints caution us agairst ovelconfidence about our own
salvationl Cortespondingly, the c€ltainty with which a conditioned iudgnent of value can be
displayed and afffrmed ae unconditionally tlue - o!, fo! that lutt€r, as unconditionally false-
is 

^evet 
hcontrooertible, at b€st /rst practical. (For a coErpacl sketch of draEratic bias and its

cognitional consequ€tr.B, s@ lnsi8ht,27+27 compar€ with 242-44, 5875. For ar extrehely
rich and nuanced expansion, eee Rob€rt Do&n, Tluology and thc Dialectics ol Hisaory ftoronto:
University of Torcnto Pre8e, 19901, especially chaps. 2, 7, and 8.)
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value I am wondering about or to the responsibility of the moral process

that culminates in the fourth-level evidential component seems solidly
susceptible of being met. [n this case, the iudgment of value is displayed as

probably wcondltionally true.
Third, the cognitional condition is grasped as most likzly unfulfilkd

insofar as a negative answer to at least one pertinent question about the

kuth of the conditioned judgment of value seems more plausible than not.

At least one pertinent challenge to the rational process that culminates in
the cognitional emergence of the reality in question or to the moral process

that culminates in the fourthlevel evidential component seems quite likely
to be successful. In this case, the judgment of value is displayed, as probably

unconditionally false; or, equivalently, its contradictory is displayed as

p rob ably tncondinonally true.

Fourth, the cognitional condition is grasped as definitioely uflfulfiUed

insofar as at least one pertinent question about the Euth of the conditioned
judgment of value has been answered negatively. At least one pertinent
challenge to the underlying rational process or the moral process is deady
successful. In this case, the judgment of value is displayed as certainly

unconditionally false; or, equivalently, its contradictory is displayed as

c er t ainly rnconditronally true.

Fifth, whether the cognitional condition is fuUilled or unfulfilled is

grasped as obscure insofar as the answers emergent thus far to the pertinent
questions about the truth of the conditioned judgment of value do not stand

in any of the four preceding categories. It remains unclear whether ot not

all the pertinent chalienges to the underlying rational process or the moral

process have been met or at least arc solidly susceptible of being met. In this

case, the iudgment of value is displayed as indeterminate, as presently unable
to be affirmed or denied.

2.3.3. The Third Stage. Finally, in the third stage of my fourth-level
process, I follow through. Compelled (rationally and) morally by my one or
more deliberative insights, I assert each corresponding judgment of value:
'This reality certainly is a value," 'This reality probably is a va.lue," 'This
reality probably is not a value," 'This reality certainly is not a value," and/ or
"lMhether or not this reality is a value remains to be determined." And in and
through each assertion, I answer the "whether" question that initiated my
deliberation. I know the reality certainly or probably as a value, or probably
or certainly as not a value, or as tequiring further investigation in this respect.
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If C, then D.

C.

Therefore D

In this syllogism, the fust line represents three factors of my fourth-
level process as recontextualized and related within the horizon of the

third transcendental intention. More exactly, D on the fust line rePresents

the value iudgment ("this redity is a value") as conditionally, potentially,

hlpothetically true.lf C, then D represents the moral link of that judgment

to the cognitional condition of its behg unconditionally, actually, absolutely

true. namely, the experience of my positive responsibly self-transcending

affective intentional response to the reality the judgment would assert as a

value. C on the first line rep!€sents that condition as specified by the link:
my positive responsibly self-transcending affective intentional response as

itnagined.sT C on the second line repr€sents the fulfillment of the specified

condition: my affective intentional response as erperiezced. The fust two lines

taken totether reprcsent the evidence as marshalled. Tfter{ore repr€sents the

content of my deliberative insight: the sufficienry of the evidence as weighed -
identically the as-yet-unexpressed unconditional, actual, absolute truth of
the value judgment that the evidential sufficiency establishes. Finally, D

*This paragraph analogically extends the early lnne!8an's Polkayal of the "Iorm of
leflective iltright." Here I interpr€t the syllogism as a meaas of communicating not only dile.t
and rerechoe insights bll allo delibetuaioe :trtsiShts. In another line, iI one wishes to exPless

the concrete "form of delibelative insithf in metaPhysical terms, it would se€m that it is Ery

central form (my formal entitative potency, my 6oul) itEofa! as it is diffeEntiated by sensitive,

intellectual, and volitional conjugate foEns (forhal oP€lative Potencies). For mole on thes€

mattels, see above, s€ction 2.2.4, and note 22 )

'I reitelate tlut the image of the requisite intentional tesPois€, Iike the image of any data

of conscioueness, is sldrbolic rather than scicdy reples€ntative. (S€e above, note 6.)

2.3.4. The Form of Delibaathse lnsight. ln discussing the fust stage of
fourth-level cognitiona.l process, I noted that the three elements generated

in that stage emerge within a naturally-given pattern of such elements. But

that pattern also extends to the second and third stages, thus underlying and

goveming every complete instance of fourthlevel process. The following
syllogism illustrates that integral underlying and goveming Pattem. It
expresses the immanent and operative structure of my responsible knowing.

It formulates explanatorily the concrete conscious, intelligent, rational, and

moral intelligible that is my "form of deliberative insight."$
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on the third line represents the unconditionally, actually, absolutely true
judgment of value as asserted.

2.3.5. An Example. For an illustration of the fourthlevel cognitional
process, let us r€turn to our previous example at the point where Deanna
has just asserted the judgment of la*, "Harry, my iilted boyfriend, caused

this mess to take revenge on me," an assertion in and through which she

knows why her workshop is in disorder. Her reaction to this discovery is a

spirited denunciation of Harry and what he has done. In the circumstances,

she is able to reach this negative judgment of value through a process

she completes virtually instantaneously. As delineated by our own meta-

methodical obiectifi.cation of them, what are the lived steps she goes through?
The first step of Deanna's fourth-level performance is to wonder about

the value of the reality she has just discovered: "Insofar as it is the result
of Har4/s vengeftI choice, is this mess a value?" This "whether" question
of value situates the mess within the horizon of her third transcendental

intention by envisioning it as the subiect of a potentially true iudtment of
value ("Insofar as it results from Harry's vengeful choice, this mess is a

value").
Next, Deanna deliberatively obiectifies the potentially true iudgmenf s

linl to its cognitional condition of being actually true. Specific determinations

of the link may include perthent ethical guidelines that generalize previous
value judgments about concrete individual human acts, generalizations

made by the cultural community in which she grew up and and/or by
Deanna herself. Examples of such determinate generalizations are "Do
unto others as you would have them do unto you"s and 'tlatred of the

neighbor is a sin when one deliberately wishes him evil."3e But all such

determinations emerge within and are fundamentally govemed by the

"iI . . ., then . . ." pattern of her naturally-given cognitional morality, a pattem
I have suggested may be expressed as "If I experience myself making a

positive responsibly seU-transcending affective intentional response to a

reality, then that reality is a value."
With the cognitional condition mandated by the link in hand, Deanna

now employs it as a criterion for assessing the mess exactly insofar as it
resulted from Harr5/s choice; and she promptly recognizes that the mess,
far from satisfying that criterion, directly contravenes it. That is to say,

xThe "golden n:Ie," common to many cultures
scatechisln of the Cdtholic Chltch (1992), *2303.
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she grasps a pertinent chatlenge to the truth of the conditioned judgment

of value as clearly successful. What is that successful challenge? It rrill be

clarifying for us to address this question in two stePs.

First, the successful challenge in this irstance is no, to the rational

achievement reached on the previous levels and presupposed and

recontextualized by the fourth level. More exactly, it is rot to truth of the

judgment of interpretative fact through which Deanna came to know that

the mess is the result of Harry's vengeful choice. For her lived review

confirms the absence of any remaining challenge to the adequacy of her

lormulation of that judgment. Moreover, it confi.rms the absence of any

remaining challenge to the accuracy of the complex direct irsill underlying
that formulation, the insight grasping (a) that the mess resulted from Harry's

successful implementation of a choice he made; (b) that in envisioning his

choice he was sufficiently cognizant of its likely result and sulficiently free

that it was morally attributable to him; (c) that the motive of his choice was

to "pay back" Deanna for breaking up with him; (d) that he judged that

this motive made his prospective choice a moral disvalue, a moral evil,

morally condemnable, since it put the choice at odds not just with the moral

guidelines he had learned from his community but more fundamentally
with his own transcendental intention of value; and (e) that nonetheless

he made and implemented that choice. Still further, Deanna's review also

confirms the absence of any remaining challenge to the completeness of the

data whose intelligibility the direct insight SrasPs.
Second, the successfirl challenge to the truth of the conditioned judgment

of value in this instance is to the fuIfilling element specified by the pertinent

fourthlevel linl and thus indirectly to the iudgment that entafu that link. In
more detail: What results from a choice expresses and embodies the moral

meaning of that choice. Consequently, the conditioned iudgment of value
("insofar as it results from Harry's vengeful choicg this mess is a value")

entails a link specifying that Deanna experience herself making a positive

responsibly self-transcending affective intentional response to the mess and

the choice that produced it. As a matter of fact, however, the responsibly

self-transcending affective intentional response Deanna experiences herself

making to the mess and the underlying choice is not Positive but strongly

negative. Hence her deliberative insight grasps the requisite cognitional

condition in this inslance as definitioely unfulfilled, the origiml ,udgment of

value as certainly unconditionally false, and its conhadictory as certainly
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unconditionally true.
Deanna's lived fourth-level cognitional process in this instance concludes

when, morally compelled by her deliberative insight, she asserts, "Insofar
as it is the result of Harrfs condemnable choice, this mess certainly is a

moral disvalue, a moral evil, morally condemnable." And in and through
that judgment, she knows the mess as condemnable.

3. Drrrrrnerrw Lvsrcrrrs

What I have written thus far in this paper positions me in this final main part
to highlight eight claims I wish to make about the fourth-level cognitional
acts I have been calhng deliberatioe insights.

First, a deliberative insight is similar to a reflective insight in several
respects. Both emerge in cognitional processes that are hitiated by a question.

Both cognitional processes are reflexive in the sense that what they regard

includes my cognitional processes on prior levels. Both processes unfold in
terms of preconceptual reasoning that aims to display a hypothetically true
judgment as absolutely true by objectifying both its link to its cognitional
condition of being absolutely true and the experienced fulfillment of that
condition. Both a deliberative insight and a reflective insight are acts of
understanding that culminate the respective reasoning processes by grasping
the absolute truth of the judgments in question, grasps that prompt in tum
my assertions of those iudgments.

Second, a deliberative insight is dissimilar to a reflective insight in
several respects. The cognitional process within which the reflective insight
emerges is a third-level reflection initiated by a question about the reality
of a formulated essence produced on the second level. But the cognitional
process within which the deliberative insight emerges is a fourthlevel
deliberation initiated by a question about the value of a reality known in and
through a fact judgment produced on the thtud level. Again, the reflective
insight grasps the absolute kuth of a judgment of fact and prompts my
assertion of it, an assertion in and through which I know the reality of the
formulated essence that I asked about. But the deliberative i-nsight grasps
the absolute truth of a judgment of value and prompts my assertion of it, an
assertion in and through which I know the value of the reality that I asked
about.

Third, however, perhaps the most instructive dissimilarity between
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a deliberative insight and a reflective insight is in the character of the

respective links and cognitional conditions that are part of the evidence

those insights grasp as sufficient for the absolute truth of the iudgments
in question. On the third level, the condition to which the (intelligent and)

rational link connects the hypothetically true judgment of fact is the group

of imagined data that are included in the formulated essence whose reality
I am wondering about; and the fulfillment of that condition is my concrete

experience of those data. Moreover, although in any given instance the

link may embody something particular or generalized that I have learned,

in every instance its core is something far more basic: a dynamic "iI . . .,

then ..." structure that is an inherent feature of my concrete Tationality. On

the fourth level, by contrast, the condition to lvhich the (rational and) moral

link connects the hypothetically true iudgment oI value is a $oup not simPly

of imagined data of sense or consciousness but, more narrowly, a (symbolic,

perhaps linguistic) image of the data of consciousness that would constitute
my positive responsibly self-transcending affective intentional response to

the reality whose value I am wondering about; and the firlfillment of that

condition is my concete experience of making such a rcsporuie. Moreover,

although in any given case the link may incorporate something particular or
generalized that I have leamed, in every case its core is something far more

basic: a dynamic "if . . ., then . . ." skuctwe that is an innate featur€ of my
concr ele c o gnit io nal monlity.

Fourth, this account clarifies certain ambiguities regarding the character

and function of the later Lonergan's "apprehensions of value . . . given in
feelings . . . [feelings that are] intentional responses to values."{ It safeguards

the utter centrality of the affective intentional response in my fourth-
level cognitional process; but it identifies it as the concretely experienced

fulfillment of a cognitional condition specified in any given instance by the

pertinent fourthlevel link. The account thus eliminates every hint of the

suggestion that "intentional rcsponses to values" are or include intuitions of
real values, and that asserted value judgments simply mbber stamp what I
already know. Lxstead, firm1y maintainint that my knowing on every level

beyond the first is discusive, the account Presents my affective intentional
response as just one elemmt of the discursive Process characteristic of my

fourthlevel knowing. It envisages my affective intentional response as part

oM.thod in Th.ology, 37 -38.
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of the sufficient evidence that an "apprehension of value" understands
as sufficient an understanding that manifests the judgment of value as

absolutely true. That understanding in tum (rationally and) morally impels
my assertion of the judgment of value; and in and through that asserted

iudgment I attribute absolute value to this/that reality, I affirm this/that
reality as an hc€mental satisfaction of my transcendental intention of
value, I kno\ r' this/that reality as a value. An account along these lines
would seem to be required in any case for fidelity to the characteristic
Aristotelian and Thomist philosophical claim that human knowing in the
full and proper sense is discursive rather than intuitive, a claim Lonergan
typically embraces.

Fifth, it is worth noting that from the standpoint ol metaphysics it is
not necessarily misleading at all to speak of either "intentional responses

to values" or - to pick one possible parallel - "sensations of sensible
realitiee." For metaphysics approaches everything in terms of its bein& its
reality, including acts of sensatio& their sensible contents, acts of intentional
response, and their valuable contents. Such an approach in no way intimates
the intuitionist claims that sensible contents are known as real solely

through sensation or that valuable contents are known as really oaluable

solely through intentional response. On the other hand, phenomenology,

the first of the thee steps of intentionality analysis,al begins before the

standpoint of metaphysics has been achieved; and it considerc successive

contents simply terms of the successive conscious intentional acts by which
they emerge in consciousness. On this approach, to speak of "sensations

of sensible realities" before one's analysis of fact judgments has justified
such language clearly implies an intuitionist stance. Similarly, to speak of
"intentional r€sponses to values [i.e., real valuablee]" before one's analysis

of value judgments has iustified such language once again implies an

intuitionist stance. ln my view, one reason for the ambiguities in Lonergan's

portrayal of affective intentional responses is the prematue inkusion of
metaphysical language into an account that appears in the fust place to be

phenomenological.

Why did Lonergan not take pains to investitate and spell out mor€

fully the discursive details of fourth-level cognitional process in his most

extended though stil relatively brief treatments of the matter n Method

'lRecall above note 5.
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in Theology, especially pages 30-41? Why did he not at least distinguish
more clearly between metaphysical and phenomenological standpoints

and language in those treatments? Perhaps the answer to such questions

Iies in his personal situation. The state of Lonergan's health was quite

uncertain during the period when he was working on the manuscriPt of
his prospective book. Consequently he had grave concerns about whether

he would be able to complete it. Moreover, he felt especially pressured to

spell out what he envisioned as the manuscripfls central and most original
feature, his recently-discovered scheme of eight interrelated functional
specializations for theology - and, indeed, for the entire set of investigative

disciplines.{ It would hardly be surprising if he recognized rather clearly

the limitations of his fourth-level account but contented himself with saying

enough to provide the necessary basis for discussing eighdold functional

specialization, leaving details of the fourth level (along with several other

unfinished matters) to be worked out subsequently by other methodologists.

Sixth, in light of the five preceding points it is easy to explain why I
think "deliberative insighf is superior to Lonergan's "apprehension of
value" as a label for the pivotal step of fourthJevel cognitional process.

The word "insigh( cleady suggests an act of undostanding, whereas the

word "apprehension" can ali too easily sugtest an acl ol sheerly recepti,,se

aToareness, perception, intuition. The word "deliberative" unambiguously
situates that act oI understanding as culminating the fourth-level process

of preconceptual reasoning that Lonergan labels "deliberation"; and it
helpfully implies a certain functional parallel with the act of "reflective"

understanding culrninating the third-level process of preconceptual

reasoning that Lonertan labels "reflection." ln sum, the first three of the

following four labels are already well-established in the Lonerganian
lexicon: "reflection," "reflective insight," "deliberation," and "deliberative
insight." It strikes me that the four Iabels collectively possess both semantic

clarity and stylistic consistency, and thus that it would be beneficial to adopt

the fourth for regular usage as well. At the same time, howevet I stress that

this terminological point is a relatively peripheral one, far less significant

than the substantive claims I have been laboring to establish.

Seventh, iust as maintaining the primary of direct and reflective insight

oBiogtaphical accounts of this Friod a.!e not lacking. A good stalting point i8 Fr€derick
Cowe, lnnogm (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical PtBs/Michael Glazier Books, 1992t, 9U123,
eepecially 106108.
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in what we mitht label Fact Studies displaces such stances as conceptualism
and rational intuitionism in those enterprises, so dso maintaining the
primary of direct, reflective, and deliberative insight in what we might label
Value Studies dbplaces such stances as conceptualism, rational intuitionism,
and valuational intuitionism in those undertakings. The point merits
illustration.

For classical physicists such as Newtory Einstein, and Steven Weinberg,
the basic norms of mechanics are universal intelligible realities that at least
in principle are grasped by means of intellectual and rational intuition. One
feature of this hadition is that the random events an investigator encounters
are viewed as manifestations not of reality but of some deficienry in the
investigator's method. For Lonergan, by contrast, mechanics (like every
other investigative venture) begins by experiencing, understandint, and
judging concrete individuals, in this case material thints and events. The

"laws" of mechanics are abstract generalizations of one's judgments about
such individual things and eventsi such generalizations include not only
systetnatic accounts of properties that characterize things but also siclislical
accounts of the occurrences of those properties in things; both the systematic

and the statistical laws are expressive of reality exactly insofar as they are

verified; and at best the verifications of both $pes of laws are neither less

nor more than highly probable.s
Analogously, for deontological ethicists such as WD. Ross, Germain

Grisez, and Robert Audi, the basic norms of ethics arc universal intelligible
and real moral values that at least in principle are grasped by means of
ethicai intuition.{ One hallmark of this tradition is that various kinds of
human acts are deemed, ifltinsically nil, quite apat ftom any consideration
of eoncrete particular instances. For Lonergan, by contrast, ethics (like every
other investigative venture) begins with knowledge of concrete individuals,
in this case human subjects and their freely chosen acts. The substantive (as

'5ee, for example, chapteE 2 though 5 of Irs8l,t.
sI am inclined to think *al ec-cdled propottionalisf ethiciars such as Jo8ef Fuchs, Richard

Mccormick, and Charleg Curran also are afllicted with conceptualiadr and intuitionism insofar
as they, like their deontologically-oriented colleagues, begin their arralyses with the genelal
distinction Hvreen a human act and its consequences already irurty in place, By contsast, fo! an
ethician who begi$ he! analy6i3 with insight into a particuldr situatio& what is hhdaoental i6
the conclete intelligibility of dut situation. The distinction between an act and it8 conrequences
is an abstact generalization of celtain asp€cts of what insEht 6!st gnrps concetely, and such
a genelalization pertains to ofra concrete situatioru only insofar as it8 pertinence is verified,
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distinct from the procedural)s "laws" of ethics are abstract generalizations

of one's value judgments about such individual subiects and acts; such

generalizations are real moral values exactly insofar as they are verified; at

best the verifications of substantive ethical laws are neither less nor more

than highly probable; and "intrinsically evil" as a suDstcn lioe ethical category

i.s set aside as an intuitionist mistake. On the other hand, "intrinsically evil"
as a category of procedural elTics - or more broadly as a methodical category,

whether in ethics or mechanics or any other investigative undertaking -
rctains its fuIl force. It includes any act that violates the natural law, where

"the natural law is 'be attentive, be intelligen! be reasonable, be responsible,'

and any precept you arrive at from observing those precepts."e
Eighth and finally, just as the fourth level of human knowing in general

presupposes and sublates the second and third, so deliberative insights in
particular presuppose and sublate dtect insights and reflective insights.
Let me label deliberative ,Jtsithts dis$ete insofar as they are distinct from
direct and reflective insights but slbsumptioe insofar as they sublate them. It
then seems that deliberative insights as subsumptive are my supreme acts of
cognitional self-constitution, the richest of all the cognitional acts that shape

me as a knower.47

4. CoNcrusroN

My central contention in this paper regards the substance, not the lab€I, of
the pivotal cognitional act on the fourth level of my conscious-intentional
process. That pivotal act, I maintain, is a reflexive grasp of the evidence

sufficient to ground a judgment of value and in tum a decision. The

most oboious element oI the sufficient evidence is my affective intentional
response to the reality whose value I wonder about. But that response is not
the sole element of the evidence. Rather, it is the fulfillnent of a cognitional
condition to which the conditioned judgment of value is (inteuigibly and

rationally and) morally linked, a condition whose details vary from instance
{See above, note 28.
sBemad Lonergan, ae cited by Frederick Crowe, Irnergan Studi.s Narslcttd, T5 (194),

37-38. S€e also A seco, d Colleclbn, 169-7U Philotophical and Thrological Pcyrs, 1965-1980,8,378;
M.thod in Theolow,231, nz

'I ma.intair that thie contention is not dirpla.€d evm when the exFrience of uftestricted
lovinS is taken into account. Rather, such expelience can conrtitute the fuIfrllin8 element of
kanscendently illuldIlating deliberative inrights that Sround tlanscendently iluminating
value iudgErent6. Such is how I interprct what Irneryan ir getting at, fo! examPle, in M.t lod

ifl Theology , 77117 .
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to instance but whose constant featur€s are mandated by the dynamic
operative skucture that is an inherent feature of my cognitional morality.

In other words, I am claiming that responsibly knowing the value of
some reaLity is similar in structure to rationally knowing the reality of some
fomu.lated essence. My knowing the realiq/s value is neither the cognitive
asped of a construclion of its value nor n immediate, intuitirse discooery of Lt.

Ralhe\ it is a nediated, discursiae discoaery ol it, a process whose culmination
is my evidence-based affirmation of a conditioned judgment of value, a

complex "inner word of value," as (virtually) unconditioned.
It seems to me that the altematives to this account are at odds with both

the essentially Aristotelian-Thomist framework of Lonergan's thought and
various explicit remarks that appear here and there in Lonergan's writings
throughout his career. They also seem firmly at odds with my own grasp of
myself as a value judge, though that can hardly settle the issue for others.
And in any case, it remains that if these matters were utterly dear they
would not be so controversial. I hope my effort here conkibutes in some

way to advancing the discussion.
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BOOKREVIEW
The Eclipse and Recooery of Beauty: ALonergan Approach

John Dadosky, University of Toronto Press, 2014, xiv + 255 pages

CoLLEAGTJB oF MrNE, who did not study Lonergan regularly, once

found himself pulling Method in Theology off the shelf to see what
nergan had to say on a particular subiect. But once he began

reading he found that couldn't put the book down, and stayed up into the

wee hours of the morning, coming close to finishing the book. "I think I
get what he's doing," my colleague said to me the next day, "he's trying to
recover the medieval transcendentals: the One, the True, the Good, and the

Beautiful." I had never thought of Me thod in Theology in ttis way, but it makes

a certain amount of sense. For all of its focus on subiectivity and knowing,
every moment in Lonergan's intentionality analysis has its ontological
corollary and the whole of his philosophy is dedicated to orienting human
wonder to the being that is ground of all beings, which comprehends all
of the hanscendentals and reveals their identity with one another, and

which serves as a unique analogy for the divine. But in any Lonerganian
"recover!' there are, of course, many alterations made, so that the word,
"transcendental," in Lonergan, never precisely correlates to medieval usage

of that term, nor to that of many later "transcendental" thhlers.
John Dadosky's book, The Eclipse and Recoouy of Beauty, focuses

on the idea of beauty as it existed in medieval thought in the forrn of a
transcendental, as it became subjectivized in the course of the Enlightenment
and nineteenth-century romanticism, and as it might be recovered, in a

rehabilitated ontological mode, through Lonergan's thinking. Dadosky is

very much aware that such a recovery is by no means the simple re-grounding
of a medieval transcendental upon a new epistemology. The dimension of
interiority that Lonergan seeks to bring to the study of the world mediated
by meaning is not a steppint stone to a predetermined metaphysics but a
life.long task of self-discovery a task that is so difficult - so multivalent and

polymorphic - that iust as we must say that every contemporary discipline

@ 2013 Paul Kidder
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studies being, so we must say that nearly every discipline has something to

contribute to transcendental theorizing on beauty. Dados$s awareness of

this fact makes his work exploratory and suggestive rather than systematic

and exhaustive, but the need to pursue the inquiry through multiple avenues

is very appropriate for an approach attemPting to follow Lonergan's own
path tfuough questions of art and beaury

Three major questions face anyone who undertakes to interPret

Lonergan's thought on such matters: (1) What is the piace of aesthetics

in his thought - hcluding aesthetic experience, aesthetic iudgment, and

artistic creation? (2) How is Lonergan's thought related to the history of
philosophical thinking on aesthetics? and (3) How might Lonergan's thought

inform one's interpretation of works of art and one's appreciation of the

wonders of nature? Regarding the fust question, Dadosky explores the idea

of beauty as a transcendental by pullint together a number of Lonergan's

observations, and perhaps most tellingly, the idea that aesthetic exPerience

involves a "surplus of meaninf that may be found in functional things

but transcends their functionality; a surplus that involves both the sensible

and the intelligible, yet trants a pleasure that exceeds mere experience and

comprehension; a surplus that intimates value through the feelings elicited;

a surplus that may be immediately experienced or may require training
or habituation in order to fully appreciate. All of these features of beauty

as experienced and known resonate, for Dadosky, with Boneventure's

notion of beauty as a transcendental that madfests the "splendor of all the

transcendentals" (35).

The modem history of thinking on aesthetics forms the "eclipse" of
the book s title. Enlightenment scientism cast doubt on the obiectivity of
aesthetic judgments. Kant could recover the iudgment of beauty only
as a "subjective universal" and as having neither the objectivity about

appeiuances that mathematical and natural-scientific iudgments have nor
the practical normativity that ethical judgments have. Romantic thinkers

elevated aesthetic experience and judgment to a level of super-mundane

sensitivity and genius, all the while reinlorcing the subiectivized status of

the aesthetic that Kant had established. The freedom frcm conshaint that

this status granted to artists fueled modernism's unrelenting determination

to make every artistic convention a variable that is subiect to artistic

manipulation - yielding, in its worst excesses, an inability to communicate

beyond the narrow confines of the professional art world. By contrast,
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Lonergan joins with other twentieth-century thinkers, such as Heidegger
and Gadamer, who male the case that aesthetic experience is not merely
subjective but is ontologically disclosive. The mediation of the world by
aesthetic meaning reveals sensuous qualities that vivify the real involvement
of body and world; aesthetic insights illuminate the real inteligibility of the

world; aesthetic value forms a real means by which heart speaks to heart

and the whole of creation may truly be seen as returning one's love. To

say that Lonergan aligns, in this way, with anti-metaphysical ontologists
like Heidegger and Gadamer is very different from saying he recovers the

transcendentals of Aquinas and Boneventure, yet the association of all of
these differing philosophical projects is apt because the tradition in question

is a percistent one throughout Westem thought, going back to Plato's

thinking of a "being beyond being" - the intimation, as old as philosophy

itself, that there is something to ponder beyond the mere categories of things,

and that this something more - call it "being" - makes the search for what
would be "fust philosoph/' a perennially ongoing one.

Because Dadosky sees his philosophical inquiry as preparation for a

theology of beauty, he uses the work of theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar

for his account of the historical subjectivization of the aesthetic. Though this

use is entirely appropriate, Dodosky finds himseLf having to take issue with
some of the idiosyncrasies of Balthasar's account. In particular, Balthasar

reads Kierkegaard's category of "the aesthetic" as underscoring the Romantic

divorce of the aesthetic dimension of life from the ethical and religious ones,

but Dadosky corrects this impression by showing that Kierkegaard intends
quite the opposite - that is, the taking-up of aesthetic values into the ethical

and religious spheres. One wonders whether, if Dadosky had relied more
heavily on Gadamer's Truth and Method n his account of the history of
aesthetics (as he does on some other topics), he might have avoided the need

for this sort of correction of his guiding sources.

Finally, Dadosky does have some indications, in the course of his
study, of how Lonergan's thought might aid the interpretation of works of
art. Most notably, perhaps, he examines the design elements promoted by
architect and theorist, Christopher Alexander, in his book, Nature of Ordn,
volume 1 of lhe Phenomenon of Life.l T\e we of these principles is relevant, in
that Alexander himself professes to be trying to get at "real beautl/' rather

lrChristopher Alexander, Nature of Ado , vol'u'.\e 7 of ll\e Phenomenon of Life (Be*eley, CA
Center for Envtuonmental SEuch]te 2002).
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than merely subjective constructions, and his way of categorizing elements

of beauty grows out of his very rich vision of architectual experience, which
combines in marvelously intuitive ways, the aesthetic, the existential, and

the commonsensical. Dadosky correlates fifteen principles that Alexander
puts forward with Thomist principles of consonatia, integritas, and claritas.

This proiect is certainly an interesting one, and is consistent with the aim
of recovering something of the o1d transcendentals, but it also invites the

further question as to how Alexander's principles might connect more

directly with Lonergan's own thinldng, including his revisions of Aquinas.
An analogous project was undertaken by Christian Norberg-Schulz in
relation to Heidegger's ontology of art, and Norberg-Shulz has also become

a standard source for Lonergan scholars working on architecture.
The Eclipse and Recoo*y of Beauty draws together many threads of

Lonergan's thirkint on art and beauty, doing so in a way that dips into
a broad range of related thinkers. It does so sometimes methodicaliy and

sometimes incidentally, but always with worthwhile results, for the effort to
align Lonergan with other voices that would turn back the massive tide of
aesthetic subjectivization is a laudable one in any form, for no one thinker
should have to undedale such a daunting reversal of historical and cultural
trends alone.

PauI Kidder
Seattle University


